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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
DAY 1 | 6th May 2022 10:00 AM | SKUAST-KASHMIR
REGISTRATION
Time: 08:30 - 10:00 am
INAUGURAL FUNCTION
Time: 10:00 - 10:35 am
TEA BREAK
Time: 10:35 - 11:00 am
SESSION-I
Chair: Altaf Bhat (SKUAST-Kashmir) | Co-Chair: Santosh Kumar Misra (IIT Kanpur)
Rapporteur: Manzoor Mir (University Of Kashmir)
11:00 - 11:30 am

PLENARY LECTURE | Jukka Seppälä (Aalto University, Finland)
Functionalized polysaccharides as antimicrobial agents

11:30 - 12:00 pm

PLENARY LECTURE | Jouni Partanen (Aalto University, Finland)
ValueBioMat Project: Digital manufacturing driving bio-oils based solutions for sustainable
polymeric material products

12:00 - 12:30 pm

PLENARY LECTURE | Ashok Kumar (IIT Kanpur)
Advanced strategies in bone healing and regeneration

12:30 - 12:45 pm

INVITED TALK | Sahar Saleem (SKUAST- Kashmir)
Protein signalling in breast carcinoma cells: Interplay between α-1-syntrophin and f-actin
modulation
ORAL PRESENTATION

12:45 - 01:10 pm

Suhail Magray (SKUAST-Kashmir)
Generation of myostatin edited sheep embryos by CRISPR-Cas and nuclear transfer
technology
Qamar Taban (SKUAST-Kashmir)
Potential association of scavenger receptor β1 facilitates endocytosis of Escherichia coli via
TLR-4 signalling in mammary gland
Irfan Qayoom (IIT Kanpur)
A rifampicin-loaded collagen nanohydroxyapatite based composite cryogel treats infected
bone lesion and accelerates bone repair in rat osteomyelitis model

01:10 - 02:30 pm

LUNCH BREAK
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SESSION-II
Chair: Khalid Fazili (University of Kashmir) | Co-Chair: Ashok Kumar (IIT Kanpur)
Rapporteur: Khalid Massod (SKUAST-Kashmir)
02:30 - 03:00 pm PLENARY LECTURE | Andreas Nüssler (University of Tübingen, Germany)
Requirements to study bone dysfunction in-vitro
03:00 - 03:20 pm KEYNOTE TALK | Shaida Andrabi (University of Kashmir)
Understanding the mechanism of anti-cancer drug resistance
03:20 - 03:40 pm KEYNOTE TALK | Abid Hamid (Central University of Kashmir)
Epigenetic landscape in cancer etiology and therapeutics
03:40 - 04:00 pm KEYNOTE TALK | Mudasir Andrabi (SKUAST-Kashmir)
Non-coding RNA in animal disease and production: What next?
04:00 - 04:20 pm KEYNOTE TALK | Mudasir Bashir (SKUAST-Kashmir)
Mesenchymal Stem Cells- A promising strategy for osteoarthritis
04:20 - 04:35 pm INVITED TALK | Parvaiz Ahmad Shiekh (IIT Kanpur/ IIT Delhi)
Oxygen therapeutics: Development of oxygen generating materials for disease cure and
regeneration
ORAL PRESENTATION
04:35 - 04:50 pm Prerna Singh (IIT Kanpur)
Functionalized scaffolds delivering bioactive compounds for treatment of chronic wounds
Naseer Kuchay (St. Georgia’s, West Indies)
Astrocyte-derived extracellular vesicle mediated activation of primary ciliary signalling
contributes to the development of morphine tolerance
04:50 - 05:40 pm

POSTER PITCHING SESSION

05:40 - 06:30 pm

HIGH TEA AND POSTER SESSION
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DAY 2 | 7th May 2022 10:00 AM | University of Kashmir
REGISTRATION
Time: 09:00 - 10:00 am
SESSION-I
Chair: Ashok Kumar (IIT Kanpur) | Co-Chair: Ajazul Hamid Wani (University of Kashmir)
Rapporteur: Wajid Bhat (University of Kashmir)
10:00 - 10:20 am

KEYNOTE TALK | Santosh Kumar Misra (IIT Kanpur)
Point of care diagnostics for early detection of disease and recalibration of therapeutic
regimen

10:20 - 10:40 am

KEYNOTE TALK | Altaf Bhat (University of Kashmir)
RNA binding proteins in gene silencing and genome stability

10:40 - 11:00 am

KEYNOTE TALK | Mohd Jamal Dar (IIIM Jammu)
Protein kinases as therapeutic targets in cancer: Progress, challenges and future directions
ORAL PRESENTATION

11:00 - 11:25 am

Shazia Shaikh (IIT Kanpur)
Bioresorbable magnesium-based alloys containing strontium doped nanohydroxyapatite
promotes bone healing in critical sized bone defect in rat femur shaft
Younus Ahmad Bhat (University of Kashmir)
Understanding the mechanism of ISWI mediated chromatin remodeling
Yaawar Mir (SKIMS, Srinagar)
Development of a multiplex PCR method for rapid diagnosis of rickettsial infections

11:25 - 11:45 am

TEA BREAK

SESSION-II
Chair: Santosh Kumar Misra (IIT Kanpur) | Co-Chair: Gulzar Bhat (University of Kashmir)
Rapporteur: Javed Bhat (University of Kashmir)
11:45 - 12:05 pm

KEYNOTE TALK | Sai Prasad Pydi (IIT Kanpur)
Development of GPCR-based drugs for the treatment of diabetes using chemogenetic
technology

12:05 - 12:25 pm

KEYNOTE TALK | Suresh Kumar (IIT Kanpur)
Cellular membranes in autophagosome biogenesis

12:25 - 12:45 pm

KEYNOTE TALK | Ashraf Dar (University of Kashmir)
Driving cell cycle with ubiquitin

12:45 - 01:00 pm

INVITED TALK | Shreya Mehrotra (IIT Guwahati/ IIT Kanpur)
3D bioprinted heart-breast cancer-on-a-chip: An efficient platform for assessing
chemotherapy induced cardiotoxicity
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ORAL PRESENTATION
01:00 - 01:25 pm

Hina Qayoom (University of Kashmir)
Effect of some natural compounds targeting triple-negative breast cancer cells: An in-vitro
and in-silico study
Chitral Chatterjee (IIT Kanpur)
Elucidation and characterization of the mechanism of action of 3-aminophenyl boronic
acid: A potential inhibitor of mycobacterial “SOS” response
Hamid Shah (Sharda University, Noida)
Diagnosis and treatment of feline infectious peritonitis: A clinical case study

01:25 - 02:25 pm

LUNCH BREAK

SESSION-III
Chair: Muzamil Ahmad (IIIM Jammu) | Co-Chair: Sai Prasad Pydi (IIT Kanpur)
02:25 - 02:45 pm KEYNOTE TALK | Rafiq Mir (University of Kashmir)
Retromer complex makes a splash in Parkinson’s Disease associated Kinase
02:45 - 03:00 pm INVITED TALK | Mubasher Rashid Rather (IISC Bangalore/ IIT Kanpur)
Network topology approach predicts network signatures to restrict the emergence of
hybrid epithelial mesenchymal phenotype during cancer metastasis
ORAL PRESENTATION
03:00 - 03:35 pm Sneha Gupta (IIT Kanpur)
Exosome-functionalized, anti-cancerous bone substitute along with antioxidant herbal
membrane for bone and periosteum regeneration in rat osteosarcoma model
Ozaira Qadri (University of Kashmir)
UPRosome: Role of sMEK1 in regulating crosstalk between IRE1 and AKT signalling
pathways
Saima Nazir (University of Kashmir)
Regulation of histone methyltransferase set2 activity
Towseef Akram (SKUAST-Kashmir)
Lethal mutagenesis for enhancing genetic stability of infectious bursal disease virus
03:35 - 04:35 pm

POSTER PITCHING SESSION

04:35 - 05:35 pm

HIGH TEA AND POSTER SESSION

05:35 - 06:30 pm

VALEDICTORY FUNCTION AND VOTE OF THANKS
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Plenary Lecture

Jukka Seppälä
Aalto University, Finland

Prof. Jukka Seppälä, is a professor of Polymer technology and Head of the Department in the School of Chemical
Engineering at Aalto University. He gained his experience in the industry at Neste Corporation during 1979 – 1986.
He acted as the Director of the Bio- and Nanopolymers Research Group in Finnish Academy Center of Excellence for
the years 2001- 2007. He has more than 365 scientific articles and the same number of other types of scientific
publications. His h-index is 50 according to ISI. He is one of the inventors in around 50 patents and patent
applications families. He became a member of the Finnish Academy of Sciences and Letters in the year 2005 and
Member of Finnish Academy of Technology 2010. He has been nominated as Academy Professor for the years 2011 –
2015. He is the leader of the National Bio-Economy Infrastructure. In 2017 he was nominated as a Chief Engineering
Counsellor in the Supreme Administrative Court of Finland.

Ionic polysaccharides as antimicrobial agents
Jukka Seppälä, Isabella Laurén, Arun Teotia, Maryam Madani
Polymer Technology, School of Chemical Engineering, Aalto University, Espoo, Finland
Email: jukka.seppala@aalto.fi
Modified polysaccharides have a huge potential in several applications, and they exhibit substantial beneficial
properties, where the antimicrobial activity is of great interest in various fields. Taking advantage of surface
modification with permanent positive charge of quaternary ammonium compounds, this study aims to develop
metal free and environmentally friendly materials, with excellent long-lasting antimicrobial activity. The material,
based on modified polysaccharides1, may have the potential to be used as hand/surface sanitizers, in textile (PPEs)
and water treatment industries, or in various biomedical applications.
In this research, two quaternary compounds, glycidyl trimethylammonium chloride (GTMAC) and [2(acryloyloxy)ethyl]-trimethylammonium chloride (AETMAC), were introduced to both chitosan and carboxymethyl
chitosan structures, generating both single and double quaternized structures2. This research investigates how the
structure, type of quaternary ammonium compound, functional groups of quaternized chitosan derivatives, and
their density of positive charge can affect their antiviral or antibacterial activities. It is suggested that the viral
behaviour of chitosan is also dependent on the hydrophobic interactions between the cell wall and the hydrophobic
functional groups introduced to the chitosan. It is proposed that the higher hydrophobicity and longer alkyl chains
of AETMAC influence the antiviral activity of quaternized chitosan, compared to GTMAC-derivatives. The anti-viral
behaviour depended on the type of virus, time of exposure and environmental conditions. Furthermore, these
quaternized polysaccharides can be utilized to generate self-healing injectable hydrogels, with inherent
antimicrobial properties, suitable for e.g. wound healing applications3. This research proposes quaternized
polysaccharide-based materials as metal free and environmentally friendly alternatives to commercially available
antimicrobial agents.
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Figure 1. Chemical structure of quaternized chitosan with both GTMAC and AETMAC and their proposed viral
interaction. The obtained product can, together with other polysaccharides, be formed into powder, films or make
3D printed structures.
References
1.
J. Zoppe et al., Biomac. 2014, 15, 1534-1542.
2.
S. Borandeh, I.E. Laurén, A.K. Teotia, J.V. Seppälä. 2022 (under submission)
3.
M. Madani, I.E. Laurén, J.V. Seppälä. 2022 (ongoing)
Acknowledgments
This work made use of Aalto University Bioeconomy Facilities and Finnish Academy Covid-19 project.
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Plenary Lecture

Jouni Partenan
Aalto University, Finland

Prof. Jouni Partanen is an eminent professor of Advance Production Technologies, Director, Principal Scientist and
Head of the Department in Mechanical Engineering, at Aalto University, Espoo, Finland. He is conducting research
in advanced production technologies like Additive Manufacturing (3D-Printing) and modern laser processing and
micromachining technologies. He has academic teaching experience from 5 decades (since 1977) from both Finland
and the United States. Currently he has more than 50 patents issued internationally in the main high technology
markets worldwide. He has publications in highly ranked journals belonging to many different fields including
physics, manufacturing technology, health sciences, and chemistry. The top journals include Nature and Physical
Review Letters. Dr. Jouni Partanen is serving as an editorial member and reviewer of several reputed international
journals. He is the member of many international affiliations. He is an experienced high technology industry leader
for more than 15 years in product development, advanced research, production and product management. He has
12 years of key technology and business leadership in the world leading 3D-Printing company 3D Systems.

ValueBioMat project: Digital Manufacturing driving Bio-oils based solutions for
sustainable polymeric material products
Jouni Partanen
PhD, Professor of Advanced Manufacturing
Group Leader for Adv Manuf and Materials, Aalto University
Email: jouni.partanen@aalto.fi
This presentation describes the ValueBioMat project (ValueBioMat.fi). It is a multidisciplinary research effort that
combines experts from many different backgrounds to get results with societal impact. The teams of experts
include polymer chemists, design and manufacturing engineers, scientists in industrial management and business
processes, scientists evaluating environmental impacts from the basic processes and through highly interactive
models, and experts of business law and governmental incentives. The presentation explains how digital
production technologies (3D Printing as an example) can lead to reduced environmental harm through better
designs, local production, dramatically simpler logistics and reduced need warehousing. We also give examples of
newly developed, bio based polymers applied for manufacturing through 3D Printing.
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Plenary Lecture

Ashok Kumar
IIT Kanpur

Prof. Ashok Kumar is Endowed Chair Professor of Bioengineering at the Department of Biological Sciences and
Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, India. He was born and brought up in Kashmir. He has
completed his B.Sc and M.Sc from the University of Kashmir. He received his Ph.D in Biotechnology in 1994 jointly
from the Institute of genomics and integrative biology, Delhi and Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee, India. He
has worked as faculty of Biotechnology at Lund University, Sweden. He has served as visiting professor at Lund
University Hospital, Sweden and Miyazaki University, Japan and currently he is the visiting professor at Aalto
University, Finland. His current research interests are in the area of biomaterials, tissue engineering, regenerative
medicine, stem cell research, bioprocess engineering, bioseparations, nanotechnology and environmental
biotechnology. Dr. Ashok Kumar has published more than 170 peer reviewed research papers in International
Journals, he has written book chapters and has many patents granted and filed in his area of research. He also serves
on expert committees for Biomaterials and Tissue engineering research and teaching in India and also serves as a
committee member of the Ministry of Science and Technology, Govt. of India. He has worked as the co-coordinator
for the recently completed Indo-US centre for Biomaterials at IITK supported by India-US Science and Technology
Forum. With the UK, he has recently conducted India-UK, DST-UKIERI award projects and India-UK science bridge
project. Dr. Ashok Kumar is presently carrying out clinical research in skeletal tissue regeneration in collaboration
with Lund University Orthopaedic department, Sweden. He has been awarded the GRO Samsung project award
from Korea for health systems research and TATA Innovation Fellowship from DBT, Ministry of Science and
Technology, Govt of India for outstanding research contributions.

Advanced strategies in bone healing and regeneration
Ashok Kumar1,2,3,4,*
1

Department of Biological Sciences and Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur 208016, India
2
Centre for Environmental Science and Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur 208016, India
3
Centre for Nanosciences, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur 208016, India
4
The Mehta Family Centre for Engineering in Medicine, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur 208016, India
*Email: ashokkum@iitk.ac.in

Bone is a composite connective tissue with profound structural hierarchy and structural diversity. Bone is a natural
armour to the body and is thus highly susceptible to damages and defects. The bone has a prominent self-healing
capacity which is regulated through continuous formation and resorption of bone matrix by different kinds of cells
hosted by bone. However, there are several cases where the natural bone healing is hampered and needs
interventions including critical sized bone defects, infectious bone lesions, bone sarcomas, and osteoporotic
fractures. The current clinical treatment modalities used to promote bone healing and at the same time cure/treat
infections and cancers is associated with an array of limitations and need further improvements. In recent years,
tissue engineering strategies have emerged as an advanced approach for the development and design of
customized biomimetic, biodegradable and bioactive materials with potent carrier properties to enhance bone
fracture healing. We have developed a drug/antibiotic nanohydroxyapatite based bioactive ceramic, biocomposite of nanohydroxyapatite and collagen, tissue engineered cell-free membrane for periosteum healing and
biodegradable magnesium-based implants for the treatment of osteomyelitis, osteosarcoma and associated
fractures. Nanohydroxyapatite based bioactive ceramics and composites have shown an enormous potential as a
carrier of bioactive molecules, antibiotics and anticancer drugs for the treatment for critical, osteoporotic and
pathological bone fractures. Magnesium-based implants were evaluated for corrosion-resistance in vitro and
10
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enhanced bone healing properties. The combinatorial approach of using a bone healing filler material and a
membrane for guided regeneration of bone with proper periosteum healing also demonstrated profound
outcomes. Moreover, we are also working in the interface tissue engineering for the regeneration of osteochondral
defects, bone and nerve regeneration in bone defects where nerve is damaged or vice versa. In our findings, we
have established an advanced tissue engineering approach for augmenting the bone regeneration in critical sized
bone defects, pathological fractures and osteoporotic hip fractures.
References
Teotia, A.K., Dienel, K., Qayoom, I., Bochove, B. V., Gupta, S., Partanen, J., Seppala, J., Kumar, A. (2020). Improved
bone regeneration in rabbit bone defects using 3D printed composite scaffolds functionalized with osteoinductive
factors. ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces 12, 43, p. 48340-48356.
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Plenary Lecture

Andreas Nüssler
Univ. of Tuebingen, Germany

Prof. Andreas Nussler is faculty of medicine at the Department of Trauma and Reconstructive Surgery, BG Trauma
Center, University of Tuebingen, Germany. He is the Director of the Siegfried Weller Institute for Trauma Research,
Eberhard Karls University Tuebingen, Germany. He has focused his research towards the use of clinical data to
identify high risk patients. Prof. Andreas is a passionate, people oriented, and innovation driven R&D leader with
many years of experience managing international multidisciplinary scientific teams as well as in the acquisition of
third-party funds. Examples of some of his accomplishments includes establishment of a research institute and
different research departments, numerous publications, scientific patents as well as unscheduled professorships,
Visiting Professorship at the Tongji Medical School in Wuhan, China, Hunan Provincial People's Hospital in
Changsha, China, contacts to university hospitals around the world.

Requirements to Study Bone Dysfunction In-Vitro
Andreas K. Nüssler
Faculty of medicine, Department of Trauma and Reconstructive Surgery, BG Trauma Center,
University of Tuebingen, Germany
Approx. every third hospitalized patient in Europe suffers from musculoskeletal injuries or diseases. Up to 20% of
these patients need costly surgical revisions after delayed or impaired fracture healing. Reasons for this are the
severity of the trauma, individual factors, e.g.; the patients’ age, individual lifestyle, chronic diseases, medication,
and over 70 diseases that negatively affect the bone quality. To investigate the various disease constellations and/or
develop new treatment strategies, many in vivo, ex vivo, and in vitro models can be applied. Analyzing these various
models more closely, it is obvious that many of them have limits and/or restrictions. Undoubtedly, in vivo models
most completely represent the biological situation. Besides possible species-specific differences, ethical concerns
may question the use of in vivo models especially for large screening approaches. Challenging whether ex vivo or in
vitro bone models can be used as an adequate replacement for such screenings, we here summarize the
advantages and challenges of frequently used ex vivo and in vitro bone models to study disturbed bone
metabolism and fracture healing. Using own examples, we discuss the common challenge of cell-specific
normalization of data obtained from more complex in vitro models as one example of the analytical limits which
lower the full potential of these complex model systems.
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Keynote Talk

Shaida Andrabi
University of Kashmir

Dr. Shaida Andrabi did his PhD in Biochemistry at the Tufts University, Boston USA in 2006. He subsequently did his
post-doctorate from the Dana Farber Cancer Institute (DFCI), Harvard University, USA (2006-2009). Later, he joined
the Department of Biochemistry, University of Kashmir in 2010 as an Assistant Professor, and has been working there
till date. In both his PhD and postdoctorate, he has worked in the field of cell biology/cancer biology, with a focus on
understanding the role of polyoma virus small T antigen. He has shown that when overexpressed in mammalian
cells, small T causes a profound mitotic arrest in the host cells, followed by extensive apoptosis. His laboratory
continues to work in the same field and used small T as a tool to understand the mechanism of mitotic regulation in
mammalian cells. Small T causes mitotic arrest/apoptosis like what many anti-mitotic/anti-cancer agents do in the
cancer cells. It mainly does so by binding the cellular protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), and hence disturbs the cellular
serine-threonine phosphorylation equilibrium in the cells. Using small T expression in U2OS cell line, we have
already screened a kinase library and identified about 6 kinases that resist cell death and promote cell survival in
presence when mitotic arrest/apoptosis is initiated, either by small T or by anti-mitotic drugs like paclitaxel. Our
long-term goal is to identify the kinase(s) that promote resistance and relapse to anticancer drugs, so that better
drugs could be developed for the treatment of cancer.

Identification of novel kinases that promote survival against
anti-mitotic agents using library screening
Shaida Andrabi
Department of Biochemistry, University of Kashmir
Anti-mitotic drugs that target various cellular proteins like mitotic kinases, motor proteins and microtubules/spindle
proteins have been very popular targets for anticancer drug design. Yet, the toxicity of the drugs and the ensuing
relapse due to the emergence of resistance against anti-cancer drugs pose major challenges to the successful
treatments of cancer. To identify putative novel kinases that could be better anti-cancer drug targets, we have used
polyomavirus small T antigen (PyST) as a tool to screen a library of mammalian serine-threonine kinases. Expression
of PyST induces severe mitotic arrest of numerous cancer cell lines, followed by severe apoptosis, leading to the
elimination of most of the host cells within a few days. PolST expression does so because of its ability to bind and
inactivate cellular serine-threonine phosphatase 2A (PP2A). PP2A is an abundant and multi-subunit phosphatase
complex that has a very important role in the regulation of several cellular processes including mitotic regulation.
PP2A is also known to be inactivated in several types of cancers, and is considered to be a tumor suppressor. We
therefore exploited this property of small T to disrupt the phosphorylation-dephosphorylation dynamics and
induce apoptosis in cancer cells, so as to identify potential kinases that could resist the cell death and instead the
survival of cells. This mechanism of mitotic arrest and apoptosis by PolST very closely mimics the anti-mitotic/anticancer property of several anti-cancer drugs like paclitaxel, nocodazole etc. Using this strategy, we have already
identified several novel kinases that promote cell survival, both in presence of PolST expression as well as antimitotic drugs. These include PCTAIRE1/CDK16, FAK/PTK2, PLK1, TAOK3, p38γ and GRK5. All of them have been
implicated to play a role in mitotic regulation, but many of them are not well studied. We have investigated the role
of PCTAIRE1 and FAK in more detail and shown that these kinases play an important role in the regulation of mitosis,
particularly at the midbody during cytokinesis, and are also overexpressed in cancers. We therefore speculate that
these kinases may emerge to have an important role in promoting resistance of cancer cells to anti-cancer drugs
and hence may be suitable targets for more specific anti-cancer drug strategy with minimal side effects, either in
isolation or in combination.
13
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Keynote Talk

Abid Hamid
University of Kashmir

Dr. Abid Hamid did his PhD from PGIMER Chandigarh in 2006 in the field of Epigenetics & Nutrigenomics. Then, as
Postdoctoral fellow in University of Pittsburgh (NCI-Comprehensive Cancer Center, USA) worked on Tissue
Recombination Models of Cancer. Between 2008-2018, he served CSIR-Indian Institute of Integrative Medicine,
Jammu where he established an independent research group in the field of “Cancer Epigenetics, Stem Cell Biology
& Novel Therapeutic Targets”. His lab designed and developed the epigenetic & ageing model for liver cancer
development and developed an in vivo model of aberrant one carbon metabolism and evaluated its molecular
basis in genomic instability via DNA methylation. While supervising many scholars here, he also served University of
Wisconsin-Madison as faculty from 2014-2015. His group discovered PI3K/Akt/mTOR target based tumor cell death
by novel natural small molecules with mechanistic evaluation that has been patented and is being further explored
for drug development. The lab also studied histone deacetylase inhibition in association with aberrant cellular
physiology for the understanding of epigenetics of cancer chemotherapeutics at the molecular level.
In 2018, Dr. Abid joined Central University of Kashmir, Ganderbal where he is presently Director, Science Campus &
Head, Department of Biotechnology besides previously serving as Dean, School of Life Sciences. His work reported
PTEN regulates polycomb repressive EZH2 expression and its deficiency correlates with active transcription mark
H3K4Me3 in prostate cancer models besides reported Grb-10, a pro-proliferative gene in PTEN null tumors. He has
published more than 110 peer reviewed research manuscripts and has 07 international patents; besides he is also
associated with more than 50 journals in Editorial board or as a Reviewer. His work has attracted global attention as
is evident from H-Index of 35 and more than 3300 citations in just a few years of his independent scientific career. In
addition, he has delivered many talks on international platforms besides receiving the recognitions of many
Fellowships, Selection Committees, Awards, Books etc. Dr. Abid Hamid is an executive member in many Statutory
bodies and Policy making committees across the organizations as an Administrator besides being active in
Academics & Research.

Epigenetic Landscape in Cancer Etiology and Therapeutics
Abid Hamid
Department of Biotechnology, School of Life Sciences, Central University of Kashmir, Ganderbal
Embryonic stem cells (ESC) bear the capabilities of self renewal and differentiation. Many adult tissues and organs
have an endogenous population of stem cells and progenitor cells that participate in normal tissue homeostasis
and regenerative processes in diseases or after injury. One important process i.e. Epigenetics has been found to
play a centralised role in human embryonic development & in various cancers. In this context, there has been a lot
of progress in the field of DNA Methylation & HDAC biology as important regulators of Epigenome stability in
physiology & cancers. Importantly, the off-target effects of epigenetic inhibitors targeting DNMT’s & HDAC remains
a debatable question and yet to be addressed in a convincing manner. In one of these directions, we employed
multi-tier screening to find specific novel HDAC Inhibitors in cancer. Here, SBAK-GHA was found to be the lead
molecule as a novel class I specific HDAC inhibitor. We explored the mechanistic properties of this novel Class I
HDAC inhibitor i.e. SBAK-GHA across different leukemic cell lines and characterised the acetylation of different
lysine residues of H3 and H4 with Knock-down of HDAC2. Taken together, our findings conclusively demonstrated
that SBAK-GHA, class I HDAC inhibitor could be a potential therapeutic agent against lymphocytic leukaemia or
could be used in a combinatorial approach with FDA approved SAHA to yield better results. However, further
insights are needed to fully establish the mechanistic paradigm of SBAK-GHA for future preclinical development.
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Keynote Talk

Syed Mudasir Andrabi
SKUAST-Kashmir

Dr. Mudasir Andrabi did his PhD from IIIM, Jammu 2006. He did his post-doctorate from University of California
Berkeley USA. He joined SKUAST-Kashmir as Assistant Professor Biotechnology, in 2007. He is a recipient of young
scientist award, mid-carrier award and DBT crust award. He is a recipient of overseas young scientist fellowship to
AgResearch New Zealand. He is working on production traits in livestock using omics approaches like
transcriptomics, proteomics and epigenetic using state-of-art high throughput next generation sequencing
approaches. He is also working on questions of disease resistance in livestock. He uses mammalian cell models to
understand the regulatory mechanisms for gene expression of both coding and non-coding RNAs and their
signaling pathways. Further, he is using stem cell derived exosomes as potential therapeutic targets for tissue
regeneration and wound healing in animals. In nut-shell his lab is focused for health and production of non-spoken
creatures/ livestock for the benefit of human life using functional genomics. His research is supported by DBT, SERB
and DST, India. He serves as the editorial board member of reputed journals like Frontiers in Genetics, BMC
Genomics, PloS One and PeerJ.

Role of Long non-coding RNAs in Animal diseases
Syed Mudasir Andrabi
Faculty of veterinary sciences and animal husbandry, SKUAST- Kashmir
Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), such as long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA), microRNAs (miRNA) and circular RNAs
(circRNA), play an increasingly essential role in gene regulation in many species. NcRNAs have a role in a variety of
gene regulatory mechanisms and pathways that are linked to economically significant features. Furthermore, these
are being investigated as possible indicators for infectious illnesses in several farm animal species. LncRNAs are
non-coding RNAs that are longer than 200 nucleotides and are dysfunctional in a wide range of animal disorders,
including cancer and non-cancerous diseases. Because lncRNAs are significant in genomic research, identifying
them in farm animal genomes is essential for bridging the genotype-phenotype gap. The majority of the
mammalian genome is transcribed, but only a small percentage of total transcriptomes can encode proteins.
Advances in next-generation sequencing tools have opened up new avenues for studying the whole collection of
RNA molecules in a cell. Characterization of the lncRNA genes and their mechanisms of activity might lead to their
use in medicine. The identification of these lncRNA genes and their mechanisms of action might lead to their
application in illness diagnosis, progression monitoring, and targeted therapeutics. Thanks to the next generation
of sequencing technology, hundreds of lncRNAs have been identified in cattle.
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Mudasir Bashir Gugjoo
FVSc & AH, SKUAST-Kashmir

Dr. Mudasir Bashir Gugjoo, PhD, is an Assistant Professor (senior scale) at the Faculty of Veterinary Sciences &
Animal Husbandry of the Sher-e-Kashmir University of Agricultural Sciences & Technology of Kashmir (SKUAST-K).
He has received his doctorate on mesenchymal stem cell translational studies from the Indian Veterinary Research
Institute (IVRI), Izatnagar. He has various awards to his credit including the best faculty teacher, best paper
presentation and best review paper among others. His research interest is to utilize stem cells in regenerative
medicine to effectuate the regeneration of ageing and ailing tissue and/or organs. His lab fo cuses on the
therapeutic applications of mesenchymal stem cells in some common ailments of the animals. He has authored
more than 60 peer reviewed articles in var ious reputed journals. He has edited a book on stem cells in veterinary
sciences and has authored other book on the therapeutic applications of mesenchymal stem cells in veterinary
medicine. Besides, he has authored or co-authored numerous book chapters. He has served as a resource person
in numerous trainings. He is a member of various scientific societies and serves on the editorial board of various
journals. He is a referee to a number of peer reviewed journals.

Mesenchymal stem cells - a promising strategy for Osteoarthritis
Mudasir Bashir Gugjoo
FVSc & AH, SKUAST-Kashmir

Osteoarthritis is one of the most common joint problems reported in animals and humans. Lack of effective
treatment makes it a complicated problem. As such regenerative medicine employing stem cells are being
evaluated. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) due to their characteristic properties and larger sources make them a
suitable option for joint affections like osteoarthritis. MSCs under in vitro cartilaginous microenvironment like
scaffolds, growth factors and mechanical factors differentiate into chondrocytes. However, their role under the in
vivo system is affected by various combined factors and can be correlated with the MSCs non-uniform response. In
vivo MSCs studies are conducted in lab and large animals and also in human clinical trials. These studies favour
MSCs therapeutic applications although fall short of the typical hyaline cartilage formation due to the tendency
towards the hypertrophic cartilage. In order to achieve desired results, MSCs are being genetically modified or are
transplanted along with the scaffolds and growth factors. These modified techniques appear promising but
limitations in the form of differences in the results on the basis of MSCs sources, concentration, doses and period of
implantation exist. Further, lack of sufficie
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Mohd Jamal Dar
Cancer Pharmacology Division, CSIR-IIIM, Jammu

Dr. Mohd Jamal Dar received PhD from the department of Molecular Biology and Genetics Unit (MBGU) at
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), Bengaluru, under the supervision of Prof.
Namita Surolia. He then joined as a postdoctoral fellow at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute/ Harvard Medical School,
Boston USA, with the group of Prof. Alan Engelman and worked on. HIV-1 integrase, the enzyme responsible for the
insertion of the viral DNA into host DNA, as the critical target of anti-AIDS therapy. Following this he worked as a
Research Associate with Prof. Paul Monga at University of Pittsburgh Medical Centre (UPMC) He joined CSIR-IIIM as
a Senior Scientist in 2011. His lab is primarily working on Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway - to understand the role
played by β-catenin protein in cancer and stem cell biology. Moreover, his lab is also investigating cross-talk
between Wnt signalling and receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK) particularly EGFR and IGF1R signalling. From a drug
discovery point of view, he is working on discovery and development of small molecules involved in hair
regeneration. He has published many papers, reviews, book chapters, supervised many students, and is reviewer of
many journals as well.

Protein Kinases as Therapeutic Targets in Cancer: Progress, Challenges and
Future Directions
Mohd Jamal Dar
Cancer Pharmacology Division, CSIR-IIIM, Jammu-180001
There are nearly 538 protein kinases in a human cell. Many of these kinases are associated with cancer initiation and
progression. Significantly, protein kinases are the second most intensively pursued drug targets, after the Gprotein-coupled receptors. Pertinently, for the last 20 years, US-FDA has approved 89 kinase inhibitors for the
treatment of various cancers; and about 150 kinase-targeted drugs are in various stages of preclinical drug
development. Despite these developments, many factors confound the clinical efficacy of kinase specific drugs
which include tumour genetics, compensatory signalling pathways, drug resistance, and tumour
microenvironment etc. This study highlights the challenges faced in designing kinase specific drugs and progress
made towards development of protein specific small molecule inhibitors (allosteric inhibitors) against IGF1R- one
of the main kinases involved in cancer progression and development. In addition, this study provides an overview of
kinase-targeted drug discovery and development in relation to hair regeneration.
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Altaf Bhat
University of Kashmir

Dr. Altaf Bhat did his masters in Biochemistry from University of Kashmir. After his masters he joined Prof. Tapas
Kundu’s lab at JNCASR as a research fellow where he studied small molecule modulators of histone
acetyltransferases. He discovered first non-toxic cell permeable histone acetyltransferase inhibitors (Garcinol, J Biol
Chem. 2004 Aug 6; 279(32): 33716-26 and Curcumin, J Biol Chem. 2004 Dec 3; 279(49): 51163-71, Molecular and
Cellular Biology. 2005). Dr. Bhat received his Ph.D from Laval Cancer Research Center, Canada where he studied the
role of histone methyltransferases in gene regulation and genome stability (Molecular Cell. 2007 Dec 28; 28(6):
1002-14, DNA Repair, 2009 Dec, Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2006, Molecular and Cellular Biology, 2008, J Biol Chem.
2010). For his postdoctoral research Dr. Bhat moved to Harvard University, Boston where he was involved in
understanding the role of heterochromatin mediated gene silencing (Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2013). At University
of Kashmir as an independent investigator Dr. Bhat’s research interests focus on understanding the mechanism of
heterochromatin gene silencing and genome organization in the context of Cancer, Neurodegenerative disorders
and Non Alcholic fatty liver disease. (J Biol Chem, 2016 Sep 16;291(38) and J Biol Chem. 2019 Nov 29;294(48):1802918040). Dr. Bhat has been awarded several national and international fellowships and prestigious awards like
Canadian Institute of Health Research (CIHR) doctoral Fellowship, European molecular biology Organization
(EMBO) Award, Ramanujan Fellowship from Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India and ICMR
International Fellowship for Young Bio-Medical Scie

RNA binding proteins in Gene silencing and Genome stability
Altaf Bhat
Centre for Interdisciplinary Research & Innovations (CIRI), University of Kashmir
RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) control diverse cellular functions and act as regulatory factors in gene expression and
genome stability. We have recently identified an RNA binding protein that interacts with chromatin modifying
machinery and regulates gene silencing and genome stability. We will discuss the mechanistic details of how this
RNA binding protein regulates heterochromatin mediated gene silencing and genome stability.
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Santosh Kumar Misra
IIT Kanpur

Dr. Santosh Kumar Misra is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Biological Sciences & Bioengineering, IIT
Kanpur. He graduated from Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Bangalore in 2013 and then worked as Postdoctoral
Research Associate and Research Scientist at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is recipient of the
prestigious Ramalingaswamy Fellowship from the Department of Biotechnology, Govt. of India and research
project fundings from DBT, SERB-DST, ICMR and other CSR funders. He has more than 80 publications in reputed
international journals with cumulative impact factor of more than 450, citations of 1950, h-index of 27 and two US
patents to his credit. His research interests are in exploring new biomaterials and alternative methods for early and
efficient detection of the disease, methods of delivering novel therapeutics, generation of personalised medicine,
stem cell therapy and 3D printed biomedical devices.

Point of Care Diagnostics for Early Detection of Disease and Recalibration
of Therapeutic Regimens
Santosh K. Misra*
BioMeDHs Lab, Department of Biological Sciences and Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur,
U.P., India 208016
In general, early detection of diseases provides sufficient advantage in its therapy and cure. It mostly happens due
to the requirement of less complex interventions and significantly low spread of secondary complications like
metastasis of cancer. But, low availability of diagnostic instruments, high service charges and unavailability of
skilled work force make such early and easy detections of the disease out of reach for a large population especially
in developing countries including India. This necessitates the development of point-of-care diagnostics (POCD)
with comparative outcome, easy handling and economical expenditure per test. These POCDs can help in
providing the information such as state and severity of the disease and extend it to follow-up for suitability of the
therapy and doses of the used drugs [1, 2]. This achieved information can help in deciding what could be the
therapeutic regime and if it needs reassessment with progression or cure of the identified disease condition. It can
be collated in the form of improving the identification of novel disease biomarkers, easier methods of collection
from human body fluids, better and high selectivity sensing platforms and user-friendly data collection
technologies. This interaction will include discussion on various nanomaterial composites [3,4], sensing platforms
and detection methods to appreciate the future advantages of improvised POCDs for better outcomes and
recalibration of therapeutic regimens.
References:
1.
Santosh K Misra, et al. Biosensors & Bioelectronics, 2018, 120, 77-84.
2.
Muhammad S Khan1, Santosh K Misra1*, et. al. Biosensors & Bioelectronics, 2018, 110, 132-140.
3.
Santosh K. Misra, et al. J. Am Chem Soc., 2017, 139 (5), 1746-1749.
4.
Santosh K. Misra, et al. Adv. Funct. Mater. 2016, 26 (44), 8031–8041.
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Sai Prasad Pydi
IIT Kanpur

Dr. Sai Prasad Pydi currently working as Assistant Professor at IIT-Kanpur. Dr. Pydi received Ph.D. from the University
of Manitoba – Canada, where he was introduced to G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) by Prof. Prashen Chelikani.
His doctoral research focused on the structural and functional characterization of bitter taste receptors (T2Rs). In
2014, Dr. Pydi joined Dr. Jurgen Wess’s lab at the National Institute of Diabetes, Digestive and Kidney Diseases
(NIDDK) - NIH, USA as a postdoctoral fellow and trained on understanding the physiological role of GPCR signalling
in diabetes and obesity. Dr. Pydi recently received prestigious DBT/Wellcome Trust- India Alliance Fellowship and
Ramalingaswami Fellowship. At IIT-Kanpur, Dr. Pydi's laboratory is focused on developing GPCR-based drugs for
the treatment of obesity and Type 2 Diabetes (T2D) by exploring metabolically important signalling pathways in
immune cells and insulin-sensitive tissues (liver, pancreas, skeletal muscle, adipose tissue, and brain). His laboratory
uses knock- out and transgenic mouse models, along with different cell culture systems, to understand the role of
immune cell GPCRs and their cross-talk with other insulin- sensitive tissues regulating glucose and lipid
metabolism.

Development of GPCR-Based Drugs for the Treatment of Diabetes Using
Chemogenetic Technology
Sai Prasad Pydi
Department of Biological Sciences & Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology
Kanpur, U.P., India 208016
The Mehta Family Centre for Engineering in Medicine, Indian Institute of Technology
Kanpur, U.P., India 208016
Obesity, which is characterised by the accumulation of excess fat in adipose tissue, has become a major threat to
human health in most parts of the world. Obesity is closely linked to numerous diseases including type 2 diabetes
(T2D), cardiovascular diseases, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and atherosclerosis. Furthermore, obesity
is a predisposing condition for many cancers and neurodegenerative disorders. During the past few decades, the
prevalence of obesity has risen dramatically in India, and around 1/3 of the adult population in India are overweight
or obese. Thus, there is an urgent need for the development of drugs for the treatment of obesity and associated
metabolic disorders, including T2D. Activation of certain G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) in multiple tissues
has been reported to have beneficial effects on whole body glucose homeostasis. Our current research is focused
on understanding the role of GPCRs in adipose tissue in whole body glucose metabolism. To understand the role of
GPCR signalling pathways in adipose tissue, we generated novel mutant mouse strains that express CNO-sensitive
designer G protein-coupled receptors (DREADD) which couple selectively to a specific G protein (Gs,Gq,Gi or G12) in
adipocytes. Notably, DREADDs can only be activated by an exogenous agent (CNO) that is otherwise
pharmacologically inert. Results from these studies, identified novel pathways, which can be targeted
pharmacologically for the treatment of obesity and T2D.
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Suresh Kumar
IIT Kanpur

Dr. Suresh Kumar did his bachelor 's degree from Himachal Pradesh University in 2007, and master's degree from
Lovely Professional University in 2009. He completed his doctoral degree from Indian Institute of Integrative
Medicines, Jammu in 2015, and did his postdoctoral training from University of New Mexico, USA in 2019. He was a
Research Assistant professor at University of New Mexico from 2019-2021. In October 2021, he joined IIT Kanpur as
an Assistant Professor. His research interests include Autophagy, Cell Biology and Cancer Biology.

Cellular Membranes in Autophagosome Biogenesis
Suresh Kumar
Department of Biological Sciences & Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology
Kanpur, Kanpur, U.P., India 208016
Autophagy is a cellular quality control process that impacts a broad range of human diseases. Autophagy is initiated
by formation of autophagosomes. Autophagosomes are double membraned structures that captures cargo with
the help of autophagy receptors and deliver it to the lysosomes for degradation. Formation of autophagosome in
mammalian system is poorly understood. Here, we identify a novel autophagy intermediate, HyPAS (hybrid
preautophagosomal structure), which is essential for formation of autophagosomes. HyPAS is formed as a result of
fusion between cis-Golgi and endosomal membranes and is important for autophagy of a wide range of cargo.
Mechanistically, HyPAS formation requires action of SNAREs STX17 and VAMP7 and involvement of extended
syntaptotagmin 2 (E-SYT2). HyPAS is targeted by SASR-CoV-2 infection and SARS-CoV-2 protein nsp6. Our
proteomics data showed that nsp6 interacts with multiple regulators of HyPAS. Our findings unravel the origin of
mammalian autophagosomal membranes, that form via fusion between secretory and endosomal pathways, and
show that this process is targeted by SARS-CoV-2.
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Ashraf Dar
University of Kashmir

Dr. Ashraf Dar is a biochemist. He received his Masters degree in Biochemistry from University of Kashmir. After a
brief training at Indian Institute of Integrative Medicine, Jammu, Dr Dar went to Center for Molecular Medicine,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi to pursue his Ph.D. He discovered and characterized DNA gyrase
(Topoisomerase) in malarial parasite, Plasmodium falciparum and inhibited its enzyme activity with Acriflavin. After
completion of his Ph.D. in 2010, Dr Dar moved to University of Virginia, USA to study genomic instability and cancer.
Among his notable discoveries is that Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) hijacks host deubiquitinase, USP46 for
promoting cervical cancer. In 2015, Dr. Dar returned to University of Kashmir and set up his independent research
group at Department of Biochemistry. His laboratory is focused on ubiquitin signaling in genomic instability and
autophagy. Dr. Dar has published 14 research articles in leading journals like Molecular Cell, Journal of Cell Biology,
Molecular and Cellular Biology, Nucleic Acids Research, Journal Biological Chemistry etc. In addition Dr. Dar has
published 6 interdisciplinary book chapters with leading international publishers. Dr. Dar is also serving as a
reviewer for journals, Cancer Cell International and Genomics.

Driving cell cycle with ubiquitin
Ashraf Dar
Department of Biochemistry, University of Kashmir, Srinagar-190006
The cell cycle transitions in eukaryotic cells are regulated by ubiquitin modifications of specific targets.
Ubiquitination of target proteins triggers their destruction in a proteasome dependent manner. CRL4Cdt2 is the
core E3 ubiquitin ligase that degrades key cell cycle proteins, p21, Cdt1, Set8 and TDG in S-Phase. Reappearance of
these proteins in M-phase suggests that enzymatic activity of CRL4Cdt2 gets blunted. Ubiquitination and
deubiquitination of Cdt2 by FbxO11 E3 ligase and USP46, respectively play a major role in homeostasis of CRL4Cdt2
complex. We have identified USP7 as a deubiquitinase for DDB1, which is the connector protein between Cul4a/b
scaffold and Cdt2 in CRL4Cdt2 complex. USP7 interacts with and deubiquitinates DDB1 in vivo and in vitro and
further promotes stabilization of p21,set8 and Cdt1. Since, USP7 is an important drug target, its recruitment for
stabilization of CRL4(DDB1)Cdt2 complex makes it an attractive target in diseases where cell cycle is aberrated.
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Rafeeq Mir
University of Kashmir

Dr. Rafeeq Mir is a native from Kashmir, India. He studied cancer and Neurobiology. He received his Ph.D. from
Indian Institute of science education and research (IISER), Pune. He joined the department of CIRI, University of
Kashmir as Ramalingaswami Fellow in 2019. His major research interest is understanding mechanisms underlying
Parkinson’s disease especially interested in identifying novel molecular players and epigenetic modulators to
increase understanding of signaling nexus that may be key for early onset of Parkinson’s disease. Moreover,
employing several model systems such as C. elegans and Mice to understand the biology of the disease.

Retromer complex makes a splash in Parkinson’s Disease associated Kinase
Rafeeq Ahmad Mir
Centre for Interdisciplinary Research & Innovations (CIRI), University of Kashmir
Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is an age-dependent neurodegenerative disorder characterised by the death of DA
neurons. A large percentage of PD is idiopathic, with a causal mutation in 5-10 %, indicating involvement of a
common pathway. Majority of the PD patients have mutation in LRRK2 causing hyperactivation of its kinase activity.
In this talk we will discuss the role of the retromer complex in regulating the LRRK2 activity.
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Oxygen therapeutics: development of oxygen generating materials for
disease cure and regeneration
Parvaiz Ahmad Shiekh1 Ashok Kumar1,2,3,4, *
1

Department of Biological Sciences and Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur,
Kanpur- 208016
2
Centre for Environmental Sciences and Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur,
Kanpur- 208016
3
Centre for Nanosciences, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur,
Kanpur- 208016
4
The Mehta Family Centre for Engineering in Medicine, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur,
Kanpur- 208016
Email: sparvaiz@cbme.iitd.ac.in Email: ashokkum@iitk.ac.in*

Present Address: Centre for Biomedical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, New Delhi 110016
Despite tremendous advances in biomedical science and regenerative medicine, vascularization continues to
remain a challenge for regeneration of clinically relevant tissues. Oxygen deprivation, mostly within the
regenerative tissue implant or at site of diseases/trauma, leads to hypoxia, which causes tissue necrosis and the lack
of development of neo-vascularization. One of the primary drawbacks of the existing strategies is the difficulty to
provide adequate oxygen supply to induce repair and regeneration. Oxygen producing biomaterials have been
developed as an alternate strategy but are challenged with two major concerns. One is controlling the rate of
oxygen generation, and the other is the production of reactive oxygen species.
We are developing material-based approaches for sustained oxygen delivery under different clinical conditions. We
reported the fabrication of an antioxidant polyurethane polymer PUAO, which has shown adequate antioxidant
properties. Development of oxygen releasing materials with antioxidant properties offered a unique solution to
prevent hypoxia induced cell death by providing sufficient oxygen and attenuating the free radicals produced
during oxygen generation.
In general, these materials have potential applications to develop strategies for regeneration of tissues under
ischemic conditions such as myocardial infarction, and chronic wound healing. These materials have also
tremendous application in drug delivery platforms, organ on chip, bioartificial devices and cancer therapy.
References
1.
Shiekh, P. A., et al. (2022). Chemical Engineering Journal, 428 (2022) 132490.
2.
Shiekh, P. A., et al. (2020). Biomaterials, 249 (2020), 120020.
3.
Shiekh, P. A., et al. (2018). ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 10(22), 18458-18469.
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3D bioprinted heart-breast cancer-on-a-chip: An efficient platform for assessing
chemotherapy induced cardiotoxicity
Shreya Mehrotra1,2,3$, Junmin Lee2,3, Elaheh Zare-Eelanjegh2,3,
Biman B. Mandal1,4* and Su Ryon Shin2,3*
1

Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, Guwahati-781039, Assam, India
2
Division of Engineering in Medicine Brigham and Women’s Hospital Department of Medicine, Harvard Medical School,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
3
Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
MA 02139, USA
4
Centre for Nanotechnology, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, Guwahati-781039, Assam, India
$
Present address: Department of Biological Sciences and Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur,
Kanpur-208016, U.P., India
Email id: sshin4@bwh.harvard.edu; biman.mandal@iitg.ac.in
Cardiotoxicity is one of the most serious side effects of cancer chemotherapy. From the diagnostics point of view,
currently employed approaches as well as vitro platforms/model systems that have been developed fail to notice
early signs of chemotherapy induced cardiotoxicity (CIC). Furthermore, different incident levels of CIC have been
observed for breast cancer (BC) patients with pre-existing cardiac dysfunctions. At present, no such model that can
mimic this condition exists. In this regard, we present a 3D bioprinting-based in vitro cardiac model for
investigating chemotherapy induced cardiotoxicity (CIC) where not only induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)derived cardiac tissues are interacted with breast cancer (BC) tissues on a dual-organ system, but electrochemical
immuno-aptasensors can also monitor cell-secreted multiple biomarkers1,2. To optimize the immuno-aptasensors,
first fibrotic stages of iPSC-derived cardiac tissues were promoted with a supplement of transforming growth factor
β1 (TGFβ1)1. This was followed by the assessment of differentiated functionality in healthy and fibrotic cardiac tissues
after treatment with doxorubicin. The production trend of biomarkers assessed by the immuno-aptasensors was
found to be similar to the outcomes from conventional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), proving the
accuracy of our sensing platform with much higher sensitivity and lower detection limits for early monitoring of CIC
and BC progression1. Furthermore, the versatility of this sensing platform was demonstrated using 3D bioprinted
silk-based vascularized cardiac tissue constructs. 3D vascularized constructs were fabricated using an embedded
gel bioprinting technique along with iPSC-derived cardiac cells. The 3D bioprinted silk-based cardiac constructs
were interacted with BC tissues and were evaluated for their functionality and biomarker secretion on treatment
with doxorubicin. Our projected platform resulted in early detection and prediction of CIC in comparison to the
existing ELISA-based biomarker kits.
References:
1
J. Lee, S. Mehrotra, E. Zare-Eelanjegh, R.O. Rodrigues, A. Akbarinejad, D. Ge, L. Amato, K. Kiaee, Y. Fang, A.
Rosenkranz, W. Keung, B.B. Mandal, R.A. Li, T. Zhang, H. Lee, M.R. Dokmeci, Y.S. Zhang, A. Khademhosseini,
S.R. Shin, A Heart-Breast Cancer-on-a-Chip Platform for Disease Modeling and Monitoring of
Cardiotoxicity Induced by Cancer Chemotherapy, 17(15) (2021) 2004258.
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S. Mehrotra, B.A.G. de Melo, M. Hirano, W. Keung, R.A. Li, B.B. Mandal, S.R. Shin, Nonmulberry Silk Based
Ink for Fabricating Mechanically Robust Cardiac Patches and Endothelialized Myocardium-on-a-Chip
Application, 30(12) (2020) 1907436.
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Protein signaling in Breast Carcinoma Cells: Interplay between Alpha-1-syntrophin
and Actin Modulation
Sahar Saleem
DST-INSPIRE Faculty, Division of Animal Biotechnology, SKUAST-Kashmir
SNTA1 signaling axis plays an essential role in cytoskeletal organization and is also implicated in breast cancers. It is
through the DGC signaling pathway that SNTA1 acts as a link between the extracellular matrix, the internal cell
signaling apparatus and the actin cytoskeleton. SNTA1 is involved in the modulation of the actin cytoskeleton and
actin reorganization. SNTA1 interacting proteins like Rac1 and RhoA also control actin organization in the cell. In our
work, we have shown that SNTA1 interacts with multiple proteins like P66Shc, Rac1 and RhoA, in breast carcinoma
cells. Our results indicate that SNTA1 and p66Shc interact with RhoA protein under physiological conditions. We
found that the tyrosine phosphorylation of SNTA1 was required for the interaction of SNTA1 with these proteins and
this tyrosine phosphorylation of SNTA1 gets disrupted by actin depolymerization. The disruption of the tyrosine
phosphorylation of SNTA1, either by the use of tyrosine mutants of SNTA1 or by actin depolymerization, causes
disruption of SNTA1 interactions with p66Shc, RhoA as well as Rac1. The loss of SNTA1 phosphorylation and
concomitant loss of SNTA1 interactions with Rac1 and RhoA protein also led to a loss of activity of Rac1 and RhoA
protein, which in turn caused increased apoptosis, decreased cell migration and decreased reactive oxygen species
(ROS) levels in breast carcinoma cells. ROS generation and RhoA activation were substantially enhanced in cells
overexpressing SNTA1 and p66Shc, promoting proliferation and migration in these cells. We also found that loss of
SNTA1-p66Shc interaction impaired actin organization, proliferation, and migration in breast cancer cells. Our
results demonstrate a novel reciprocal regulatory mechanism between actin modulation and SNTA1/p66Shc/RhoA
signaling cascade in human metastatic breast cancer cells.

Network topology approach predicts network signatures to restrict the emergence of
hybrid epithelial mesenchymal phenotype during cancer metastasis
1,2
2,
2
Mubasher Rashid Rather , Kishore Hari and Mohit Kumar Jolly
1

Center for Biosystems Science and Engineering; Indian Institute of Science Bangalore - 650012, India,
2
Department of Mathematics, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Kanpur-208016, UP, India,
1
Email: mubasherrashid@gmail.com

Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) and its reverse, mesenchymal to epithelial transition (MET) are hallmarks
of metastasis. Cancer cells use this reversible cellular programing - collectively called as epithelial mesenchymal
plasticity (EMP) - to switch between Epithelial (E) and Mesenchymal (M), and one or more hybrid
Epithelial/Mesenchymal (hybrid E/M) phenotypes and seed tumors at distant sites. Recent studies have
demonstrated the emergence of hybrid E/M phenotypes to the “tuning” of expressions of some specific genes in
the gene regulatory networks (GRNs) underlying EMP, while overlooking any role of network topology. Here, we fill
this gap, by investigating the dynamics of 13 different GRNs and probing the role of network-topology in facilitating
hybrid E/M phenotype. We define many network-based metrics to characterize “hybridness” in these networks and
show that hybrid E/M phenotype can entirely be a consequence of specific network topologies of these GRNs. To
uncover the network characteristics that enable hybrid E/M phenotype across all these networks, we found that
increasing negative feedback loops weaken the coherence between the genes in these networks, increases the
frustration of the networks, and significantly enhance the “hybridness” of these networks. To identify the potential
ways to restrict the occurrence of hybrid E/M phenotype, we found that increasing the number of positive feedback
loops (PFLs) or HiLoops – specific combinations of PFLs – strengthen the communication among genes, decreases
the network-frustration, and prevents the occurrence of hybrid E/M phenotype. Our analysis thus identifies
network-topology features that can give rise to, as well as prevent, the emergence of hybrid E/M phenotype in
GRNs underlying EMP. These results can provide potential first-hand insights through which metastasis and
aggressiveness of the cancer can be curtailed.
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Generation of Myostatin Edited Sheep Embryos by CRISPR-cas and
Nuclear Transfer Technology
Suhail Nabi Magray1*, Riaz Ahmad Shah1, Abrar A Malik1,
Syed. Hilal Yaqoob1,Towseef Akram1, Nadeem Shabir1, Syed Mudasir Ahmad1
1

Reproductive Biotechnology Lab. Division of Animal Biotechnology, Faculty of Veterinary Sciences and Animal Husbandry.
Sher-e- Kashmir University of Agricultural Sciences and Technology of Kashmir
*E-mail: suhailmagray@gmail.com

The present study aimed to develop Myostatin gene edited Sheep embryos using CRISPR Cas based technology
and nuclear transfer procedures. Furthermore we sought to compare the developmental competence of edited vs
non edited embryos in terms of cleavage rate, developmental competence.The primary dermis derived fibroblasts
were used as nuclear donors in nuclear transfer procedures. Primarily CRISPR Cas gene editing machinery was
delivered in chimeric vector (9.3 Kb size) encoding mammalian codon optimized Cas 9 and guide RNA. Owing to
hardy nature of primary fibroblasts electrokinetic transfection system was used by which we could achieve the
highest efficiency of 11 % against negligible efficiency of TurbofectTM which is a proprietary formulation by Thermo
Scientific (cationic polymer).The cleavage rate of edited embryos was 54% against 61% of non edited embryos. The
developmental competence of edited embryos was comparable to non edited ones. Furthermore, we generated
transgenic primary fibroblast cell line of sheep expressing green fluorescent protein by insertional mutagenesis of
exon 1 of Myostatin gene. The GFP cassette was integrated by using CRISPR Cas based approach and donor vector
harboring GFP cassette. The methodology was undertaken to circumvent the time consuming and hardy single cell
cloning procedures for selection of primary dermis derived fibroblasts for nuclear transfer. However, the embryos
reconstructed from these transgenic cell lines showed comparatively less developmental competence.

Potential association of Scavenger Receptor B1 (SCARB1) and TLR4 pathways in
Escherichia coli induced Goat Mammary Epithelial Cells (GMECs)
Qamar Taban1, 2, Syed Mudasir Ahmad 1, *, Peerzada Tajamul Mumtaz3
1
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SCARB1 is primarily known to scavenge lipoproteins and its emerging role to interact and activate proinflammatory
signaling on recognition of various bacteria, bacterial components and viruses makes it a potential receptor in hostpathogen interactions during mammary gland infection. Goat is a model species to study the mammary gland
infections, which causes Mastitis, a major pathology of dairy ruminants, triggered majorly by Escherichia coli (E.
coli). The poorly understood etiology of this multifactorial disease demands the Goat mammary epithelial cells
(GMECs) used as a disease model for identifying mechanisms to resist pathogenic invasions at the principal cellular
barricade of the mammary gland. We report here the relationship between SCARB1 in TLR4 "bipartite" pathway
activation on E.coli challenge in GMECs. To understand the response of GMECs challenged with coliform mastitiscausing E.coli, GMECs are isolated and cultured in vitro from goat milk following our in house protocol(Patent
Application No. 201911013320 A). The novelty in the protocol lies in the process of culturing or propagating these
cells in a monolayer manner which results in enhanced viability till a higher passage number i.e. 15. Establishment of
a GMEC line, as a model would represent the in vivo condition. Characterization of early and late passage cells
through various techniques reveals monolayer pattern, polygonal shape with regular dimensions, unchanged
metaphase distribution, EGFP tranfectability, intact morphological, epithelial characteristics and milk specific traits
at early and late passages.
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In our study, we demonstrate that SCARB1 mRNA and protein expression was significant in E.coli induced GMECs
which is consistent with the significant protein expression of SCARB1 on tissues obtained from goats affected with
coliform mastitis. On SCARB1 silencing E.coli is endocytosed in GMECs via SCARB1 receptor and SCARB1
manipulation affects the response pattern of TLR4 through activation of MyD88 and TRIF pathway genes (TRAF6,
TRAF3, IRF3, TNF-α, NF-κB, MAPK1, IL8 and INF-β) and subsequent expression of proinflammatory response in
GMECs. Furthermore, 3 predicted unique protein structures of SCARB1 (Capra hircus) protein following latest
approaches could become the basis for structural bioinformatics and docking studies.
This research can extend our knowledge of involvement of Scavenger receptors in the occurrence, progress or
prognosis of bacterial infectious diseases and would pave the way for designing new diagnostic and therapeutic
approaches.
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treats infectious bone lesion and accelerates bone repair in rat osteomyelitis model
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Infections of the bones and joints are a critical concern in the orthopaedics, posing a significant health-care issue as
well as a financial burden. The current treatment modalities used clinically are limited by successful outcome in
majority of the cases and need serious reconsiderations in terms of management, diagnosis and effective treatment
approach. Here we have demonstrated that a biomimetic and biodegradable collagen-nanohydroxyapatite based
composite cryogel could be used as a local antibiotic delivery vehicle for the treatment of osteomyelitis. The
fabricated composite cryogel demonstrated a controlled and sustained release of rifampicin (RFP) with potent
osteogenic potential. Moreover, the RFP-loaded cryogel showed effective antibacterial activity against both gram
positive and gram negative bacterias. Also, RFP-loaded cryogel scaffold was implanted in a rat femoral condyle
osteomyelitis model to assess its therapeutic efficiency in treating bone infections. It was shown that an RFP-loaded
cryogel combined with bone active molecules such as bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) and zoledronic acid
(ZA) effectively inhibited the growth of Staphylococcus aureus in a rat femoral condyle infectious lesion while also
promoting bone healing in a surgically created bone defect. Our findings suggest that the RFP-loaded composite
collagen-nanohydroxyapatite-based cryogel, in combination with BMP and ZA, could effectively prevent the
development and onset of bone infectious disease while also enhancing bone regeneration in dead space created
during surgical procedures.
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Signaling Contributes to the Development of Morphine Tolerance
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Background
Morphine is used extensively in the clinical setting owing to its beneficial effects, such as pain relief; its therapeutic
utility is limited because the prolonged use of morphine often results in tolerance and addiction. Astrocytes in the
brain are a direct target of morphine action and play an essential role in the development of morphine tolerance.
Primary cilia and the cilia-mediated sonic hedgehog (SHH) signaling pathways have been shown to play a role in
drug resistance and morphine tolerance, respectively. Extracellular vesicles (EVs) play important roles as cargocarrying vesicles mediating communication among cells and tissues.
Methods
C57BL/6N mice were administered morphine for 8 days to develop tolerance, which was determined using the tailflick and hot plate assays. EVs were separated from astrocyte-conditioned media using either size exclusion
chromatography or ultracentrifugation approaches, followed by characterization of EVs using nanoparticle
tracking analysis for EV size distribution and number, Western blotting for EV markers, and electron microscopy for
EV morphology. Astrocytes were treated with EVs for 24 hours, followed by assessing primary cilia by fluorescent
immunostaining for primary cilia markers (ARL13B and acetylated tubulin).
Results
Morphine-tolerant mice exhibited an increase in primary cilia length and percentage of ciliated astrocytes. The
levels of SHH protein were upregulated in morphine-stimulated astrocyte-derived EVs. SHH on morphine
stimulated astrocyte-derived EVs activated SHH signaling in astrocytes through primary cilia. Our in vivo study
demonstrated that inhibition of either EV release or primary cilia prevents morphine tolerance in mice.
Conclusions
EV-mediated primary ciliogenesis contributes to the development of morphine tolerance.
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Functionalized scaffolds delivering bioactive compounds for
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Chronic wounds are one of the major healthcare concerns and pose challenges to the physical, mental and
economic state of the patient. Several strategies have been developed for treatment of chronic wounds but
complexities due to underlying conditions make it difficult to manage them. Hence, a strategic combinatorial
approach for tackling the intricacies associated with chronic wounds is needed. Signaling molecule, Nitric oxide
(NO) has been used in wound healing applications due to its vasodilating and angiogenetic properties. Chronic
wounds are often associated with imbalanced antioxidant-reactive oxygen species equilibrium resulting into
oxidative stress which worsens the wound condition. Antioxidants need to be supplemented at the wound site for
management of oxidative stress. Hypoxia due to oxygen deprivation is also a grave complexity associated with
chronic wounds. Deliverable platforms with oxygen supply will aid in hypoxic conditions. Moreover, chronic wounds
are often manifested with bacterial infections and treatment strategies with antibacterial properties will help to
reduce the bacterial load thus accelerating wound healing. In the present study a multifunctional chitosan-gelatin
cryogel based scaffold for sustained delivery of NO, antioxidants and oxygen with antibacterial property has been
used for chronic infected wounds. The cryogels were loaded with NO nanoparticles in the range of ~40 nm. Cerium
oxide microparticles and calcium peroxide microparticles in the range of ~1-4 µm were loaded for antioxidative and
oxygen releasing properties. The scaffold was developed as bilayer with upper layer of iodine for antibacterial
property. The multifunctional scaffolds showed a sustained release of bioactive molecules and were effective for
successful closure and healing of full thickness chronic infected wounds in animal models in three weeks.
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Bioresorbable magnesium-based alloys containing strontium doped nanohydroxyapatite
promotes bone healing in critical sized bone defect in rat femur shaft
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Magnesium-based biomaterials have been in extensive research for orthopedic applications for decades due to
their optimal mechanical features and osteopromotive nature; nevertheless, rapid degradation restricts their
clinical applicability. In this study, pristine magnesium was purified (P-Mg) using a melt self-purification approach
and reinforced using indigenously synthesized nanohydroxyapatite (HAP, 0.6 wt. percent) and strontium
substituted nanohydroxyapatite (SrHAP, 0.6 wt. percent) using a low-cost stir assisted squeeze casting method to
control their degradation rate. Using electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
examinations, all casted materials were carefully evaluated for microstructure and phase analysis. Mechanical
characteristics, in vitro degradation, and in vitro biocompatibility with mouse pre-osteoblasts were also tested on
the fabricated alloys. For in vivo examination of bone formation, osteointegration, and degradation rate, the
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magnesium-based alloys were manufactured as small cylindrical pins with a diameter of 2.7 mm and a height of 2
mm. The pins were implanted in a critical-sized defect in a rat femur shaft (2.7 mm diameter and 2 mm depth) for 8
weeks and evaluated by micro-CT and histological evaluation for bone growth and osteointegration. When
compared to P-Mg and P-MgHAP, micro-CT and histological analyses revealed that the P-MgSrHAP group had the
highest bone formation and osteointegration. When the removed pins from the bone defect were analyzed using
GIXRD, they displayed hydroxyapatite peaks that were consistent with bio-integration. Finally, P-MgSrHAP
possesses the requisite degradation rate as well as sufficient mechanical and biological properties, indicating that it
has the potential to be used in the development/fabrication of biodegradable bioactive orthopaedic implants.
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Understanding the mechanism of ISWI mediated chromatin remodelling
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Proper nucleosome spacing across the genome is regulated by the adenosine 5’-triphosphate (ATP)-dependent
nucleosome sliding activity of Imitation Switch, ISWI. The activity of ISWI is auto-inhibited by the binding of its Nand C-terminal regions to its ATPase-core, and the inhibition is relieved in presence of nucleosomes. How ISWI
switches between the auto-inhibited and sliding-competent states is poorly understood. Little is known about the
conformations adopted by a chromatin remodeler during nucleosome sliding. Using Hydrogen/Deuteriumexchange coupled to Mass-Spectrometry, we provide direct evidence that ISWI intrinsically samples an ensemble of
“open” and “closed” conformations, differing in solvent exposure of many regions including ones involved in autoinhibition and interdomain interactions. During nucleosome sliding, ISWI adopts a more “open” conformation due
to the enhanced dynamics of certain intrinsically fluctuating regions, implying a coupling between the intrinsic and
sliding conformations. The intrinsic dynamics of ISWI and related protein families might have evolved to optimize
their activity.
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Development of a multiplex PCR method for rapid diagnosis of Rickettsial Infections
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Rickettsial diseases are most covert, re-emerging infections and are difficult to diagnose because the symptoms of
rickettsial infection are similar to the other febrile illnesses. The three types of rickettsial diseases are spotted fever,
typhus fever, and scrub fever, with scrub fever being the most common in India. All serological and molecular
techniques currently in use for the diagnosis of rickettsial infection have their limitations like lack of sensitivity and
specificity, inability to detect the early infection, being very costly, need for the collection of convalescent samples
and cross-reaction problems. The molecular techniques currently in use for the diagnosis of Rickettsial infection
cannot detect all the three types of rickettsial fever in a single experimental setup thus, the goal of providing fulltime affordable patient care, and a diagnostic system is far from being achieved. Therefore, there is a need for the
development of a better cost-effective diagnostic method that overcomes the above-mentioned limitations.
Furthermore, there is no commercially available method for diagnosing all the three forms of rickettsial fevers in a
single test. With the aforesaid research topic in mind, a multiplex PCR approach for detecting all the three types of
rickettsial fevers was developed, which eventually would be commercialized as a diagnostic kit. Novel biomarkers
(Primers) were designed for all the available genes of the genus rickettsia and Orientia and were amplified against
the positive controls of each group i.e., Rickettsia conorii (Spotted fever group), Rickettsia typhi (Typhus group) and
Orientia tsutsugamushi (Scrub typhus group). All the primers were standardized by optimizing their annealing
temperature, cycle no, template concentration etc. After successful optimization, all the primers were found to
amplify their respective genes. Three representative genes were selected for each group i.e., OmpA for the spotted
fever group, PPIase for the typhus group and 47 kDa for the scrub typhus group for the detection of positive
samples and development of a multiplex PCR method. A multiplex PCR method with novel biomarkers was
designed after optimizing all its parameters. This novel Multiplex PCR method was used in testing the positive
samples from each group. Out of 200 clinical samples collected in the present study, 24 samples were found to be
positive for the OmpA gene (SFG), 12 samples were found to be positive for the PPIase gene (TG) and 31 samples
were found to be positive for 47 kDa gene (STG). All these samples were evaluated using a newly developed
innovative multiplex PCR method, and all the samples were confirmed to be positive for their respective genes using
this approach as well. This multiplex method was also used to amplify a combination of positive clinical samples, i.e.,
positive DNA of SFG +TG +STG was used as a template DNA for the multiplex method, and it was observed that all
three genes were amplified in a single reaction, implying that it has high sensitivity even for co-infection samples.
When compared to serological methods, this multiplex PCR diagnostic kit offers a cost-effective and quick way of
detecting all three types of rickettsial fevers, and it overcomes the limitations of earlier serological and molecular
approaches. This approach has also been shown to be effective in clinical samples containing co-infection.
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Cells-an in-vitro and in-silico study
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Breast cancer is the most common and second leading cause of mortality worldwide. Despite better treatment
options like surgery, hormonal therapy, and chemotherapy, breast cancer remains the leading cause of cancerrelated deaths. Because of various subtypes attributed to breast cancer, especially triple-negative breast cancer, the
specific treatment is the need of the hour for the better treatment of breast cancer. Furthermore, the recent
treatment option like chemotherapy is not that specific in nature as it kills the normally dividing cells as well.
Therefore, specific targeting of breast cancer remains to be the best strategy to combat breast cancer by using
natural compounds, because of their low toxicity and specificity.
We are aiming to find some specific targets like DNA Topoisomerase II α (topo II α), a protein-coding gene that plays
a key role in the replication process and has been found deregulated in several malignancies including breast
cancer. MAPK, a serine and threonine protein kinases that are highly conserved in eukaryotes and are involved in
signal transduction pathways that modulate physiological and pathophysiological cell responses and CDKs
involved in the regulation of cell cycle progression. Several therapeutic regimens have been developed and
approved for targeting TOP2A, MAPK and CDKs and have prolonged the survival of cancer patients, however, due
to the inherent nature of the tumor cell to evolve, the earlier positive response turns into a refractory chemoresistance in breast cancer patients. Therefore, to analyze the expression pattern and prognostic significance of
specific targets in breast cancer patients and simultaneously screen new therapeutic molecules targeting various
proteins of interest. We will utilize a bioinformatic approach, to analyze the expression pattern and prognostic
significance of specific proteins in breast cancer (BC) and screen natural compounds, and perform an in-silico and
an in-vitro analysis.
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boronic acid: a potential inhibitor of mycobacterial “SOS” response
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The “SOS” response is an essential systematic mechanism against DNA damage in bacteria. It is indispensable for its
regulatory role in maintaining genome integrity and in gaining fitness advantage by developing useful mutations to
tolerate genotoxic stress, leading to the development of antimicrobial resistance. LexA and RecA are the key players
regulating the global network of stress responsive and damage repair genes involved in this pathway. In an era of
expanding drug resistance, targeting such non-traditional yet non-compromising pathways can provide useful
answers in tackling global health hazards such as Tuberculosis (TB). The potential of targeting the “SOS” response is
gathering increasing support to strengthen therapeutic efficacy. RecA inhibitors have been reported from chemical
screening assays conducted in E.coli and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), the latter being the causative agent of
TB. However, RecA bears homologs not only across prokaryotic but also eukaryotic organisms, posing a challenge
for specific action. Consequently, a shift in gears has taken place with scientists switching to the other master
regulator, LexA, which does not possess any eukaryotic counterpart. An academic-industry partnership successfully
delivered the first of its kind inhibitors targeting E.coli LexA autoproteolysis. Such efforts have not yet been
extended to Mtb and addressing this gap forms a major objective of our study. Here, we report 3-aminophenyl
boronic acid to be an inhibitor of Mtb LexA. We have elucidated its kinetic parameters of interaction and generated
a homology model to obtain an idea of possible drug binding sites of Mtb LexA. Our future studies will involve
characterizing this compound and to improve its efficacy so as to improve the existing arsenal of anti-TB
therapeutics. Characterizing this inhibitor of Mtb LexA autoproteolysis can be effective in stalling “SOS” induced
mutagenesis in mycobacteria.
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Feline Infectious Peritonitis (FIP) is a fatal disease in cats which is caused by Feline Coronavirus (FCoV) belonging to
the Coronaviridae family (Addie et al., 2009). The FIP can be categorised into two types based on their clinical
symptoms and presentations as Dry and Wet(Effusive).Symptoms of the dry form are characterised by
lymphadenopathy and effusive type are characterised by the accumulation of fluid in the peritoneal cavity. This
disease has the highest mortality rates so early diagnosis is an important factor in determining the prognosis of the
disease. There are several methods which can determine FCoV infection which includes RT-PCR and
immunohistochemistry which is considered as gold standard method.The difficulty in the the diagnosis of FIP is due
to the absence of pathognomonic clinical symptoms, the low sensitivity and specificity of the rapid test. In our study,
a 10 months female neutered cat was presented in our hospital with symptoms including fever, listlessness, and mild
inappetence for the past few days. We performed haematology in the IDEXX procyte which showed leukocytosis,
neutrophilia with band cells present and thrombocytopenia. We also performed CHM 10 which revealed elevated
TP- 10.6 (high), ALT - 182 (high), globulins - 7.9 (high). He was given Doxycycline antibiotic and liver supplements
along with platelet booster and repeat CBC and CHM 10 which showed decrease in HCT, HB and Platelets however
serum biochemistry showed mild drop in TP from 0.9 to 0.7. Ultrasonography of the abdomen reveals generalised
lymphadenopathy with enlarged lymph nodes (MILN, Hepatic, Gastric, Mesenteric),changes in kidney parenchyma
and severe inflammation in the liver. The cardiac scan revealed left ventricular wall thickness(may proceed to HCM
in future). The most important antiviral drugs developed against remdesivir metabolite and nucleoside analogues
such as GS-441524. In this study, GS-441524 was used in the treatment of two naturally infected cats with one with
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Dry form and other with effusive form. The treatment of cats was planned as GS-441524 (8 mg / kg, SC, daily)
administration for 12 weeks and has been going on since 4 weeks along with fluid therapy on the admission day.
Patients are called for follow up and laboratory tests are done like CBC and CHM 10 which have shown improvement
as neutrophils are decreasing, TP is also decreasing with platelets in normal range. The abdominal lymph nodes are
also showing regression in size and patients seem energetic, with good appetite. It was concluded that GS-441524
(8 mg/kg/day, SC) has been proven to be beneficial for improving clinical, laboratory findings and animal welfare.
However, it was evaluated that clinical studies involving more cases are required in order to determine the clinical
efficacy of nucleoside analogues.
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Osteosarcoma is a tumor of bone most commonly characterized by the formation of immature bone by growing
cells with an incidence rate of 3 per million/year. The treatment includes surgical resection along with pre or postoperative chemotherapy with a systemic high dose of conventional drug such as doxorubicin. Due to the long
treatment duration, the systemic delivery of drugs leads to side effects such as damage to mucosal tissue, alopecia,
risk of heart diseases, etc. Also, tumor resection leads to large bone defects and periosteum damage (the outer layer
of the bone which helps in neo bone regeneration), thereby needing a biologic replacement graft. Thus, the
fabrication of an optimized drug-loaded bioactive carrier with a functional periosteum regenerating membrane will
lead to a high local concentration of a drug with a better tumor-killing effect along with circumventing systemic side
effects and effective bone regeneration. Herein, we have integrated doxorubicin along with rat bone marrowderived exosomes in a hydroxyapatite bone cement. To regenerate periosteum, an antioxidant herbal membrane
has been developed. The fabricated scaffolds were successfully characterized and evaluated for osteogenic, anticancerous, and antioxidant activity in-vitro and its potential is explored in an in-vivo rat tibial tumor xenograft
model. Our finding suggested that the treatment strategy effectively prevented the spread of tumor along with
enhanced bone as well as periosteum regeneration at the resected site as concluded through Micro-CT, histological
and immune-histoflourescence analysis.
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The Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) is a pervasive, dynamic cellular organelle that performs a wide range of functions in
the eukaryotic cell, including protein folding and development. Upon stress, ER activates an adaptive cellular
pathway, namely Unfolded Protein Response (UPR), that transduces information from ER to nucleus, restoring
homeostasis in the ER milieu. UPR consists of three membrane-tethered sensors; Inositol requiring protein 1 (IRE1),
double-stranded RNA dependent Protein kinase-like ER kinase (PERK) and Activating transcription factor 6 (ATF6).
Among all the UPR sensors, IRE1 is considered to function centrally, interacting with a variety of proteins that can
either activate or inactivate it and connect it to other signalling networks by forming a platform known as the
‘UPRosome.’ However, the detailed knowledge underlying the whole process is not understood yet. Here, we
address IRE1's unique interaction partners, sMEK1 and Akt, as well as how they work together to regulate the IRE1
and Akt signalling networks. According to our findings, ER stress inhibits Akt via the IRE1 protein. In the presence of
active IRE1, a ternary complex formed by IRE1/sMEK1/Akt leads to the dephosphorylation of Akt by protein
phosphatase sMEK1. This research highlights the UPR/Akt connection by elucidating the molecular mechanism and
explaining the overall impact of this relationship.
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Background
Infectious Bursal Disease Virus (IBDV) is a double-stranded (ds) RNA virus belonging to genus, Avibirnavirus and
family, Birnaviridae, causing infectious bursal disease. It is an immunosuppressive viral disease of poultry leading to
secondary infections as well, therefore has a huge economic impact on the poultry industries globally. Despite the
wide use of live attenuated vaccines to prevent this disease, lack of safety of these vaccines has always been a
concern. The major safety concern of these vaccines is their possible reversion to virulence, which leads to
widespread immunosuppression, disease transmission or evolution of new viral serotypes. The reversion to
virulence in live-attenuated vaccines used against RNA viruses is thought to be because of lack of proof-reading
activity of their RNA-dependent RNA polymerases and consequently, the attenuation markers of a vaccine can
revert back to their virulent/wild-type form after vaccination. Therefore, it is imperative to overcome these
shortcomings to reduce the economic losses caused due to safety issues of existing live attenuated infectious bursal
disease vaccines. Previously, mutagen-driven lethal mutagenesis approaches have been used in single stranded
RNA viruses to develop mutants with enhanced fidelity or resistance against mutations. In the present study,
mutagen-driven lethal mutagenesis approach was employed to generate IBDV mutants with higher fidelity or
higher stability against mutagens or mutations and further explored the putative genetic stability markers.
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Results
Four mutagens viz. ribavirin, 5- fluorouracil, 5-azacytidine, and amiloride were used in the current study. The
cytotoxicity and anti-IBDV assay of each mutagen was performed in primary chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEFs).
Among all the mutagens tested in the current study, ribavirin was found to be least cytotoxicity on CEFs and had a
significant antiviral effect on replication of three isolates of IBDV viz. FVSK-G1, FVSK-G2 and FVSK-G3 in CEFs.
Consequently, these IBDV isolates were serially passaged in sub-cytotoxic concentrations of ribavirin in order to
facilitate emergence of ribavirin-resistant mutants. During serial passages, two ribavirin-resistant mutants, viz.
RFVSK-G1 and RFVSK-G3 emerged from FVSK-G1 at passage-7 in presence of 0.05mM ribavirin and from FVSK-G3
at passage-14 in presence of 0.1 mM ribavirin, respectively. In RNA-dependent RNA polymerases region of RFVSKG1, two unique amino acid changes, Threonine to Lysine and Alanine to Valine, respectively were found. In segment
A of RFVSK-G1, an amino acid change of Glycine to Glutamic acid was found. Further the mechanism of action of
ribavirin on inhibition of FVSK-GI replication was evaluated. The mutational rate in FVSK-G1 was found to increase
by four times during serial passages of the virus in 0.05 mM ribavirin.
The possible anti-IBDV mechanism of ribavirin through Guanosine pool depletion via inosine monophosphate
dehydrogenase (IMPDH) inhibition was also investigated in the current study. The results revealed that with the
addition of 40 mM Guanosine, the replication of FVSK-G1 in 40 μM ribavirin or 1 μM mycophenolic acid reached to
around 104TCID/mL in CEFs. Further, the in silico docking studies revealed binding affinity of -8.1 and -5.9 Kcal/mol
of ribavirin and mycophenolic acid with IMPDH, respectively. A significant increase in the expression of cytokines viz.
IFN-α, TNF- α, IL-2, IL-12 and IL-10 was observed in CEFs with the addition of 0.05mM ribavirin.
Conclusion
In conclusion, ribavirin was the least cytotoxic on chicken embryo fibroblasts among the tested mutagens and
efficiently inhibited the replication of IBDV. Ribavirin resistant mutants emerged at 0.05 mM and 0.1 mM
concentration of ribavirin. In those resistant mutants, three putative genetic stability markers, viz. T13K, A857V, and
G320E were identified. Mechanism of action of ribavirin on the inhibition of replication of IBDV showed a cumulative
effect of mutagenic and non-mutagenic effect. After further validation, these genomic stability markers can be
incorporated into vaccines through a reverse genetics platform to achieve the goal of safer vaccines.

Regulation of Histone Methyltransferase Set2 Activity
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Over the years, the assimilation in the knowledge of epigenetic markers has rapidly progressed. The occurrence,
development, and therapy of malignant tumors are all influenced by epigenetic control. It has become apparent
that mutations in many epigenetic modifiers are linked to different forms of cancer and in recent years histone
methylation has gathered a lot of attention. H3K36 methylation by Set2 methyltransferase plays an important role
in the proper refolding of chromatin. In the wake of RNAPII, chromatin is still in hyper-acetylation form because of
that it cannot refold back properly, therefore needs to be de-acetylated for proper refolding. This process is of great
importance to the cell because its absence has detrimental effects. In the absence of Set2, acetylated histones
accumulate on coding regions leading to transcription initiation from cryptic promoters and the shift in the levels of
histone acetylation and histone methylation are the key attributes of cancer. H3K36me is also important for DSB
repair and damage response apart from inhibition of cryptic transcription. H3K36 methyltransferase gene has been
found to be mutated in a list of tumor types as clear cell renal cell carcinoma, high-grade gliomas, and breast cancer.
Set2 gene genetically interrelates with genes that suppress gross chromosomal rearrangement, indicating loss of
Set2 might be responsible for chromosomal abnormalities. The role of Set2 is well established but the mechanistic
details and the regulation is not yet fully understood. Therefore, this study will fill a gap in the literature on histone
methyltransferase Set2 which will further our understanding of epigenetic control on the progression of different
diseases and will provide insights for potential therapeutics in cancer.
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A Secondary Metabolite of Cercospora sp., Associated with Rosa damascena Mill.,
Inhibits Proliferation, Biofilm Production, Ergosterol Synthesis and
Other Virulence Factors in Candida albicans
Abid Bashir, Syed Riyaz‐Ul‐Hassan
IIIM Sanatnagar

We study the antimicrobial potential of secondary metabolites, fulvic acid (F.A.) and anhydro fulvic acid (AFA),
produced by RDE147, an endophyte of Rosa damascena Mill. The endophyte was identified as Cercospora piaropi by
ITS and β-tubulin–based phylogenetic analyses, while chemoprofiling of the endophyte by column chromatography
and spectroscopy yielded two pure compounds, F.A. and AFA. The compounds demonstrated different antimicrobial
profiles, with AFA suppressing the growth of Candida albicans at 7.3 µg ml-1 IC50. Further studies revealed that AFA
strongly restricted the biofilm production and hyphae formation in C. albicans by down-regulating several biofilm and
morphogenesis-related genes. The time-kill assays confirmed the fungicidal activity of AFA against C. albicans, killing
83.6% of the pathogen cells in 24 h at the MIC concentration, and the post-antibiotic effect (PAE) experiments
established the suppression of C. albicans growth for extended time periods. The compound acted synergistically with
amphotericin B and nystatin and reduced ergosterol biosynthesis by the pathogen, confirmed by ergosterol estimation
and comparative expression profiling of selected genes and molecular docking of AFA with C. albicans squalene
epoxidase.key enzyme in ergosterol biosynthetic pathway. AFA also suppressed the expression of several other
virulence genes of the fungal pathogen. The study determines the anti-C. albicans potential of AFA and its impact on
the biology of the pathogen. It also indicates that Cercospora species may yield potential bioactive molecules,
especially fulvic acid derivatives. However, it is imperative to conduct in vivo studies to explore further therapeutic
potential.

In Silico Molecular Docking and Molecular Dynamics Simulation Studies of
Potential Inhibitors of Canine Lysyl Oxidase
Afnan Saleem1, Irfan Gul2, Sameena Ismail3, Syed Mudasir Ahmad1
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2
Department of Biotechnology, University of Kashmir
3
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Lysyl oxidase (LOX), an extracellular copper-dependent oxidising enzyme, carries out oxidation of peptidyl lysine
resulting in covalent cross-linkage and stabilisation of elastin and collagen fibres. Previous studies have revealed a
significant relationship between lysyl oxidase (LOX) with tissue fibrosis and mammary carcinoma in canines. Therefore,
the structural and functional study of LOX has been a focus for understanding its molecular mechanisms. Besides,
recent trends have employed computational approaches of drug development efforts against LOX to discover
promising inhibitors to treat the associated carcinomas. We validated the predicted structure of lysyl oxidase and
molecular docking studies were carried out to infer the mechanism of action and binding of pseudo substrate and
experimentally proven inhibitors. In this context, this study analysed the binding mode of pseudo-substrate DAP and
predicted LOX inhibitors (β-APN, HCys and HCTL) in the copper-binding site of canine lysyl oxidase (cLOX) enzyme. The
molecular docking study found β-Aminopropionitrile (βAPN), Homocysteine (HCys) and Homocysteine thiolactone
(HCTL) to interact with the copper-binding site of the cLOX when compared with 1,5-diaminopentane (DAP), a pseudosubstrate. Furthermore, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations identified βAPN as a potent inhibitor based on
acceptable root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values and persistent hydrogen bonding with the cLOX binding site.
These observations were consistent when the gyration radius and total energy were calculated for each ligand-cLOX
complex. The obtained results provided a potential lead candidate for understanding the molecular interactions of LOX
and developing therapeutic drugs against cLOX associated breast cancers in canines. This study will aid in better
understanding of the molecular interactions of LOX with its inhibitors.
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The RNA Exosome Subunit Exosc3 is a Novel Regulator of
IRE 1 Alpha Ribonuclease Activity
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The ER serves as a platform for protein biogenesis and localisation of secretory proteins in eukaryotic cells. High
demand for protein synthesis and folding may sometimes lead to accumulation of misfolded proteins in ER thus
generating ER stress.This triggers an adaptive response called the Unfolded Protein Response (UPR). IRE1α is a major
UPR sensor endowed with kinase and ribonuclease activities which on activation work towards the restoration of
homeostasis. Also, the Exosome endowed with similar RNA degrading capabilities acts as a multi-protein complex that
eliminates mRNAs with premature termination codons and contributes in restoration of ER homeostasis. It is likely there
exist a link between RNA exosome and IRE1α possessing similar activities. We expressed EXOSC3, a component of
Exosome in the mammalian cell line HEK293T. The co-immunoprecipitation of EXOSC3 with IRE1α validated the
interaction. This novel regulator protein EXOSC3 with a role in mRNA surveillance is likely to form a part of the
UPRosome complex complementing IRE1α ribonuclease activity and play its role in quality control mechanism to
attenuate misfolding of proteins for normal functioning of cell.

Molecular Docking, Synthesis and Biological Evaluation of Benzothiazinones and
their Benzothiazolyl Acetate Derivatives as a new Class of Anti-Cancer Agents
against MCF-7 Human Breast Cancer Cell Line
Farhat Ramzan1, Mehak Saba1, Syed Ayaz1, Khalid Imtiyaz2, Vishakha Vishakha3, Moshahid Alam Rizvi2,
Syed Shafi1, Mohammad Samim1, Kalim Javed1*
1
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3
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1
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Despite immense advances in the field of basic and clinical research that have resulted in higher cure rates for a number
of malignancies, cancer still remains the second leading cause of mortality. Cancer is not a single pathological state but
a broad group of diseases characterized by a high proliferative index. Breast cancer being the most common cancer
in women worldwide. Benzothiazinones are a class of sulphur containing heterocyclic compounds that play a
significant role in drug discovery. Some of these derivatives are currently being evaluated in clinical trials and there is
much optimism that they may lead to novel alternative anticancer drugs, devoid of the side effects of the presently
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available pharmacological agents. Present work explains the molecular docking, synthesis and attempt to evaluate
biological activity of these new chemical moieties for their cytotoxic effect toward human breast cancer cell line MCF-7.
The docking studies of compounds were performed using the glide module of Schrodinger Maestro version 9.6
software. The desired compounds were synthesized by the interaction of 2-Aminothiophenol with β-aroylacrylic acids
to yield 1,4-benzothiazin-3-ones that on condensing with bromo substituted ester yield different benzothiazinyl
acetate derivatives. Compounds were evaluated for in vitro cell viability assay for detecting their cytotoxic potential
towards human breast cancer cell line MCF-7 against 5-Fluorouracil as the refrence drug . All the designed molecules
showed a very good binding interaction and docking score, while 2c being the compound having the highest docking
score of -7.47 and hence were synthesized and characterized by IR, 1 H NMR,13 C NMR and MS data . In vitro studies
suggest that all the compounds 2a,2b,2c,2d,2e,2f,3a,3b,3c,3d showed effective growth inhibition against MCF-7 breast
cancer cell line and were more potent than 5-Fluorouracil with (IC50) values being 2.26,1.37,1.29,2.30,4.98, 3.7
,5.19,4.50,4.39,3.31µM compared to 7.79 µM to that of 5-Fluorouracil. However compound 2c displayed remarkable
cytotoxic activity toward MCF-7 with IC50 of 1.29 µM, suggesting it as a lead compound in cytotoxic activity. Compound
2c was further evaluated for cell cycle analysis, that shows it is effective in restricting the cells in S phase of the cell cycle
leading to inhibition of the cell division and subsequently cell proliferation in breast cancer cells. A wound healing assay
of compound 2c also confirmed the anti-metastatic effect of the drug by evaluating the migration of cancer cells in two
dimensions compared to that of control. Hence compound 2c can be used as a novel template for the design of new
anti-cancer drugs. This may be attributed to its good docking score and favourable binding interactions.

Development of DNA Barcode for Rapid Identification of Some Free Living Nematodes
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Nematodes are non-segmented roundworms with habitat ranging to almost every ecological extremity. Despite the
fact that nematodes are one of the most diverse metazoan phyla, these are the least investigated. These are the most
essential equilibrium-maintaining elements that impact plant yield, animal health, and animal well-being. Taxonomic
knowledge and nematode biology are the most difficult problems related with these organisms. The current work was
aimed to have in-depth status of Rhabditid (free living) nematodes of one of the biodiversity rich Pir Panjal range of
J&amp;K, India. The different isolates of rhabditid nematodes were characterized using COX I and ITS markers. The
results suggested that ITS and COX I markers perform well to resolve interspecific species identification in Rhabditid
nematodes. The outcome of the current work may help to trace out the evolutionary history of the nematodes and
further may be utilized to make inferences regarding applied fields like ecological genomics, evolutionary biology and
developmental biology.

Combating Depression Through Bdnf/Trkb Signaling Using Small Natural Molecule(S)
Loveleena Anand1,2, Nadia Rashid 2, Mir shahid Maqbool 1,2, Masroor A Paddar2 ,Kaneez Fatima1,2,
Asif Ali 2, Adil shafi 1,2, Fayaz A Malik 1,2,*
1
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2
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Depression, a severe neuropsychiatric disorder affects approximately 264 million people worldwide across all age
groups. The molecular mechanisms underlying this mental illness are poorly understood and need to be
comprehended. Hence there is an urgent need for proper diagnosis and developing effective individualised
treatments. Several preclinical and clinical studies have shown that Neurotrophic factors (NTFs) play an important role
in neuronal activity and most importantly, Brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) expression has been found
decreased in severely depressed patients and upregulated with antidepressants treatment. BDNF activates the
receptor tropomyosin-related kinase B (TrkB) with high potency and specificity, promoting neuronal survival,
differentiation, and synaptic function. Activation of BDNF/Trkb signaling has been shown to be crucial in exerting
antidepressant effect and hence considered an attractive therapeutic target to discover new antidepressants. In our
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study we used cellular and animal models of depression to discover new small molecules capable of activating
BDNF/Trkb signaling.Our present study depicted the ability of small natural molecule, IIIM533 to induce cell
proliferation, neuroprotection in-vitro using differentiated neuroblastoma cell lines (SHSY5Y and N2A). Molecular
docking studies further revealed the potential of the molecule to act as cognate TrkB receptor ligand i.e. BDNF.
Interestingly our results determined IIIM533 as a survival pathway activator capable of promoting neurogenesis and
synaptic function as it increased BDNF expression in vitro as well as in-vivo. Hence suggesting possible novel
therapeutic applications of IIIM533 in depression. Further on correlating our preclinical data with BDNF expression in
depressed patients (antidepressant treatment responsive as well as non responsive groups), it may be suggested that
IIIM533 holds strong potential to activate BDNF stimulated pathway as compared to currently prescribed
antidepressants.
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Androgen Receptor Regulating LncRNA PRNCR1 is Associated with
the Risk of PCOS in Kashmiri Women
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Background and objective
Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is one of the most common reproductive, endocrine and metabolic disorders in
reproductive women. Even though the pathophysiology of PCOS is complex and obscure, the disorder is prominently
considered as the syndrome of hyperandrogenism. prostate cancer associated with non-coding RNA 1 (PRNCR1) acts
as an Androgen Receptor activating long noncoding RNA (lncRNA). Therefore, the present study was aimed to
establish the possible association of androgen receptor activating long noncoding RNA PRNCR1 with PCOS.
Study design
Case-control study.
Methods
A total of 178 subjects including 105 PCOS cases and 73 age-matched healthy controls were recruited for the study. The
anthropometric, hormonal and biochemical parameters of all subjects were analysed. Total RNA was isolated from
peripheral venous blood and expression analysis was done by quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR). The correlation
analysis was performed to evaluate the association between various clinical parameters and lncRNA PRNCR1
expression.
Results
The mean expression level of PRNCR1was significantly higher in the PCOS women than in the healthy controls (PRNCR1,
5.26 ± 1.77 versus 1.22 ± 0.73; P < 0.001). Further, subjects with higher expression level of PRNCR1 had significantly
higher risk of PCOS compared to subjects with low levels of PRNCR1 expression (actual OR = 46.11, 95% C.I. = 18.02117.99, P = < 0.001). The area under the curve (AUC) was found to be 0.988 (SE 0.006 and 95% C.I. 0.976–0.99). Our data
showed a positive association of PRNCR1 with testosterone (r = 0.20, P = 0.03). However, no significant association was
found between the expression of lncRNA PRNCR1 and any other biochemical characteristics both in PCOS women and
healthy controls.
Conclusion
Present study concludes androgen receptor regulating lncRNA PRNCR1 is associated with PCOS and high expression of
PRNCR1 is a possible risk factor for PCOS in Kashmiri women.
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Ribonucleoprotein Based Multiple Guide RNAs Created Large Targeted Deletion in
Ovine Myostatin (MSTN) Gene Bringing About Effective Crispr-Cas Enabled
Gene Editing Detectable By Simple PCR
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The gene editing technology of CRISPR-CAS has revolutionized the process of engineering genomes across a
multitude of species. The simplicity and the specificity of this system has made it the favourite genome editing tool
within the scientificj community in a short time. The CRISPR-CAS components of gene editing can either be
plasmid vectors (with sequences of guide RNAs and CAS enzyme) or mRNA of CAS enzyme and guide RNAs or
preformed Ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes (CAS enzyme with guide RNA bound to it). The plasmid method
has the disadvantages of being time consuming, laborious, increased off-target effects, less efficient and possibility
of leaving foreign vector signature in case of genomic integration in comparison to RNP method. The components
of CRISPR-CAS can be delivered to the cells by electroporation or chemicals e.g., lipofectamine or microinjection
depending upon the type of target cell. The double strand breaks (DSBs) created by the CRISPR-CAS system can get
repaired within the cells in two broad ways i.e., non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homology directed repair
(HDR). The former repairs DNA without using a homologous template by ligating the cut ends together, introducing
indels (insertions or deletions) with or without frameshift mutations in the process. The latter uses a natural or
artificially provided homologous template to repair the DSBs in an error free fashion. In our present study we used
RNP strategy (two guide RNAs concurrently along with CAS enzyme viz. SpCas9 enzyme) to delete a significant
portion of the exon 1 of the MSTN gene in dermal fibroblasts obtained from an ovine skin sample. We used NEPATM
Electroporator to deliver the preformed RNP complexes to the cells for editing the MSTN gene. Manual pick-up
method was used for single cell cloning of edited cells. There was no requirement of validating the gene editing with
T7E1 assay/Surveyor assay. The appearance of a second band smaller in length on the agarose gel following a
normal PCR with same primers before and after the gene editing was enough proof that the target gene had
undergone large sized deletion. MSTN knockout in sheep causes double muscling feature in the species leading to
increased production of meat. The RNP method is relatively safe and does not leave any foreign DNA signature
within the target cell. The guide RNAs were designed using CRISPOR (crispor.tefnor.net) and selected on the basis of
producing minimal off-target effects. We are still in the process of producing edited cloned embryos from these
MSTN edited cells via Somatic cell nuclear transfer microinjection of ovine oocytes.

Development Of Proteolytic Mediated Cell Cycle Based Novel Drug Targets in
Proteinopathies: Therapeutic Implications in Molecular Medicine
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Regulated and timely protein degradation is an indispensable cellular process, executed universally by all cells for
scavenging precisely aberrant and unwanted proteins in vivo. By controlling levels of key regulatory proteins, this
mechanism contributes to nearly every aspect of cellular function including cell cycle, growth, differentiation, cell
signaling, DNA repair and quality control. Proteolysis is particularly suited in organizing the events of the cell cycle
because of its role in dropping the level and activity of many proteins rapidly. The model organism, Caulobacter
crescentus, has been exploited in the past few decades for studying the regulation of cell division and protein
turnover mechanisms in bacteria. Regulatory proteolysis pathways in particular have been studied in detail and
identification of novel proteolytic candidate proteins have emerged as promising targets for alternatives to
antibiotics. Our study focuses on exploring proteolytic mechanisms involved in cell cycle regulation of an essential
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cell division protein, FtsZ, in Caulobacter crescentus. By targeting proteins essential for cell division, it is possible to
achieve a control over bacterial proliferation important for progression of bacterial infections. Moreover, although
the precise details vary, the basic strategy for regulating the protein degradation pathway is conserved across all
species of eukaryotes. Regulatory proteolysis being used by cells to control their growth and division, conversely
dysregulation of the proteolytic pathway has been implicated to trigger a state of uncontrolled proliferation and
buildup of unwanted proteins in the cell, critical for many human diseases. The most prominent among these are
malignancies and neurodegenerative diseases, including Parkinson, Huntington, Alzheimer diseases, and many
others. Devising a therapeutic strategy by shutting down the proteolysis in pathogenic or cancerous cells, we can
ensure only normal and healthy cells proliferate. The key insights into molecular pathways can be pivotal in
understanding various paradigms of human health and diseases pathology. The scope of this versatile research
arena in the field of molecular medicine and translational health is of immense potential, leading to identification of
novel, potent and highly specific drug targets and establishing emerging therapeutic strategies based on altering
pathways of protein degradation.
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Acute Phase Protein-Procalcitonin and Promoter Region of Toll Like Receptor 4 (TLR4)
Gene As A Novel Biomarker for Early Diagnosis of Bovine Subclinical Mastitis
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The present study was conducted in 44 local Holstein Frisian (HF) crossbred dairy cattle to identify and evaluate the
Clinical and genetic biomarkers for early detection of bovine subclinical mastitis (BSCM). Clinical studies included
acute phase proteins PCT and IL-6 quantitative analysis in milk as well as serum and their correlation with Somatic
cell count (SCC), while genetic studies include genetic sequencing and bioinformatical analysis for finding any SNPs
in promoter regions of bovine TLR4 gene. Animals screened for SCM with California Mastitis Test, Electric
conductivity, milk pH. The animals screened positive for SCM were further subjected to Somatic cell count (SCC) test
for diagnosis of SCM. Acute phase protein Procalcitonin (PCT) and cytokine IL-6 were measured in milk and serum
samples of same animals using validated standard ELISA test. Blood samples of the same animals were subjected to
DNA extraction and subsequently amplification of promoter regions of TLR4 gene for detection of any possible
small nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) associated with severity of subclinical mastitis. The aim of this research work
was to find any suitable and reliable clinical or genetic biomarker(s) for early diagnosis of BSCM which is the most
costly endemic disease of dairy cattle. The study showed that no significant difference was observed in mean levels
(ng/ml) of PCT and IL-6 (pg/ml) in milk. Serum analysis for PCT and IL-6 showed significant variation between
normal and subclinical cases. The mean concentration levels (ng/ml) of PCT in serum among normal and subclinical
cases were 18.04 ± 1.38 and 20.10 ± 0.02 respectively, while as for IL-6 the values (pg/ml) were 0.031 ± 0.02 and 3.86
± 2.06 respectively. Mean value of SCC in normal and subclinical cases were 47.19 ± 5.70 and 3967.39 ± 406.97.
Amplicons of 44 different samples were sequenced by outsourcing. Genetic analysis of sequenced data using
MEGA 7 bioinformatical programme revealed that there were 8 SNPs in two different selected promoter regions
(546 & 331bps) of bovine TLR4 gene. The novel gene sequences of this promoter region have been submitted
accepted in NCBI-gene bank with accession Nos: OM246558, OM246559, OM246560, and OM246561, In
conclusion, the current study implies that serum is excellent sampling material for estimation of PCT than milk.
Moreover acute phase protein PCT may serve as an alternative to SCC diagnostic test as well as a novel biomarker
for early detection of bovine subclinical mastitis. The genetic analysis also shows that there may be any possible
association between SNPs and severity of BSCM which implies the existence of any possible biomarker role for early
detection of BSCM.
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Immunomodulatory Potential of Cousinia Thomsonii C.B. Clarke on Expression of
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This study employs lipopolysaccharide induced inflammatory wistar-rat model to evaluate efficacy of Cousinia
thomsonii active-extracts on the expression of crucial inflammatory markers viz. iNOS, Rel-A, COX-2, PPAR-γ and
CRP. Ethyl-acetate and ethanolic-extract was administered orally at 25, 50, 100 mg/kg doses for 21 days. Serum was
collected on 22nd day and rats were sacrificed to extract paw tissues. Dexamethasone (0.5 mg/kg) served as
positive control. Immunoblotting and qPCR was used for expression analysis of iNOS, Rel-A, COX-2, PPAR-γ
respectively while ELISA was employed for evaluating CRP levels. Discovery-studio and Auto-Dock-Vina were used
to check docking interactions of various isolated compounds isolated via GCMS. Both extracts caused dosedependent decline in iNOS COX2, Rel-A and CRP expression while there was a dose-dependent increase in PPAR-γ
expression. Ethyl-acetate extract dominated immunomodulatory potential. GCMS revealed secondary metabolites
namely phytol acetate; alpha-tocopherol, ascorbic acid 2,6-dihexadecanoate, stigmast-5-en-3-ol-oleate, palmitic
acid, 9-Octadecenoic acid, and Octacosanol. Molecular Docking scores were calculated between each target
protein and selected compounds. The best affinity/interactions were observed between beta-sitosterol towards
iNOS, PPAR-γ, Rel-A with binding energy of -10.8, -10.7, -9.2 (kcal/mol) respectively. These compounds may act as
strong inhibitors for COX-2, iNOS, Rel-A, and CRP or as agonists for PPAR-γ; thereby inducing antiinflammatory/immuno-modulatory activities.
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Cancer metabolism is a significant aspect of tumorigenesis, mainly due to the increased energy requirements of
tumors in comparison to normal cells Tumors require enhanced metabolism to perform their various biological
functions including the metastatic ability of cancer cells, their proliferation, and adaptation to hypoxic conditions
posed by the tumor microenvironment that only cancer cells are capable of growing in as compared to normal cells.
One of the ways through which cancer cells achieve their increased demands is by regulating the expression of
metabolic enzymes. Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) is the primary metabolic enzyme that preferentially helps cancer
cells to convert glucose to lactate by the process of aerobic glycolysis also known as the ‘Warburg effect’. LDH is also
known to regulate the nutrient exchange between tumors and stroma. LDH is an important player in cancer
metabolism and is considered to be very important for the growth and adaptation of cancers to a hypoxic
environment. Thus, targeting the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) may prove to be a significant and beneficial
target to diagnose carcinomas. Nevertheless, LDH has been targeted previously by various chemotherapeutic
agents but unfortunately, those have resulted in the development of chemoresistance and toxicity mostly due to
higher doses of the available therapeutics. The non-coding miRNAs have emerged as one of the important kinds of
molecules that can regulate altered genes contributing to metabolic reprogramming. Therefore, we are utilizing the
non-coding miRNAs to be used as alternatives to therapeutics as diagnostic biomarkers and therapeutic agents to
intervene in the development of lactate by inhibiting the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) because of their
function as the negative regulators.
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Antimicrobial resistance is the biggest challenge faced by the human and animal healthcare system today. The
proliferation of biofilm forming communities of pathogenic microrganisms has led to an increase in this resistance
as most of the antimicrobial agents are not able to penetrate such biofilms. Bacteriophages present an excellent
alternative to tackle drug resistant bacteria. In the present in vitro study lytic potential of two Staphylococcus
aureus bacteriophages in disintegration of biofilms formed by antibiotic resistant Staphylococcus aureus was
evaluated using fluorescent, Raman and SEM Microscopy. The Staphylococcus aureus strains from cases of bovine
mastitis study were evaluated for presence of biofilm forming genes viz icaA, icaB, icaC, icaD and FnBPA. The most
frequent combination observed was icaA/ icaD (16.25%), followed by ica A/ica B/ica D(13.75%), ica A/
FnBPA(11.25%). ica A/ ica B/ ica C, ica D/FnBPA (8.75%), ica A/ ica B(6.25%), ica A/ ica C (6.25%), ica B/ ica D(5%). A
positive correlation was observed between presence of putative virulence genes such as icaA, icaD, icaB and FnBPA
and production of biofilm by S.aureus strains Of the two phages tested in present study, SAJK-IND (Gen
Bank:2041337) a Myoviridae phage exhibited a better lytic potential in disruption and disintegration of MRSA
biofilms in comparison to MSP, a Podoviridae phage. SAJK-IND and MSP phages have a promising potential as an
alternative to combat antibiotic resistance in therapy against mastitis in bovines.
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Melanogenesis plays many imperative physiological roles however immoderate melanin synthesis can cause
hyperpigmentation disorders. In this study the hypopigmentation effect of (2-Methylbutyry) Shikonin, a natural
product present in the root extract of Lithospermum erythrorhizon and the underlying mechanisms responsible for
the inhibition of melanin synthesis in α-MSH stimulated B16F10 cells were studied. (2-Methylbutyry) Shikonin
significantly repressed the cellular tyrosinase activity and melanin synthesis in α-MSH stimulated B16F10 cells.
Furthermore (2-Methylbutyry) Shikonin remarkably abolished the protein expression of MITF, Tyrosinase,
Tyrosinase related protein 1 and Tyrosinase related protein 2 there by blocking the production of pigment melanin
in α-MSH stimulated B16F10 cells Via., modulating the phosphorylation status of MAPK proteins Viz., ERK1/2 and
p38. Moreover, selective inhibitor of ERK1/2 attenuated the inhibitory effects of (2-Methylbutyry) Shikonin on
Melanin synthesis whereas selective inhibitor of p38 augmented the interdictory effect of BSHK on melanin
synthesis. In conclusion, these findings indicate that (2-Methylbutyry) Shikonin is a potential natural therapy for
hyperpigmentation.
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The CRISPR-Cas9 system is the most remarkable recent breakthrough in modern biology. An advantage the CRISPRCas9 system offers over other techniques like ZFN and TALEN is the relative simplicity in design and construction of
vectors. CRISPR technologies are now considered more accurate, easy to use, and multi-potential. Despite the
remarkable advances in CRISPR, several limitations and concerns still exist. Integration of plasmid encoding Cas9 and
guide RNA into the genome can result in off-target effects, which is still a major concern. Here we have reconstituted an
in-vitro CRISPR-Cas9 system for desirable genome editing to minimize off-target effects. The study involves the
reconstitution of Cas9-SgRNA complex in vitro and estimation of its cutting efficiency on DNA and nuclei by PCR based
assay. The amplification around the target sites is inversely proportional to the efficiency of the in vitro reconstituted
CRISPR Cas9 system. We observed that Cas9-SgRNA complexes used in study cleaved the respective target efficiently.
The distinctive feature of these complexes is they do not last longer within the cells, hence, minimizes off-target effects.
In future, this system will be used to edit different genomic regions of interest within cells.
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Chronic inflammation is implicated in a multitude of diseases, including arthritis, neurodegeneration, autoimmune
myositis, type 2 diabetes, rheumatic disorders, spondylitis, and cancer. Therefore, strategies to explore potent antiinflammatory regimens are pivotal from a human-health perspective. Medicinal plants represent a vast unexplored
treasure trove of therapeutically active constituents with diverse pharmacological activities, including antiinflammatory properties. Herein, we evaluated Cousinia thomsonii, an edible medicinal herb, for its antiinflammatory/immunomodulatory properties. Soxhlet extraction was used to obtain different solvent extracts (hexane,
ethyl acetate, ethanol, methanol, and aqueous extract) in increasing order of polarity. In vitro anti-inflammatory assays
were performed to investigate the effects of extracts on protein denaturation, proteinase activity, nitric oxide surge, and
erythrocyte-membrane stabilization. The most effective extracts, i.e., ethyl acetate (CTEA) and ethanol (CTE) extracts
(150–200 g) were selected for further in vivo analysis using albino Wistar rats. Wistar rats received varying
concentrations of CTEA and CTE (25, 50, and 100 mg/kg) for 3 weeks, followed by a single subplantar injection of
lipopolysaccharide. Dexamethasone served as positive control. Blood was obtained from the retro-orbital plexus and
serum separated for estimation of proinflammatory cytokines (IL6, IL1β, IFNγ and TNFα). Western blotting was
performed to study expression patterns of crucial proteins implicated in the NFκB pathway, i.e., NFκB p65, NFκB1 p50,
and NFκB2 p52. Histopathological examination was done and gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS)
carried out to reveal the identity of compounds responsible for ameliorating effects of C. thomsonii. Among five tested
extracts, CTEA and CTE showed marked inhibition of protein denaturation, proteinase activity, nitric oxide surge and
erythrocyte-membrane hemolysis at 600 μg/mL (P<0.001). Both these extracts showed no toxic effects up to a dose of
2,500 mg/kg. Extracts exhibited concentration-dependent reductions in expression of IL6, IL1β, IFNγ, TNFα, NFκB-p65,
NFκB1, and NFκB2 (P<0.05). Healing effects of extracts were evident from histopathological investigation. GC-MS
analysis revealed the presence of important anti-inflammatory compounds, notably stigmast-5-en-3-ol, oleate,
dotriacontane, ascorbic acid, n-hexadecanoic acid, and α-tocopherol, in C. thomsonii.
C. thomsonii possesses significant anti-inflammatory/immunomodulatory potential by virtue of modifying levels of
proinflammatory cytokines/markers and NFκB proteins.
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Vigilin (Vgl1) is essential for heterochromatin formation, chromosome segregation, and mRNA stability and is
associated with autism spectrum disorders and cancer: vigilin, for example, can suppress proto-oncogene c-fms
expression in breast cancer. Conserved from yeast to humans, vigilin is an RNA-binding protein with 14 tandemly
arranged nonidentical hnRNP K-type homology (KH) domains. Here, we report that vigilin depletion increased cell
sensitivity to cisplatin- or ionizing radiation (IR)-induced cell death and genomic instability due to defective DNA repair.
Vigilin depletion delayed dephosphorylation of IR-induced γ-H2AX and elevated levels of residual 53BP1 and RIF1 foci,
while reducing Rad51 and BRCA1 focus formation, DNA end resection, and double-strand break (DSB) repair. We show
that vigilin interacts with the DNA damage response (DDR) proteins RAD51 and BRCA1, and vigilin depletion impairs
their recruitment to DSB sites.
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Inflammation is the response of tissues to harmful stimuli such as pathogens and irritants. Signs of acute inflammation
are pain, heat, redness, swelling etc. There are protective mechanisms against infection but derailed inflammation plays
a central role in the pathogenesis of many diseases including obesity, diabetes, inflammatory bowel disease,
rheumatoid arthritis etc. Currently available synthetic drugs against inflammation include corticosteroids, statins and
antihistamines, but these drugs pose side effects like liver and bone marrow toxicity, renal toxicity and allergic skin
reactions. Hence there is a need to find the alternative method of treatment with maximum efficiency and least side
effects. One among them is the use of medicinal plants that shows maximum efficiency against these inflammatory
diseases. During the present investigation, an important medicinal plant Androsace sempervivoides was evaluated for
the presence of bioactive compounds. This study aims to investigate the potential role of Androsace sempervivoides
active extracts in ameliorating inflammation by studying its effect on the levels of important inflammatory markers
(TNFα, IL6, IL1β) in LPS induced animal models. Antioxidant activity of the crude extracts from Androsace
sempervivoides was determined using five in-vitro assays viz. DPPH, reducing power, DNA damage assay, total
phenolics and ferrozine antioxidant assay. Out of the five different extracts, only ethanolic and methanolic extracts
showed promising antioxidant results. Similarly, anti-inflammatory activity was studied through protein inhibition assay
which also showed promising results for ethanolic and methanolic extracts only. Now, my main focus would be to study
the effect of these two potent extracts on the expression pattern of mediators involved in major inflammatory pathways
and provide insights regarding the possible active mechanism of the crude extracts of Androaace sempervivoides that
will provide way for isolation and characterization of the pure compounds from the active extracts in future.
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Click chemistry is a cutting-edge synthesis method that has been widely used to structurally change natural products
and synthesized chemicals for better therapeutic profiles and fewer side effects. This method was created for the
design, synthesis, and biological evaluation of a nitrogen-containing heterocyclic molecule known as 1,2,3-triazole,
which has applications in organic synthesis, chemical biology, polymer chemistry, fluorescence imaging, and drug
development. Novel triazole derivatives of diosgenin were synthesized and were subjected for their anti-proliferative
profile by MTT assay using various human cancer cell lines viz. Breast (MCF-7), Breast (MDA-MB-231) and Cervic
(HELA). Among the synthesized analogues “Dios-1, Dios-2, Dios-3, Dios-4 and Dios-6” exhibited better activity against
MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cancer cell lines. The preliminary cytotoxic capacity of the analogues was determined at the
concentration 50µM, utilizing BEZ-235(Dactolisib) as a positive control.
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The mulberry silkworm, Bombyx mori. L., since times immemorial has been prey to various dreadful diseases and
among these diseases, the pebrine, caused by Nosema sp. Is one of the most dreadful diseases having the potential to
wipe out the Sericulture industry. Microsporidiosis also known as pebrine, has ruined the silk industry in France and Italy
as early as in 1845. The disease has the potential to cause 100 percent crop loss as it is transovarially transmitted and
results in total economic loss to the farmers if remained unchecked. Keeping in view the magnitude of this disease as
well as importance of sericulture in the current times a sound and cost effective method of managing this dreadful
disease without affecting commercial cocoon characteristics of silkworm was undertaken. The chemical management
using three anti-protozoan drugs i.e; Sodium bicarbonate, Ornidazole and Rifampicin revealed that Sodium
bicarbonate at 0.8 percent concentration has been found most effective in the control of pebrine disease of silkworms
without any deleterious effect on the performance of commercial cocoon traits like larval duration, weight of ten
matured larvae, single cocoon weight, single shell weight, shell percentage and average cocoon filament length. The
anti- protozoan activity of Sodium bicarbonate at (0.8 percent concentration) surpassed the other two chemicals used
in the study in efficacy against pebrine disease and thus, Sodium bicarbonate being highly cost effective and readily
available could be recommended to the farmers for managing the pebrine disease of silkworm Bombyx mori. L under
temperate climatic conditions as it does not have any adverse impact on commercial cocoon characteristics.

Vigilin Protein Vgl1 is Required for Heterochromatin-Mediated
Gene Silencing in Schizosaccharomyces pombe
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Heterochromatin is a conserved feature of eukaryotic genomes and regulates various cellular processes, including
gene silencing, chromosome segregation, and maintenance of genome stability. In the fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, heterochromatin formation involves methylation of lysine 9 in histone H3 (H3K9), which
recruits Swi6/HP1 proteins to heterochromatic loci. The Swi6/HP1-H3K9me3 chromatin complex lies at the center of
heterochromatic macromolecular assemblies and mediates many functions of heterochromatin by recruiting a diverse
set of regulators. However, additional factors may be required for proper heterochromatin organization, but they are
not fully known. Here, using several molecular and biochemical approaches, we report that Vgl1, a member of a large
family of multiple KH-domain proteins, collectively known as vigilins, is indispensable for the heterochromatinmediated gene silencing in S. pombe. ChIP analysis revealed that Vgl1 binds to pericentromeric heterochromatin in an
RNA-dependent manner and that Vgl1 deletion leads to loss of H3K9 methylation and Swi6 recruitment to centromeric
and telomeric heterochromatic loci. Furthermore, we show that Vgl1 interacts with the H3K9 methyltransferase, Clr4,
and that loss of Vgl1 impairs Clr4 recruitment to heterochromatic regions of the genome. These findings uncover a
novel role for Vgl1 as a key regulator in heterochromatin-mediated gene silencing in S. pombe.
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Background and Aim
Lungworms are widely distributed throughout the world particularly in countries with temperate climates, and in the
highlands of tropical and subtropical countries. Lung worms are commonly found in sheep and are responsible for great
economic losses to sheep breeders throughout the world. These parasites cause reduced weight gain, respiratory
problems such as bronchopneumonia and high mortality as well as reduced reproductive and growth performances in
sheep. The climatic conditions of Kashmir valley provide a conducive environment for the survivability of this parasitic
infection. The incidence of lungworm infection in small ruminants has been reported by various workers in Kashmir as well
as outside Kashmir, but most of the studies were restricted to the organized farms of sheep in and around Srinagar and
Jammu districts and no such study has been carried out on lung worms in locally reared sheep of Central Kashmir in
particular. With this background information in mind, the present study was undertaken. This research aims to evaluate
the prevalence of Dictyocaulus filaria in locally reared sheep of Central Kashmir with respect to season, age and sex, the
genetic diversity of Dictyocaulus filaria using gene sequence information of ITS-2 and 28S region of rDNA and the
pathological changes associated with this parasitic infection.
Materials and methods
A total of 1214 faecal samples and 130 lung samples were collected and then examined through baermann’s technique for
recovery of first stage larvae and after that DNA was extracted both from adult as well as larvae then the DNA was
amplified with species specific primers and then sequencing was done. Histopathology was done with H & E staining and
Histochemistry with PAS Alcian blue staining of lung tissues associated with this parasitic infection.
Results
A total of 1214 faecal and 130 lung samples were examined of which 182(14.99%) and 21(16.15%) were found to be positive
for D. filaria respectively. Prevalence of D. filaria was found significantly (p<0.01) higher in winter (19.27%), followed by
autumn (16.55%), spring (12.88%) and summer season (11.37%) on coprological examination while necropsy findings
revealed higher prevalence in winter (24.24%), followed by autumn (17.64%), spring (12.50%) and summer season
(9.68%). Age-wise prevalence was significantly (p<0.01) higher in sheep of <1 year (33.33%) followed by 1 to <2 years
(12.73%) and 2 years and above age group (6.53%) on faecal samples examination. Similarly, higher infection was also
observed in <1year (35.48%) followed by 1 to <2 years (12.50%) and 2 years and above (8.48%), respectively based on
necropsy examination. Coprological examination showed significantly (p<0.01) higher prevalence in females (20.00%) as
compared to males (8.92%). Likewise, higher prevalence rate wasobserved in females (25.45%) as compared to males
(9.33%) on necropsy examination. Significantly (p<0.01) highest prevalence was observed in animals with poor body
condition (21.42%), followed by animals with moderate body condition (4.51%) and animals with good body condition
(2.23%) on coproscopic examination. Simultaneously, on necropsy examination highest prevalence was observed in poor
body conditioned animals (26.67%), followed by moderate body conditioned animals (7.50%) and good body
conditioned animals (6.67%). The district-wise or altitude-wise prevalence found to be recorded 17.29%, 14.89% and
12.22% and 18.00%, 17.50% and 12.5%, respectively on faecal and post-mortem examination in Ganderbal, Budgam and
Srinagar district. Breed-wise prevalence based on faecal examination was significantly (p<0.01) higher in Changluk breed
(37.18%), followed by Kashmiri Merino (28.47%), Bakerwal (11.69%), FecB (10.19%), Corriedale (5.26%) and Australian
Merino cross (3.85%) breed. Similarly, on necropsy findings prevalence percentage was observed highest in Changluk
breed (40.00%) followed by Kashmiri Merino (23.08%) and Bakerwal breed (8.16%). Lungs infected with adult worms
showed multiple patchy consolidated areas with foamy and sometimes mucous exudate in the lumen of the trachea and
bronchi on gross examination. Moreover, hard nodules, emphysematic points and white foci in both the lobes of affected
lungs were seen. Transverse section of D. filaria was observed in the parenchyma of the lungs on histopathological
examination. Microscopic lesions in the infected lungs of D. filaria include acute vascular and cellular changes, bronchitis
and bronchiolitis with desquamation of epithelial cells in the lumen of bronchioles with cellular infiltration around small
bronchus. Histochemistry of the affected tissues showed acid mucopolysacharrides in the bronchial epithelium and the
areas around the bronchioles. Morphologically identified Dictyocaulus filaria isolates (both adult and larvae) were
authenticated through amplification of ITS-2 and 28S of ribosomal DNA. The BLAST tool of NCBI revealed that all adult as
well as larval isolates of morphologically identified D. filaria showed the homology (99.25-100%) with other sequences of
D. filaria present in the GenBank. Phylogenetic analysis of ITS-2 and 28S sequences D. filaria of central Kashmir were
phylogenetically linked to Dictyocaulus filaria from Scotland, Canada and Turkey.
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Background
The state Level viral research and diagnostic Laboratory at Sher-i-Kashmir Institute of medical science is one of the
national laboratories backed up by a WHO-accredited network and ICMR under MR Surveillance Program. The
South East Asia Regional MR Laboratory Network was established by 2003 as an integral part of the WHO Global
MR Laboratory Network. SEAR laboratory network has expanded from 23 laboratories in 2013 to 49 in 2021 with at
least 26 MR laboratories conducting both serology and RT-PCR for measles and rubella and four laboratories also
conducting sequencing. Presently the SL-VRDL at SKIMS is conducting both the serological and molecular
detection of Measles and Rubella.
Material and Methods
Six Hundred and Sixty Four (664) serum Samples and Thirty Two(32) urine samples were received at the SL-VRDLSKIMS from July 2021 to 31st December 2021 from W.H.O regional Zone of Jammu and Kashmir . The Samples were
catalogued as per the case Report forms from each District consisting of a Unique EPID ID mentioning the details of
Name, District, Age /gender , Date of Onset of Rash and Specimen . The serological detection of Measles and
Rubella IgM was carried out by CDC approved “EuroImmune Kit’ following the algorithms and Reported within 4
days of receipt of Samples . Virology urine samples were processed as per the recommended WHO Protocol. RNA
Extraction was carried out with Qiagen Viral RNA mini Kit . RT-PCR was carried out for the amplification of a
fragment of the measles virus (MeV) nucleoprotein (N) gene using CDC Measles genotyping and Qiagen One-Step
RT-PCR Kit. This DNA fragment may be used for the genetic characterization of measles virus.
The detection of rubella virus (RuV) was performed using CDC Rubella End-point RTPCR kit and Invitrogen
Superscript to amplify a 154 nucleotide (nt) sequence in the rubella virus non-structural protein coding region
.Results : Out of 664 sera samples Eighteen(18) were Measles IgM positive,640 were measles Negative and 06
samples were Equivocal. For rubella out of 664 samples Thirty (30) samples were Rubella Positive, and 620 were
negative. Fourteen (14) samples for Rubella were not tested as per the algorithm followed if Measles IgM was
positive or Equivocal. Among 32 urine samples tested for the molecular detection of Measles and Rubella Virus
none of the samples were found to be Positive as the serology for these samples was also negative .
Conclusion
The W.H.O surveillance MR program aims to develop and maintain an accredited measles and rubella laboratory
network that supports every country or area in the country for measles elimination and rubella/congenital rubella
syndrome (CRS) control.
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Misuse of antibiotics, particularly in developing and underdeveloped countries around the world, continues to
increase Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR). In healthcare, antibiotic resistance generated by pathogenic
microorganisms is becoming more of a problem. Furthermore, certain resistance determinants propagate quickly,
while the invention of new antibiotics become slow. Beta-Lactam antibiotics have been identified as the most
overused medications over the last three decades because of their low cost and widespread availability. As a result,
Beta-Lactam medicines are responsible for 80% of the antibacterial resistance spectrum. Our study focuses on the
AXC subclass of Class A Beta-Lactamase. AXC is a chromosomally encoded enzyme in Achromobacter xylosoxidans
which shows resistance to all beta-lactamase inhibitors including carbapenems. In the current study, 23 AXC
variants are collected by literature search. Multilevel approaches including gene sequence, protein sequence,
protein structure, enzyme-ligand complex, protein dynamics, and networking are used to analyze these variants.
We have modelled all of the sequences using homology modelling software followed by analysis of Ramachandran
plot Following that, mutational analysis of all aligned variations is performed to determine the enzyme's mutational
hotspots and cold spots in comparison to other Class A enzymes. After mutation analysis, it has been observed that
in a nearby region of the omega loop, there is a mutation from Histidine to Arginine is present. This position is not
mutated in other prevalent class A beta lactamases. We performed docking using an automated docking workflow
that we designed to understand the alterations produced by this mutation. Penicillin, Cephalosporin, Carbapenem,
Monobactam, MBI, BATSI, and DBO are used to explore the interactions of each version of AXC with seven classes of
representative molecules. For a better understanding of the enzyme-ligand interaction, dynamic investigations are
carried out on a few selected variants. Overall, this research sheds light on AXC Beta Lactamase in a comprehensive
manner. Finally, this multilevel data collection aids in the prediction of future medication resistance variant
formation and serves as a foundation for future research.
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The AAA+ family is a large and functionally diverse group of enzymes that are able to induce conformational
changes in a wide range of substrate proteins across kingdoms ranging from prokaryotes to eukaryotes. The MoxR
AAA+ family is a large, diverse group of ATPases that are restricted only to bacteria and archaea. Although their
cellular functions are not well characterised, recent studies suggest that these proteins have chaperone-like
function for the maturation of specific protein complexes or for the insertion of cofactors into proteins. MoxR1, a
member of this ATPase family supposedly helps in proper folding and secretion of RipA, a peptidoglycan
endopeptidase essential for M. tuberculosis virulence. The molecular details of how MoxR1 folds or modulates RipA
are still unknown. MoxR1 exists as an operon with RipA, RipB and Rv1480 (a VWA domain protein). In this study we
will be structurally and biochemically characterising MoxR1 and its interactions with RipA and the other proteins.
MoxR1, RipA and Rv1480 have been purified. Recombinant MoxR1 protein expressed in E. coli shows ATPase activity
and its interaction studies with RipA and Rv1480 are underway.
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Vulvovaginal candidiasis (VVC) is one of the most frequent reasons for gynaecological consultations. Candida
albicans is responsible for most cases. Lately, VVC caused by non-albicans Candida spp. (NAC), which are more
resistant to routinely used antifungals, is on the rise. The objectives of the study were to determine the prevalence of
Candida in patients suffering from vaginitis, to assess predisposing factors, to identify Candida species, and to
determine their susceptibility profile. High vaginal swabs (HVS) were collected from 225 women diagnosed as
vulvovaginitis and were processed by Gram stain, culture onto Sabouraud’s dextrose agar and HiChrom Candida
Differential agar. Isolates were identified and speciated using VITEK 2 Compact System. Susceptibility testing was
done using VITEK 2 AST-Y S08 cards. In addition, susceptibility testing for clotrimazole, itraconazole, and
ketoconazole was done by disc-diffusion. Out of 225 HVS, Candida was isolated in 42% of cases. C. albicans was the
predominant species isolated (71.6%) followed by NAC spp.: C. glabrata (15.7%), C. kefyr (6.9%), C. krusei (4.9%), and
C. parapsilosis (1%). Mixed infection was seen in 8% of patients. Pregnancy and diabetes were the most frequently
implicated risk factors (67.1% and 44.4%). Susceptibility tests revealed that the highest resistance was observed
against ketoconazole (35.3%) followed by clotrimazole (9.8%). Higher rates of resistance were observed amongst
NAC spp. It was concluded that empirical therapy with routinely used antifungals can be initiated for C. albicans
without the need for drug susceptibility testing. In case of NAC spp., identification should be followed by
susceptibility testing.
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Drug-resistant tuberculosis Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), the causative agent of TB (TB), accounts for 1 in 3
deaths in this post-antibiotic age. Mtb has enormous adaptive capabilities toward antibiotics. There is a dire need to
understand the mechanisms of drug resistance in Mtb. Gaining molecular insight will help identify potential drug
targets and increase the efficacy of available drugs. Mtb has 121 methyltransferases (MTase), most of which are
uncharacterized. Rv1377c is a putative SAM-dependent methyltransferase. Rv1377c was found to be induced 13fold during mitomycin C treatment. Biochemical characterization of the protein reveals that Rv1377c is an Sadenosyl methionine (SAM) dependent MTase. Our studies also show that Rv1377c has a great affinity toward zinc
metal ions (Zn2+). This is the first report showing the structural destabilization of an enzyme in the presence of
Zn2+. This study will also help us to answer the role of Rv1377c in the survival of Mtb as it over-expressed during
stress conditions. Further studies will involve the in vivo characterization of Rv1377c. These studies will inch us
forward in deciphering the mechanism of mycobacterial survival inside macrophages and adaptations during stress
conditions.
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Resistance to various antimicrobial compounds in bacteria is responsible for causing many problems in human and
veterinary medicine. The most important mechanism which causes resistance in Enterobacteriaceae, and
decreasing the efficacy of recently introduced expanded-spectrum cephalosporins (except carbapenems and
cephamycins) and monobactams. This effect is based on plasmid-mediated production of certain enzymes. These
enzymes render these compounds inactive by hydrolyzing their β-lactam ring. Divergent point mutational variants
of classical extend spectrum beta lactamases (ESBLs) is responsible for the resistance against these compounds.
These variants are called extended spectrum β-lactamases (ESBL). More than 600 known ESBL variants have been
observed Genes coding for the production of broad spectrum β-lactamase (bla) have been observed in
Enterobacteriaceae and are in association with mobile genetic elements (MGEs), such as plasmids, and phagerelated elements. insertion sequences (ISs), transposons and integrons. The outbreak of initial nosocomial
infections occurred in the beginning of the 1990s.Hence, there is a need to determine the prevalence of ESBL
producing and MDR Enterobacteriaceae in different clinical specimens in India. This will provide a ready reference
to formulate our antimicrobial therapy regimens and help us to devise the methods to prevent the spread and
colonization of ESBL producing bacteria. In our study 180 clinical specimens were collected including urine, stool,
pus and wound and approx. 50 isolates of E.coli could be identified on MLA agar medium. They were further
screened for the presence of presumptive ESBL identification on HiMedia Chromogenic agar. The presumptive ESBL
E.coli formed pink colonies. These E.coli isolates were subjected to disc diffusion test using ceftazidime and
cefotaxime discs and only 42.77 percent of Presumptive E.coli isolates were found to be resistant. All these isolates
were confirmed ESBL producers based on Double Discs Synergy Test. Molecular confirmation of these isolates will
be done by detecting genes blaSHV, blaTEM, blaCTX-M and blaOXA by m-PCR and other co- carriages. Amplified
PCR products will be sent for sequencing. Multi drug resistance will also be determined by genotypic methods.
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In cancer treatment, TDM assists in predicting the loss of response to chemotherapy, as well as monitoring the
therapeutic effectiveness of drug molecules. To evaluate the therapeutic outcome of conventional doses, UPLCMS/MS analysis was used to assess residual drug levels in cancer patients. Some researchers have hypothesized
that upstream problems with pharmacokinetics, notably low plasma concentration levels (Cmin) may contribute to
poor response in some patients on normal doses who have tumors that do not seem to respond.6-MP's cytotoxic
effect.6-MP residual concentration is reported to be closely related to TPMT activity, which could have an important
influence on the outcome of therapy for childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia. TDM has been considered a key
strategy to mitigate side effects associated with chemotherapy, not only by optimizing the therapeutic effects of
anticancer drugs but also by identifying adverse side effects from chemotherapy itself. To determine whether TDM
is an effective method for monitoring the optimal concentration of 6-MP, we performed LC-MS/MS based TDM on
ALL patients. The actual enzyme activity was determined by measuring the 6-MP and 6-MMP levels in the blood.
LC-MS/MS method for TPMT activity was developed and validated according to ICH, WHO and EMEA guidelines In
Second study wherein we quantified the residual drug concentrations of trastuzumab, the mean value of trough
level was 68.75 µg/mL Surrogated proteolytic peptides were used for accurate quantification of trastuzumab
(CanMab) with a trastuzumab signature peptide with [13C6, 15N4]-arginine and [13C6, 15N2]-lysine stable isotopelabeled (SIL) peptide. Experiments to validate the method were accurately carried out according to the guidelines
mentioned in the bioanalytical method validation protocol. The evaluation established excellent linearity over a
wide range of 5–500 µg/mL. We compared the residual drug concentrations of responding and non-responding
subjects in a pilot test of five breast cancer patients following the experimental process. ROC analysis revealed a
Cmin threshold predictive response of 52.25 g/mL with a satisfactory sensitivity of 88.58% and specificity of 79.52%.
The two methods both aimed to demonstrate that TDM can be successfully applied in real clinical practices to
improve the effects of existing treatments.
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Peripheral nerve degeneration is a significant public health burden which may occur due to trauma, injury, or preexisting comorbidities such as neuropathy. Neural tissue with its limited regeneration potential presents a daunting
challenge in the field of tissue engineering. Current surgical strategies suffer from limitations such as donor site
morbidity and cell apoptosis. Biomaterial based regenerative strategies represent the current advancement in the
field, where the 3D scaffold provides necessary topographical cues for the regenerating neurons. Macroporous
cryogels mimic the extra-cellular matrix and promote cell proliferation. Further, electrical stimulation has shown to
accelerate recovery and promote neural regeneration. This can be brought about by the incorporation of
conducting materials within the scaffolds to provide electroactive cues for efficient regeneration. Conductive
polymers such as polypyrrole have been previously investigated due to their biocompatibility and stability.
However, the use of polypyrrole is limited by its non-dispersibility and multistep synthesis. In this study, we have
synthesized doped polypyrrole functionalized with dopamine for better dispersibility and conduction. Further,
dopamine has adhesive and neuroprotective properties which could be beneficial for healing. This functionalized
polypyrrole was incorporated within chitosan-gelatin cryogel and investigated in-vitro for its biocompatibility and
proliferative ability, which shows the synthesized material to be cytocompatible.
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Even after decades of research in cartilage tissue engineering, the clinical treatments available till date face
challenges pertaining to the type of regenerated cartilage, and maintenance of cartilage phenotype for a long
period of time. So, in order to combat such limitations, here we propose the use of chondrocyte extracellular
vesicles i.e. exosomes which provide the paracrine signaling to induce the regeneration of cartilage. Also, scaffolds
fabricated at sub-zero temperatures called cryogels provide supermacroporous architecture for cell adhesion and
proliferation. Further, its elastic properties in addition to solvent retention ability make it a suitable scaffold for
cartilage. Chitosan, gelatin and chondroitin sulfate (CGC) was utilized to fabricate the scaffold as single-layered
cryogel using cryostat and aligned multilayered cryogel using directional cooling. Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) showed pore size range of 30-100 µm with pore volume of 9.4 mm3/mg of cryogel. The swelling kinetics
showed that cryogels maintain their properties in cyclic swelling and deswelling where 85% of solvent uptake was
observed at 30 s while equilibrium was attained at 95% at 120 s. Degree of degradation of cryogel was around 22.5%
at the end of 8 week period. Since chondroitin sulfate was incorporated in cryogel, it gets released over time from
cryogel at a rate of 18.7 µg/mg cryogel in one week period. The release medium in which CGC cryogel components
are released was termed CGC cryogel extract. Goat chondrocytes were isolated from knee articular cartilage using
enzymatic digestion and further utilized for testing the biocompatibility of CGC cryogels using cell proliferation
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assay. Exosomes were isolated from chondrocytes using the ultrafiltration method whose size range obtained was
40-110 nm from different analytical and microscopy imaging techniques. The exosomes were encapsulated by
chondrocytes in 2 h which was visualized using confocal microscope. Exosomes adhered over the CGC cryogel was
visualized using SEM and 88% of exosomes were released in a period of one week. Cell proliferation assay was
carried over the chondrocytes to test the treatment groups of CGC cryogel extract and different exosome
concentrations. Migration assay showed the fastest filling of the scratch wound in treatment group where both CGC
extract and exosomes were utilized. All these findings showed potential of exosome-laden cryogel scaffold in the
treatment of cartilage injuries.
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Inflammation wreaks havoc on a wide range of physiological and pathological systems [1]. Despite being necessary
for an effective response to infection or tissue injury, in order to maintain tissue homeostasis, dysregulation of
inflammatory processes can result in harmful, uncontrolled inflammation, which has been linked to a variety of
chronic diseases, including cardiovascular, autoimmune, inflammatory arthritic diseases etc., [2]. Inflammation
involves blood vessels, immune cells, and molecular mediators against certain harmful stimuli viz., pathogens,
damaged cells, or any type of trauma or injury. For decades, nanoparticles (NPs) have been used as drug delivery
systems because of their extraordinary properties like biocompatibility, biodegradability, prolonged circulation etc.,
providing a versatile platform for plethora of diseases including inflammation targeting. Although vast research has
been done on the use of nanoparticles in inflammatory conditions [3], but till date there are no such literature
reports, where people have used NPs for enhancing the phase of acute inflammatory response to actually decrease
its timeline of wound healing, rather when it was naturally induced by the body by its own. So to achieve this goal,
we are using RBC ghost encapsulated interleukin-TNFα AuNP system which can be targeted to the wound site for
eliciting the inflammation by releasing the inflammatory mediators effectively in a sustained manner. Further, these
interleukin-TNFα AuNPs will also be employed to efficiently remove the solid tumors and cancers under in vivo/in
vitro conditions by endotoxin mediated hemorrhagic necrosis and apoptosis. Thus, the present study will decipher
the role of Interleukin-TNFα functionalized gold nanoparticle encapsulated RBC ghost system for efficient
inflammatory response, rapid wound healing and improved anticancerous activity.
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A series of two different keggin type POMs, Ammonium hepta molybedate(AHM) and Phosphotungistic acid (PWA)
loaded hydrogel beads based on chitosan(Chi), Chitosan/methylcellulose(Chi/MC) and chitosan/gelatin(Chi/Gel)
were prepared. Crosslinking was achieved through electrostatic interactions between positively charged organic
polymer and negatively charged POMs. The as prepared hydrogel beads were characterized by FTIR,SEM and
thermal analysis(TGA).The mechanical properties and their self healing properties were further investigated using
rheological measurements. The swelling properties of the developed supramolecular hydrogels were evalvated at
pH 6.8,showing maximum swellabilty of around 4000% in case of chitosan/Gelatin-PWA. The hydrogel cytotoxicity
was explored in vitro on HeLa cancer cells and their antibacterial activity was explored on Escherichia coli (Gramnegative) and Bacillus subtilis (Gram-positive). Antibacterial activity study revealed that the introduction of POM
greatly improved the bioavailability of itself, leading to a more effective enhancement of therapeutic effects. The
cytotoxicity results showed that the embedded POMs exhibited dose-dependent cytotoxicity against cancer cell
lines ( HeLa).In addition ,the as prepared hydrogel beads containing AHM were subjected to the catalytic studies.
hydrogel beads were observed to catalyze the reaction of aldehydes and o- phenylenediamine using hydrogen
peroxide as an oxidant under ultrasound irradiation at room temperature. As a result, it is highly envisioned that the
present work would broaden the path to development of polyoxometalates (POMs)-based functional soft materials
for various applications.
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Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic condition characterized by prolonged inflammation of the
gastrointestinal tract. IBD is associated with life-long morbidity for affected patients, and both the incidence and
prevalence are increasing globally. Current treatment strategies focus on providing symptomatic relief to the
patients by systemic delivery of drugs, however, these drugs frequently fail or are inadequate to prevent or reverse
the damage and often cause off-target systemic side-effects and malignancies. The purpose of this study is to
develop a colonoscopy-based treatment option that specifically targets the diseased area of the colon and locally
delivers drugs through sprayable application of a thermoresponsive polymer formulation during diagnostic
procedures. Thermoresponsive polymers can facilitate controlled delivery and retention of drugs and other
therapeutic agents on intestinal tissue through rapid gelation. This could lead to increased intestinal function,
reduce symptoms and deep remission, and thus provide a higher quality of life for patients. Towards this end,
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) and hyaluronic acid-based polymer formulation is synthesized to obtain a
sprayable, thermoresponsive polymer system having optimum biocompatibility, immunomodulatory as well as
mucoadhesive properties for targeted delivery of drugs and therapeutic agents onto diseased tissues. This polymer
formulation was synthesized by a two-step procedure. Firstly, amine-terminated poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) was
synthesized and in next step, this amine terminated PNIPAM was conjugated with the carboxylic group of
hyaluronic acid to obtain hyaluronic acid grafted poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) polymers. After successful synthesis
and in vitro characterization of the polymer system, its therapeutic efficacy was investigated in an ex-vivo IBD model
system established in our lab. Results from current studies suggest that this polymer system could be used as a
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potential therapeutic system or a drug delivery platform for targeted and localized delivery of drugs in colon tissue
and is also applicable for intestinal tissue engineering applications.
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Generation of composite artificial extracellular matrices (ECM) using functionalized polymeric biomaterial with
nano-structured bioceramics is considered a promising strategy for biodegradable reconstructive bone graft
development. Also, substantial increment in bone disorder worldwide or loss of bone tissue due to accident or due
to tumor accelerated research toward the development of highly effective and enduring reconstructive treatment
approaches to meet the need for biosubstitute for bone tissue. The present work highlights the application of solgel based bioglass for composite scaffold fabrication and an approach to control bioactivity, pH, wet strength and
swelling behavior of developed composite. The developed composite scaffolds were characterized by various
sophisticated techniques such as FT-IR, SEM, X-ray diffractometer, TEM etc to analyze the bioactivity, morphology
of hydroxyapatite crystals and its deposition. Furthermore, MG63 cells were seeded over-developed matrices to
evaluate the osteogenic potential of scaffolds. Cultured cell-scaffold construct for weeks facilitates superior cellular
adhesion, growth, biomineralization and expression of osteogenic marker protein such as collagen type I. The
scaffold obtained was evaluated for neo-bone tissue reconstructive capacity via in-vivo animal study and found
suitable for vascularized neo bone tissue formation. Thereby, the composite scaffold generated with encapsulated
bioglass might be suitable for bone tissue reconstruction application.
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Injury to the central nervous system (CNS) has always been a challenge for scientists across the globe, echoing the
intrinsic inability of CNS neurons to regenerate and hostile niche at the lesion site. Despite arduous efforts, no
therapy till date could make its place into clinics. Urged by the present scenario, we therefore have developed an
interdisciplinary approach conjugating topographical and physical cues with electrically conducting aligned
cryogels. The chitosan gelatin aligned cryogels functionalized with reduced graphene oxide enhanced the
proliferation of Neuro 2a cells. On conjugation with exogenous electrical stimulation, the scaffold augmented the
proliferation and differentiation of human neuroblastoma cells SHSY-5Y. We further consolidated the significance
of our scaffold with ex-vivo spinal cord injury model where the migration of neural cells was observed with NF 200
immunostaining. Thus, our aligned electrically conducting scaffolds holds tremendous potency for clinical
translation.
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The diagnosis of TB especially in a resource-limited setting is extremely challenging. Non-commercial alternatives
such as colorimetric assays need to be put in use for effective diagnosis and prompt treatment. The objectives of
this study were to determine the diagnostic performance, time to detection, cost, contamination rate, and ease of
performance of the oxidation-reduction assays using Resazurin (RETA) and Malachite Green (MGDA) and their
modifications using para-nitro benzoic acid (PNB) for detection of TB against the results on LJ medium. A total of
217 samples were subjected to colorimetric assays by incubating the inoculated media at 37°C. Dyes were added on
days 10,14,18,28 and 42 days and colour change was noted after 24-48 hours and was compared with results on LJ
medium. The analysis was done with the help of statistical software SPSS version 22. The study showed an increase
in diagnostic performance of colorimetric assays from day 10 to day 28 (maximum at day 28) while it was the same
on days 28 and 42. The sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy of RETA was 87.65%, 95.74%, 88.57% while
that of MGDA were 81.70, 95.49%, and 86.53% respectively. On day 18 more than 51% of the samples were positive
by colorimetric assays while only 20.4% were positive by LJ culture. The colorimetric assays were as economical as LJ
culture. To conclude, the colorimetric methods have the potential of becoming non-commercial alternatives for the
rapid detection of M. tuberculosis, especially in TB laboratories with limited resources. The ease of reading the
results and cost-effectiveness is an additional advantage.
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Background
Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) is a gram negative, spiral shaped, urease positive bacterium that resides in the
stomach of humans. It has co-evolved with humans and diversity of strains has been observed throughout the
world. Chronic inflammation of gastric mucosa may develop due to the prolonged infection with H. pylori which
may in turn develop into severe diseases like chronic gastritis, peptic ulcer disease (PUD) and gastric
adenocarcinoma. Cytotoxin associated gene (cagA), has been found to be the most important virulence factor
responsible for developing such severe diseases in different geographical locations. Therefore, this study was
conducted to detect the presence of H. pylori cagA gene in gastric biopsies and assess its possible relationship with
various gastroduodenal diseases in Kashmiri patients. We also aimed at comparing various diagnostic modalities
for detecting H.pylori in gastric biopsies.
Methods
Gastric biopsies of 150 patients with various gastroduodenal pathologies with an indication of upper GI endoscopy
from different districts of Kashmir were studied. H. pylori infection was detected by histopathological examination
(HPE) using Giemsa staining, in house- rapid urease test (RUT) and glmM gene by PCR. Genotyping was done by
cagA gene PCR. The study was approved by the Institute Ethical Committee of the SKIMS.
Result
H. pylori infection was detected among 57.3% (86/150) patients by HPE, 55.3% (83/150) by glmM gene and 54.6%
(82/150) by RUT. HPE was taken as gold standard and detection by other two methods was found to be statistically
significant (p= 0.016). CagA gene was found positive in 59.3% of H. pylori infected patients. Higher frequency was
seen in PUD patients (68.7%) followed by chronic gastritis (62.7%), gastritis with duodenitis (50.0%) and least in
gastric adenocarcinoma (37.5%). There was no significant association seen between cagA gene with various
gastroduodenal diseases (p=0.05). However, it was found that H. pylori infected patients having cagA positive
status may be at higher risk of developing gastric adenocarcinoma followed by chronic gastritis (OR=1.6). The
phylogenetic analysis of glmM and cagA genes highlights that our strains showed close relatedness with the strains
isolated from East Asian countries leading to Moor ethnicity. Conclusion: We report a high prevalence of H. pylori
infection in patients of Kashmir and also found that H. pylori infected patients having cagA positive status may be at
higher risk of developing gastric adenocarcinoma followed by chronic gastritis. However, no significant association
was found in patients having PUD and gastritis with duodenitis.
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Endodontic management of immature permanent teeth with necrotic pulps is a clinical problem for dental
practitioners. Although it is feasible to perform apexification procedures, the long-term survival of these teeth is
questionable. Regenerative endodontic procedures have emerged as a viable treatment alternative for these teeth.
There are several treatment options for a necrotic immature permanent tooth. Apexification is a procedure that
promotes the formation of an apical barrier. But apexification with calcium hydroxide, bio dentine or MTA neither
strengthens the root nor promotes further root development and thus roots remain thin and fragile. Regenerative
endodontic treatment on the other hand has the advantage of further root development and reinforcement of
dentinal walls by deposition of hard tissue. Regenerative endodontic procedure is a feasible treatment option for
necrotic young permanent teeth. Importantly, the vitality, immunity and sensibility of immature permanent teeth
with necrotic pulps can be restored after regenerative endodontic therapy. Since many types of regenerative
endodontic treatment procedures have been suggested, it is important to have knowledge of the procedure that is
generally used. The American Association of Endodontics (AAE) suggests that regenerative endodontic treatment
can be used for teeth of a compliant patient with necrotic pulp, an immature apex, and pulp space not needed for
post and core. There are several treatment options for a necrotic or infected immature permanent tooth. This case
series presents cases of successful regenerative endodontic procedure using platelet rich fibrin as a scaffold.
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Skeletal muscle is the organ present abundantly in the human body constituting approximately 40% of average
body weight. The injuries of skeletal muscles are extremely frequent because of being the pivotal part of our allphysical activities. Individuals exposed to several mechanical trauma during different kind of causal events e.g.,
mountaineering, skiing, road accidents, battlefield activities etc. which produces volumetric muscle loss. Most of the
conventional treatment approaches are aimed to reduce the pain produced because of such injures rather than to
rescue the loss of structural integrity and damaged microstructure of the skeletal muscles. Although the resident
stem cells of the skeletal muscle have the ability to regenerate, this is severely compromised after volumetric muscle
loss. Herein, we have tried to rapidly rescue the mechanically damaged skeletal muscles with a regaining of muscle
microstructure by developing a novel Nano-Expando- Constrictable Composite (NECC) and utilizing its peculiarly
interacting ability with muscle cells (myoblast & myotube). NECC was prepared by incorporating carbon
nanoparticles in a thermo-responsive (TR) polymer network (a compositional derivative of acrylamide) and tuned
its gelation temperature with consideration of achieving anisotropic characteristics. The successful tuning of
physico-chemical properties of NECC was evaluated by visual analysis and measuring the change in hydrodynamic
diameter at different temperatures. The analysis of surface morphology revealed a specific controlled sandwich like
arrangement over the surface of NECC which was completely differentiable than the uncontrolled surface
topography of TR polymer. This ensures the plausible structural anisotropy over the surface of NECC which was
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further confirmed by linear arrangement of fluorescent carbon nanomaterial at physiological temperature. Electron
microscopic investigation uncovered the specific network like morphology over the surface of NECC which might
have been formed because of the mechanical interaction with myoblast as well as with differentiated myotubes.
Confocal microscopic and nanoindentation studies showed that NECC can maintain the mechanical property and
cytoskeletal features of myotube with a very high fusion index. In vivo injection of NECC showed its potential to
rescue the mechanically damaged skeletal muscle within 72 h of its application. Following synchronize assessments,
it can be claimed that the distinctive interacting ability of NECC with muscle cells can be a potential phenomenon to
be employed for faster recovery of skeletal muscle after severe mechanical trauma.
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Bone tissue engineering is considered as an outstanding new approach to address large size bone defects. Scaffold,
one of the major components of bone tissue engineering, is available in wide varieties although the standard
scaffold remains to be developed especially in veterinary regenerative medicine. In veterinary practice the main
constraint remains the economical aspect. Natural scaffolds prepared from animal bone cadavers are choicest for
use in veterinary medicine as they are inexpensive, easily available, mimic the natural bone micro-environment, and
help in osteo-induction as well as osteo-conduction. The prime limitation associated with non-autogenous graft is
their ability to elicit immune response which can result in scaffold rejection. To avoid this limitation and to make the
economical grafts available, the current in vitro study investigated the efficiency of physical (Liquid Nitrogen),
chemical (Sodium dodecyl sulphate and Triton –X 100), enzymatic (Trypsin) and combined (physical, chemical and
enzymatic) methods of decellularization and delipidation of bovine cancellous bone scaffold. Although all the
methods achieved certain amount of decellularization and delipidation but combined Liquid nitrogen with Sodium
dodecyl sulphate and Trypsin show considerable results which were evaluated using MTT Assay, Oil red O Assay,
histomorphological assessment, DNA and RNA quantification. The results of Mechanical strength of the Liquid
nitrogen with SDS and Trypsin treated group also showed minimal decrease in the tensile strength as compared to
other groups. Thus, it was concluded that the scaffolds decellularized with combined methods (LN2 with SDS and
Trypsin) can be efficiently used for In vivo veterinary bone regeneration studies in future.
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Bone fractures and its associated diseases which account for people of all ages in the world, still remain an
important clinical challenge. Although bones have a bit of regenerative capacity, however, in the case of large bone
defects or injuries, caused by accidents, traffic accidents, non-union, and diseases, it cannot be accomplished.
Though autografts are ‘gold standards’, they come with limitations such as donor site morbidity, shape insufficiency,
secondary damage, etc. In recent years, bone tissue engineering has emerged as a powerful approach for repairing
bone defects and the design of biomimetic scaffolds that can provide the function of the extracellular matrix along
with acting as a three-dimensional environment that can promote adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation of
bone cells with adequate mechanical property for bone regeneration. In bone approximately 60% of the inorganic
component is hydroxyapatite, 30% is organic component which largely includes collagen and 10% is water. So, in
order to mimic native bone tissue architecture, we synthesized a sheet-like scaffold made of inorganic part i.e.
nanohydroxyapatite (nHAP), and organic part i.e. gelatin, which is a partially hydrolyzed form of collagen. The
monomers were cross-linked with glutaraldehyde, and the scaffold was further characterized by FTIR and SEM. To
check for the cell adhesion, proliferation, and osteocoductivity of the scaffolds, MC3T3-E1 (preosteoblast cells) were
seeded on the scaffold. The results confirmed that the scaffold promoted the viability of cells (MTT assay) and were
supporting the growth and proliferation (by nuclear and cytoskeleton staining) of cells. On the basis of the results
obtained, we provide a preliminary rationale that the synthesized scaffold can act as a bone mimicking substitute
which can help as a guiding membrane for bone tissue regeneration.
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Exosomes are extracellular vesicles ranging from 30 to 200 nm in diameter and play a significant role in cellular
communication in normal physiological and pathological processes. They carry bioactive molecules and have the
potential to be a novel therapeutic tool. The lack of a standard procedure for exosome isolation and the significant
amounts of co-purified impurities restricts the large-scale production of exosomes.
The Aqueous Two-Phase System (ATPS) developed in this study is a relatively inexpensive and time-effective
alternative for exosome isolation. Polyethylene glycol 6000 and dextran T40 are used for the exosome separation,
incorporated with pNIPAM-heparin conjugate, as heparin shows affinity towards exosomes. poly(N-isopropyl
acrylamide) (pNIPAM) shows phase-preferential solubility in the top phase (PEG rich phase), precipitating above its
lower critical solution temperature (LCST). The thermo-responsive property of pNIPAM provides ease of exosome
separation once they are bound with heparin. The recovered copolymers can be reused several times with high
efficiency.
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Additionally, thermo-responsive polymer, pNIPAM, and heparin conjugate in the system make it highly effective,
recyclable, and user-friendly. Thus, the developed platform could be a potential alternative to exosome separation
techniques.
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The study evaluates the effect of flaxseed oil (FXO) supplementation on adipose tissue macrophages (ATM’s), E and
D series resolvin (Rv) levels and adipose tissue inflammation. Male C57BL/6J mice were divided into five groups (n =
5): lean group (given standard chow diet), HFD group given high fat diet (approx. 18 weeks) till they developed
insulin resistance and 4, 8 or 16 mg/kg group (HFD group later orally supplemented with 4, 8 or 16 mg/kg body
weight flaxseed oil) for 4 weeks.The present study showed that FXO supplementation led to enhanced DHA, EPA,
RvE1-E2, RvD2, RvD5- D6, IL-4, IL-10 and arginase 1 levels in ATMs together with altered immune cell infiltration and
reduced NF-κB expression. The FXO supplementation suppresses immune cell infiltration into adipose tissue and
alters adipose tissue macrophage phenotype towards the anti-inflammatory state via enhancement of E and D
series resolvins, arginase 1 expression and anti-inflammatory cytokines level (IL-4 and IL-10.) leading to
amelioration of insulin resistance in flaxseed oil supplemented HFD mice.
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Listeriolysin O (LLO) is a dominant antigen target of anti-listerial immunity. The present study described
the development of an indirect ELISA employing immunodominant non-cross-reactive synthetic peptides of LLO
(LLO-1 and LLO-2) and its comparison with that of purified LLO based indirect ELISA using serum
samples collected from 59 ewes which either had abortion or had a history of abortion. Initially
isolation of Listeria was attempted from the samples collected from the ewes. A high seropositivity (54.2%) was
observed against purified LLO; however, after adsorption of positive sera with streptolysin O (SLO), the
seropositivity was 23.7%. Overall
seropositivity
with
LLO-1 and LLO-2
peptides
revealed
comparatively less cross-reactivity in comparison to that of purified LLO. Three of the four animals
culturally positive for L. monocytogenes were also positive serologically for ALLO by both the ELISAs even
after adsorption of test sera with SLO. Antibodies against purified LLO and synthetic LLO-1 peptide based ELISAs
detected antibodies even in samples from which non-pathogenic Listeria spp. were isolated; however,
LLO-2 peptide did not reveal any ALLO antibodies from those samples which were culturally positive for
non-pathogenic Listeria. In conclusion, LLO-2 peptide can serve as an ideal virulent marker for serodiagnosis of
ovine listeriosis. Further evaluation of LLO-2 peptide based indirect ELISA with more samples is needed.
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Human beings lose tissues and organs due to trauma, congenital defects and diseases. Conventionally, sole tissue
and organ transplantation has been the base to replace damaged and diseased parts of the body. Shortage of
donor tissues and organs has been recognized as one of the major challenges to public health care. The complete
dependency on transplantation has produced a long list of people requiring donated organs and tissues. Moreover,
the total cost incurred in terms of caring for the patients with failing organs and devitalizing diseases is exorbitant.
However, these approaches have many limitations including problems in maintaining tissue and organ viability,
ability for disease transmission, a little amount of cartilage available in the body for implantation and the formation
of a new wound at the autograft donor site. In contrast, natural products extracted from plants do not have the
shortcomings as stated earlier. As this provide an alternative and novel treatment opportunity for fracture
alleviating, cartilage and bone regeneration.
Traditional and complementary medicines obtained from plants are known to be a rich source for treating a group
of ailments. Temperate forests of Kashmir Himalayas are endowed with a diversity of medicinal plants utilized by
many ethnic groups to cure various diseases like asthma, cancer, heart disease, bone fracture, piles, skin burn,
wound, anemia etc. Maximum number of these plants belongs to Asteraceae family. Some of the important
Himalayan medicinal plants along with biochemical constituents include: Picrorhiza kurroa ( iridoid glycosides,
picrosides I, II and kutkoside), Podophyllum hexandrum (eloposide and teniposide), Rheum emodi (anthraquinones
and their glycosides) and Taraxicum officinale (flavonoids and hydroxycinnamic acid derivatives) employed for
wounds, boils, cuts, sprains, liver stimulant, antitumour, etc. These medicinal plants have played a vital role in many
cultures. But their role in tissue engineering build up is still greatly unexplored. Although medicinal plants have been
reported to have value in burn, wound, fracture healing, ageing therapeutics and medications, it therefore stands to
reason that these plant species could be useful in regenerative medicine and also generate biomedical markets.
Altogether, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine using medicinal plants have the potential to reduce the
transplantation crisis caused mainly due to the lack of donor tissues and organs. Hence, the future of regenerative
medicine and tissue engineering depends on the ability of the scientists to work together with the clinicians
advancing with new innovative ideas using medicinal plant species and to replace the use of synthetic stimulants to
overcome the limitations, such as toxicity, side effects and huge costs.
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During the onset of liver failure or liver diseases, the organ loses the ability to efficiently metabolize by-products
such as ammonia and bilirubin. The buildup of these endogenous toxins within the body causes multiple secondary
organ dysfunctions, leading to acute liver failure (ALF) and acute-on-chronic liver failure (ACLF). Utilizing adsorptive
techniques in the extracorporeal blood purification systems offers advantages over diffusive or convective
strategies in removing the accumulated toxins and improving liver pathophysiology. In this study, we developed a
poly-vinyl alcohol (PVA)-chitosan-based composite cryogel filter/membrane incorporated with activated charcoal
and zeolite, which exhibited the ability to adsorb both hydrophilic and hydrophobic toxins. Chitosan, which is a
natural polysaccharide used as a hemo-adsorbent, and PVA, which provides strength and hydrophilicity, were
crosslinked together to form the membrane filter. The macroporous interconnected capillary structure of these
cryogels offered low resistance and fast toxin adsorption. Although activated charcoal has been used as a
hemoperfusion cartridge in liver dialysis systems, its hydrophobic surface limits the adsorption of water-soluble
toxins. Using inorganic microporous materials such as zeolites along with activated carbon improved the efficiency
of ammonia adsorption from 18% to 40% during in-vitro and offline patient plasma studies. This fabricated filter
when integrated with the bioartificial liver device, previously developed by our group will help in regulating the toxic
load and simultaneously increase the survival rate of extracorporeal hepatocytes.
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Tissue and organ regeneration is a regulated process to maintain the health and functioning under both normal
conditions as well as during the sub-critical tissue defects. Nonetheless, problem arises in case of critical defects
where conventional medical intervention renders inadequate outcome. Thus, there is utmost need to develop
alternative strategies that can augment the regeneration process. One of the most challenging yet unrecognized
organ that is in desperate need of such solutions is the liver, that lacks proper treatment strategies on its injury.
According to latest data published by WHO in 2018, liver disease deaths in India reached 264,193 or 3% of total
deaths. Till date the proven treatment for end stage liver disease is liver transplantation or new developments in
liver-support devices, however, the limited availability, expenses, and related complications is not always a solution
for the immediate risk the disease may pose. Purpose of this study is to utilize cutting edge technique of multiple
extruder 3D bioprinting (3DP) technique to fabricate and develop functionalized biomimetic mini liver constructs
that can be utilised as drug screening platform and personalized medicinal approach. We explored caprine
decellularized ECM (D-ECM) as an active component of the bioink that could mimic niche characteristics of native
liver tissue as well as support the growth of liver cells. The work focused on development of GelMA/PEGDA-D-ECM
based bioink and perform extensive physico-chemical and biological characterization of the fabricated constructs.
Cytocompatibility analysis with HepG2 (hepatocellular carcinoma) showed that the constructs allowed cell
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proliferation and differentiation for a period of 18 days. Further, by utilizing dual extruder 3D Bioprinting technique,
native like lobular architecture was developed. Results from current studies suggest that with the addition of DECM
as a bioink component provided shear-thinning property to the bioink enabling the bioprinting of anatomically and
spatiotemporally similar structures to the native liver tissue.
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Temperature responsive polymers have been researched extensively for drug delivery and tissue engineering
applications because of their in-situ gelation properties at physiological temperature. Since they can be injectable
and form a gel after injection at body temperature, these polymers have been used in tissue engineering for the
delivery of bioactive molecules. Injectable properties give them an advantage over the other tissue engineering
scaffolds in that they can be delivered at the desired site in a minimally invasive manner. However, the majority of
these thermos-responsive drug delivery approaches are inefficient because the phase transition temperature of
these polymers is very close to physiological temperature, preventing rapid and effective gelation after
implantation. Furthermore, after gelation, these polymers dislodge from the desired tissue, making them less
effective as a drug delivery system and tend to result in off-target effects.
To address these shortcomings, we report the design of dopamine conjugated thermo-responsive polymer P(IPTB)DOPA with adhesive, quick gel formation, and injectable properties. The difference between phase transition
temperature and physiological temperature is one of the important factors that influence gelation time. The phase
transition temperature of P(IP-TB)DOPA has been tuned so that it gels rapidly at physiological temperature. This
novel polymer also adheres to the biological tissues quickly after gel formation. These characteristics are critical for
the thermos-responsive delivery system because they ensure retention at the desired site after implantation.
Overall, these temperature-responsive drug delivery systems have the potential to be used as next-generation
delivery approaches in tissue engineering, particularly for the local delivery of bioactive agents to the heart, liver,
bone, and other internal tissues in a minimally invasive manner.
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Synthesis, Characterization and Anti-Proliferative Activity of (3-Methyl-4hBenzo[B][1,4]Thiazin-2-Yl)(4-Phenylpiperazin-1-Yl) Methanone
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Thiazine and the related nuclei constitute one of the most significant moieties in the extensively emerging domain
of heterocyclic compounds. The versatile nature of the thiazine nucleus can be determined by the fact that it is
present in various natural products, and its derivatives exhibit diverse biological activities, including antimicrobial,
anticancer, antihistaminic, antioxidant, etc. A general, economical, and environmentally friendly method of amide
synthesis from Ethyl-3-methyl-4H-1,4-benzothiazine-2-carboxylate and various secondary amines was developed.
The reaction is performed transition metal- and solvent-free, using a cheap and environmentally benign base,
K2CO3. This approach enabled us to obtain target amides in high yields with high atom economy.
A new amide derivative of benzothiazine (3-methyl-4H-benzo[b][1,4]thiazin-2-yl)(4-phenylpiperazin-1yl)methanone was synthesized and tested for anti-proliferative characteristics using MTT assay with breast (MCF-7),
breast (MDA-MB-231), and cervical cancer cell lines (HELA).The synthesised analogue was more effective against
the cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7. The preliminary cytotoxic capacity of the analogue was tested using
BEZ-235 (Dactolisib) as a positive control at a concentration of 50µM.
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Tissue plasminogen activators (tPA) induce enzymatic activation of plasminogen to plasmin that cleaves fibrin
strands in blood clots. However, it has side effects including bleeding and bruising at injection site, blurred vision,
tachycardia, bleeding from nose and gums, among others. Hence, it should be used with caution with other
medications that alter platelet function and increase risk of bleeding. Exosomes are a type of extracellular vesicles
(EV), which have a bi-layered membrane, with a size range between 40 and 100 nm and are originated from
endosomes. Some typical types of molecules wrapped in exosomes include heat shock proteins and chaperones
and proteins involved in trafficking and membrane fusion including annexins. Previous reports have identified an
interaction between tPA and hsp90α, which in combination with annexin II, activates plasmin. Annexin II, also found
in exosomes, binds both plasminogen and tPA, which aids in plasminogen to active plasmin conversion. In the
present study, exosomes were isolated from fibrosarcoma cell line HT1080 and characterized for their size and
morphology by different microscopic techniques. These exosomes were utilized for clot lysis of whole blood which
showed 28% lysis activity within 10 h, that was comparable to that of the streptokinase (commercial plasmin
activator) with no significant difference. These exosomes were able to facilitate the migration of endothelial cells in a
scratch wound assay where normalized wound area remaining was 7.5% at 18 h. Also, exosomes aided in
attenuation of oxidative stress generated on the cells, thereby maintaining cell viability. These exosomes were
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further encapsulated in a thermo-responsive polymer for better localized delivery that showed no cytotoxic effects,
and sustained delivery was achieved up to a concentration of 117 µg/mL in 25 days, which corresponds to around
65% of the total amount of exosome added. When a combination of exosomes and thermo–responsive polymer
was utilized, the clot lysis activity reached to around 22% in 72 h. Thus, it proves the potential of this combinatorial
approach which can be effectively used for thrombus degradation and healing of endothelium lining in damaged
blood vessels.
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The use of injectable hydrogels as carriers for local delivery of chemotherapeutic agents could be a promising
method for achieving spatiotemporal control on the release of drugs and reducing the various drawbacks
associated with systemic mode of drug release. In view of this, present work reports, the synthesis of N, Ocarboxymethyl chitosan (N, O-CMCS)-guar gum injectable hydrogels for the controlled delivery of
chemotherapeutic agents. The hydrogels were formulated via chemical crosslinking of N, O-CMCS and guar gum
multialdehyde (GGMA) involving dynamic and reversible Schiff base chemistry. The hydrogels exhibited excellent
mechanical properties and pH-responsive swelling behavior. Owing to the reversible nature of Schiff base linkages,
hydrogels demonstrated outstanding self-healing and thixotropic properties. Doxorubicin (Dox) a,
chemotherapeutic drug was loaded onto these hydrogels and then its sustained release behavior was studied at
tumoral pH (pH 5.5) and physiological pH (pH7.4) for 5 days. The 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl
tetrazolium bromide assay on HEK-293 cell line and hemolytic assay showed the biocompatible and non-toxic
nature of the hydrogels. The Dox-loaded hydrogel showed a significant anti-cancer efficacy against breast cancer
cells with about 72.13%. of cytotoxicity. Thus, the present strategy supports the efficacy of the synthesized N, OCMCS-GGMA hydrogels as biomaterials that may have promising application in the field of anticancer drug
delivery.
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The causative organism of tuberculosis (TB) infection, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb), has been a threat to
human health for millennia and is one of the world's deadliest infections. According to the WHO, TB accounted for
1.5 million deaths worldwide in 2021 and is among the top infectious cause of death worldwide. The emergence of
drug-resistant forms of tuberculosis (DR-TB, MDR-TB, XDR-TB, and TDR-TB) towards the currently available
standard drugs has increased to an alarming level in recent years. Several novel derivatives have been synthesized
and tested for anti-TB activity in the search for new anti-TB agents. Coumarins represent an essential class of natural
compounds with a variety of biological activities, and their derivatives are being considered as a new class of
effective anti-TB candidates due to their anti-TB activity. Thus, the coumarin skeleton has generated considerable
interest in the search for new anti-TB agents. Therefore, in our ongoing research on biscoumarins as potential antiTB agents, we performed Insilco, synthesis as well as invitro studies of biscoumarin derivatives to check their ant-TB
activity. Interestingly the synthesized coumarin derivatives depicted considerable anti-TB activity against different
strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Advanced research is being performed to identify potential anti-TB drugs
addressing the rising concern of drug-resistant forms of Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
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Oxidative stress plays an important role on a variety of pathological conditions including atherosclerosis,
inflammation, diabetes and cancer. The condition can arise when there is increase in free radicals species (ROS) and
decrease in antioxidant defence mechanism. Diabetes is a multidimensional disorder with disturbance of
carbohydrate, fat and protein metabolism resulting from defects in insulin secretion, insulin action or both. The
currently available synthetic drugs against diabetes include Metformin, Sulfonylureas, Glibencamide etc but these
drugs pose side effects like nephropathy, cataracts, vasculopathy, atherosclerosis, abdominal distention, flatulence,
vomiting and diarrhea. The phytochemicals such as phenolics present in medicinal plants offer potential
therapeutic benefits in controlling diabetes. Therefore, an alternative management for T2D could be medicinal
plants which help to maintain low blood glucose as well as boost body antioxidant defence system and insulin
regulation. During the present investigation, a traditionally used important medicinal plant Inula obtusifolia was
used and evaluated for its bioactive potential. This study aims to investigate the role of active extracts of Inula
obtusifolia towards antioxidant (in-vitro) and anti-diabetic (in-vivo) activities by studying its effect on the levels of
important diabetic markers like HO-1, Hsp 70, iNOS and GLUT-4 in alloxan induced rats. The plant extracts were
tested for total antioxidant capacity via. Ferric Reducing Antioxidant Power (FRAP), Total Phenolics, Ferrozine assay,
DPPH scavenging assay and DNA damage assay. Out of the five different extracts so obtained after metabolite
extraction of Inula obtusifolia, only methanolic and aqueous extracts showed promising antioxidant results. Now,
my main focus would be to study the effect of these two potent extracts on the expression pattern of the diabetes
markers like HO-1, Hsp-70, iNOS and GLUT-4. In future prospects, isolation and characterization of pure
compounds/molecules from the active extracts of Inula obtusifolia could prove effective to treat diabetes in future.
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Avian infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) belongs to the genus gamma-coronavirus, order Nidovirales and family
Coronaviridae. It is an enveloped positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus causing infectious bronchitis (IB), a
highly contagious disease in chickens. The primary targets of the virus are epithelial cells in the upper and lower
respiratory tract causing tracheal rales, coughing, sneezing, and gasping. Infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) also
replicates in epithelial cells of the oviduct, resulting in reproductive abnormalities like it affects egg quality and egg
production, and in epithelial cells in the kidney resulting in nephritis and mortality. The disease resulted in
substantial economic losses by affecting the performance of broilers, layers, and breeders worldwide. The live
attenuated and killed vaccines are currently applied to control IBV infection; however, the continual emergence of IB
variants with rapidly evolving genetic variants increases the risk of outbreaks in intensive poultry farms. Moreover,
antibiotic resistance of poultry pathogens results in treatment failure, leading to economic losses. Thus, finding an
effective antiviral medicine or agent to prevent IBV is the need of the hour to restrict the use of antiviral medications
in food animals to curb drug resistance. Therefore, Traditional antiviral herbs with no discernible adverse effects on
the human body remain primarily emphasised. This study investigated the antiviral properties of the Natural
Western Himalayan Compounds against IBV. This study applied a rigorous in silico strategy to find leads among a
locally formulated database of 3200 Western Himalayan compounds to treat IBV by blocking the viral Mpro (main
protease) and Plpro (papain-like protease). Two natural compounds, Cryptoxanthin and Cupressuflavone, were
found to bind effectively with both the protease. The RMSD, RMSF, the radius of gyration, hydrogen bond and
energy calculation analysis revealed promising antiviral effects of the compounds.
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Among various metal-based nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) manifest superior inhibitory effects
against several microorganisms. In fact, the AgNP-based treatment has been reported to inhibit both sensitive and
resistant isolates of bacteria and other disease-causing microbes with equal propensity. Keeping this fact into
consideration, we executed bio-mediated synthesis of AgNPs employing extract of flower and various other parts
(such as bud and leaf) of the Hibiscus rosa-sinensis plant. The physicochemical characterization of as-synthesized
AgNPs was executed employing transmission electron microscopy (TEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), zeta
potential, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and UV-VIS spectroscopy, etc. The as-synthesized AgNPs
demonstrated strong antimicrobial activity against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria with equal
propensity. The as-synthesized AgNPs successfully inhibited Streptococcus mutans (S. mutans), one of the main
causative bacteria responsible for dental caries. Considering the fact that orthodontic appliances facilitate infliction
of the oral cavity with a range of microbes including S. mutans, we determined the growth inhibitory and antiadherence activities of AgNPs on orthodontic appliances. We performed microbiological assays employing AgNPs
adsorbed onto the surface of nickel–titanium (Ni-Ti) orthodontic wires. A topographic analysis of the
decontaminated Ni-Ti orthodontic wires was performed by scanning electron microscopy. In addition to
antimicrobial and anti-biofilm activities against oral S. mutans, the as-fabricated AgNPs demonstrated significant
inhibitory and anti-biofilm properties against other biofilm-forming bacteria such as Escherichia coli and Listeria
monocytogenes.
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Cancer is an undifferentiated, uncontrolled and rapid proliferation of cells due to the deregulation of cell division
controlling enzymes and proteins. In 2020, 10 million people were reported to suffer from cancer worldwide and is
second after cardiovascular diseases with highest death share as per WHO reports and it is estimated that more
than 10 million people will succumb to cancer by the year 2030. Although several efforts have been carried out for
treating cancer diseases, still humongous challenges like drug resistance, recurrence post initial response, severe
adverse effects and toxicities, etc. need immediate meeting. All this push for the discovery of novel, promising
anticancer agents with high therapeutic index on urgent basis. Increased levels of enzyme Lysine Specific
Demethylase 1 (LSD1) has been found in a variety of cancers and share intimate relationship with several cellular
effects such as epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), cell proliferation and differentiation, stem cell biology, and
malignant transformation. It has been observed that the pharmacological inhibition of LSD1 leads to in vitro and in
vivo inhibition of cell proliferation, differentiation, migration and invasion, besides improving anti-tumor immunity
and checkpoint inhibition. We performed in silico studies of a series of 12 compounds on Autodock vina (version
1.2.3) against LSD1. All the compounds displayed dock scores lesser than -8 Kcal/mole. It was followed by their
synthesis using multiple reaction protocol viz. 1) Bignelli Reaction 2) Reaction with alkyl bromide 3) Reaction with
POCl3 4) Reaction with para-aminoacetophenone 5) Reaction with thiosemicarbazide. The final products were
purified with column chromatography and HPLC and structures were elucidated using NMR, IR, MassSpectrometry etc. Once structures were elucidated, compounds were sent to NCI-USA for anticancer evaluation
against 60 cancer cell lines. All compounds displayed potent activity and five compounds were most potent of all
and were selected by NCI for five dose assay. Until now, we have received the result of a five-dose assay of only one
compound. Since this work is going on, we will evaluate their anti-LSD1 activity and their antiproliferative activity
using other assays as well, once we receive the five dose assay results. The half-maximal growth inhibitory
concentrations (GI50) displayed by compound 1 against various cancer cell lines are: 0.509 µM (SR), 0.488 µM
(A549/ATCC), 0.414 µM (NCI460), 0.539 µM (HCT116), 0.928 µM (HCT-15), 0.620 µM (SW-620), 0.598 µM (SF-295),
0.418 µM (SNB-75), 0.770 µM (U251), 0.329 µM (OVCAR-4), 0.423 µM (ACHN – Renal), 0.589 µM (PC-3), 0.697 µM
(MCF-7). The results are very encouraging and we highly expect that our research will be a breakthrough in cancer
research.
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Protein Interactions (PPIs) play an important role in almost all cellular processes. It is estimated that between 15 and
40% of all Protein–Protein interactions in cells are mediated by Protein-Peptide Interactions (PepPIs). Protein
interactions involving peptide interactions and other disordered regions, are frequently associated with various
human diseases such as cancer, amyloidosis, cardiovascular disease, and neurodegenerative diseases.
Understanding and determining Protein–Peptide recognition mechanisms has become critical for developing
peptide-based techniques to disrupt natural Protein interactions or improving the binding affinity and specificity of
existing approaches. PPIs usually occupy a contact area of 1500–3000 A2, while small molecules, due to their
limited molecular size only cover 300–1000 A2 of the Protein surface. Peptides, in compared to small molecules,
are an unique class of pharmacological substances due to their distinct biochemical and therapeutic properties.
Peptides are ideal candidates for overcoming the limitations of small molecules, since they may closely imitate the
main features of a Protein while being simple to produce and modify to increase attributes like stability, binding
strength, and bioavailability. Determining PepPIs experimentally with in vitro and in vivo methods like affinity
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purification, Y2H (yeast 2 hybrid), TAP (tandem affinity purification) and so forth is generally time-consuming and
expensive. To address these challenges, computational approaches for Protein-Peptide Interactions prediction
must be developed. Machine Learning is one of its solutions which makes use of information from statistics,
computer science, and mathematics, in the very same way that traditional statistical methods and give its
predictions. In the present work, we propose a prediction method of Protein-Peptide Interactions by calculating 51
features for a data set of 294 Protein structures consisting of 147 Protein-Protein Interacting structures and 147
Protein-Peptide Interacting structures. We performed Supervised Machine learning algorithms like Multilayer
Perceptron, Sequential Minimal Optimization (Improvised SVM method), Ada Boost, J48, Random Forest to predict
Protein-Peptide interactions. Random Forest method has given the highest accuracy of 91.15% and J48, Ada Boost,
SMO, Multi-layer Perceptron have achieved accuracies of 87.41%, 85.71%, 82.99%, 82.31% respectively. Random
Forest method, in addition to its highest accuracy, it has given Recall of 0.91, Precision of 0.91, MCC of 0.82, ROC of
0.94, PRC of 0.93 and very low False Positive Rate of 0.08. We observed that Gap Volume (Å3), Percentage Interface
Accessible Surface Area, Interface Accessible Surface Area, Total Interface Area (Å2), Planarity, Nb of non-bonded
contacts List, Total Nb of Segments are significant features in the classification of PepPI and PPI. The method we
propose would be useful in the prediction of Protein-Peptide interactions as well as in the design of Interfering
Peptides and Peptidomimetics which would serve as therapeutics. The ability of Peptides to manipulate
Protein–Protein interactions could aid in structure-aided biologics discovery. In addition, our methodology may be
used to predict other types of Protein interactions and to understand their roles in distinct biological processes.
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Endophytes, the microbes that colonize the living, internal tissues of the plants without causing any immediate,
overt negative effects. Endophytic microorganisms include bacteria, fungi, actinomycetes and can be found in
almost all plant species. These are considered as plant mutualists that colonize the healthy tissues of plants at least
for a part of their life cycle. Endophytes stimulate the production of secondary metabolites within plant species and
thereby exhibiting a wide range of biological activities. During this investigation, two natural products (digitoxin and
quercetin) were isolated and characterized from endophytic fungal assemblage harbouring an important
ethnomedicinal angiosperm Digitalis purpurea Linn. from Kashmir valley (J&K) India. Digitoxin was isolated from
endophytic (DPL-6) Alternaria compacta (KU982596) while as quercetin was isolated from (DPL-8) Penicillium
chrysogenum (KU982597) respectively. Characterization of the isolated molecules was done by NMR (1HNMR,13C-NMR) and Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS). This is probably the first report on
isolation of digitoxin from an endophytic fungus. Anticancer potential of isolated molecules was determined invitro against six different human cancer cell lines (MDAMB-231, MCF-7, OVCAR-231, PC-3, HCT-116 and HL-60).
Immunomodulatory potential was determined by MTT assay to access the lymphocyte proliferation activity using
standard mitogens. Digitoxin displayed the best anticancer activity against all the cancer cell lines by exhibiting least
percentage viability of cells and an IC50 value of (30µM) against leukemia cell line (HL-60) with percentage cell
viability of (9.700942%). Quercetin exhibits both immunostimulation and immunosuppression of B-cells more than
T-cells at a concentration of 10-6 (1μM) and 10-4 (100μM) respectively. Digitoxin also exhibits immunostimulation of
B-cells more than T-cells at a concentration of 10-6 (1μM).
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Tuberculosis (TB) remains one of the most infectious diseases globally and development of new therapeutic
strategies is needed. In the present study, a series of novel 4-(2-isonicotinoylhydrazono) butanoic acid derivatives
(3a-o) were designed, synthesized and evaluated for anti-tubercular activity against M. tb H37Rv strain. All the
synthesized compounds were characterized by FT-IR, 1H NMR, 13C NMR and Mass Spectroscopic analyses.
Molecular docking studies of the compounds with the protein target Mycobacterium tuberculosis InhA in complex
with NADH (PDB ID: 4DRE) were performed to determine the binding energy and binding interactions. Drug
likeness and other physicochemical properties were carried out using SwissADME online prediction tools. The
synthesized compounds were evaluated for antimycobacterial activity against M.Tb H37Rv strain. Among the
synthesized compounds 3a, 3c, 3e and 3i showed good anti-tubercular activity (MIC = 1 µg/ml) which were
comparable to isoniazid (MIC = 0.625 µg/ml). The results showed that unsubstituted aryl rings possesses better
anti-tubercular activity. Substitutions with small sized groups in aryl ring exhibited activity while bigger groups lead
to considerable loss in activity. These findings make them promising candidate for future development of new antitubercular agents.
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Surface Modifications of Extracellular Vesicles for Enhanced Uptake in
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Liver is the first to receive 25% of the total nutrient-rich blood supply from the digestive tract containing food toxins,
drugs, xenobiotics, etc. It has an innate ability to regenerate when concurred with insults from toxic metabolites.
Most forms of liver injury involve hepatocytes as either their primary or secondary target. Thus, hepatocellular
death is the leading cause for compromised regeneration, when subjected to repetitive insults. Liver
transplantation is deemed the only existing successful treatment for liver failure. The unavailability of liver donors,
intricacies of surgical procedures, their expenses and the post-surgery complications have led to the development
of alternative strategies to mitigate the conditions of liver failure. The fields of stem cell engineering and
nanoparticle-based drug delivery are gaining significance as minimally-invasive interventions to mend the
hepatocyte cell death and liver regeneration. Paracrine signalling via the mesenchymal stromal cell (MSC)
secretome is recently recognized as a critical factor in mediating recovery from liver injury. Exosomes- small,
nanometer-sized extracellular vesicles found in the MSC secretome, are reported to be involved in intercellular
communication and play a significant role in alleviation of liver disease. However, the systemic introduction of
exosomes is followed by their uptake and consequent degradation by macrophages and proteolytic enzymes,
leading to a drastic loss in their therapeutic effect. The objective is to improve the site-specific bioavailability of
exosomes via non-covalent surface modification to target the asialoglycoprotein (ASGPR) receptor specific to
hepatocytes, to enhance the therapeutic index. Here, we have modified the negatively charged exosomes with a
positively charged polyethylenimine (PEI), functionalized with galactosylated bovine serum albumin (gBSA) or
lactobionic acid (LA). Two different modification approaches were used to synthesize an ASGPR specific polymer: a)
Use of PEI conjugated with gBSA (gBSA-PEI), and b) Use of PEI with LA (PEI-LA) to conjugate with exosomes. The
results indicate the successful interaction between exosome and functionalized polymer yielding a ~300nm sized
modified exosome with 20mV zeta potential. In future, intracellular trafficking studies will be done to check the
enhanced uptake of modified exosomes by liver cells.
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Despite the fact that the chemotherapy for tuberculosis has been reduced to six months with the combination
therapy consisting of four different drugs, still it is alarming serious problems due to the occurrence of resistance to
currently available chemotherapeutic agents. Hence, leading to more lethal forms of drug-resistant tuberculosis
(MDR-TB, XDR-TB) which signifies an increased demand for the development of the new chemotherapeutic agents
and new targets to combat tuberculosis. Recent studies have focused on decaprenylphosphoryl-D-ribose oxidase
(DprE1) of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, an essential enzyme involved in cell wall metabolism for which new
promising molecules have proved efficacy as anti-tubercular agents. This enzyme is emerging as one of the most
potent drug-targets in M. tuberculosis. Benzothiazine derivative BTZ043 has been identified as a potent covalent
DPrE1 inhibitor with MICs in nano-molar range and nitro group of BTZ043 is found to be responsible for in vitro
activity whereas it has shown very poor results in vivo because of the mutations of cysteine residue of DprE1
(Cys387). After the sustained efforts TCA1 has been identified as non-covalent inhibitor of DPrE1 via a cell-based
phenotypic screening and now this new chemotype has emerged as a potential lead for non-covalent DPrE1
inhibitors. Inspired by benzothiazole derivative TCA1 we have also aimed to explore anti-tubercular potential of
some other benzfused heterocycles to improved anti-tubercular activity. We have focused on synthesis of
conjugates of benzfused heterocycles and short-peptide combinations. We have developed library of targeted
molecules and evaluated for the anti-tubercular activity against M. tuberculosis H37Rv virulent strain by broth
micro-dilution assay method. Among all the targeted molecules synthesized, two molecules were found to have
remarkable activity with MIC range 6.25 and 5.8 µg/mL. Further, molecular docking was utilized to ascertain the
mode of binding of the synthesized molecules to DpRE1 enzyme. These conjugates are showing strong hydrogen
bonding as well as lipophilic interactions with the receptor site. Hence, these molecules should be potential
candidates against DPrE1.
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In recent years, the focus of researchers across the globe has been the development of smart and efficient anticancer drug delivery systems that may address all the drawbacks associated with the conventional
chemotherapeutic method of cancer treatment. In this regard, the hydrogels have been fabricated for the sustained
release of anti-cancer drugs at the physiological sites due to their easy drug encapsulation capability and handling.
In view of this, the present work reports the development of highly porous and biocompatible, γ-radiation induced
L-glutamic acid graft copolymerized chitosan hydrogel beads as an efficient anticancer drug delivery system. The
use of this method produces clean and high grafting values owing to the lower catalytic contamination, apart from
no use of toxic chemical initiators or solvents making them fit for use in biological systems. The swelling and drug
release features of the beads were investigated at three different simulated body pH (2.1, 5.8, and 7.4) to study their
pH-responsiveness. The hydrogel beads showed significant biodegradability and excellent biocompatibility. The 394
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(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay performed on HEK-293 (Human
embryonic kidney) cells showed the non-toxic nature of the hydrogel beads. The cell proliferation of the anticancer
drug, Doxorubicin-loaded beads was investigated on MCF-7 (breast cancer) cells that showed significant
cytotoxicity against the cancer cells. These studies further established their promising use in the controlled delivery
of various therapeutic agents for localized cancer therapy.
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Despite the advancements in the field of medicinal chemistry, the design and synthesis of drug molecules which
ameliorates the hyperglycemia and associated secondary complications in diabetic patients, still remains a
challenge. The sedentary lifestyle due to lockdown in COVID -19 pandemic adversely affected the glycemic control
in diabetic patients. In this study, a series of 16 novel pyrimidine-thiazolidinedione derivatives were synthesized and
characterized by 1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, MS and FT-IR spectroscopic methods. The in-silico molecular docking studies
in the ligand-binding domain of Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptor-γ (PDB ID: 1ZEO) were performed
using Schrodinger maestro 9.4.The thirteen compounds having docking score more than the standard drug,
pioglitazone were evaluated for in-vivo anti-diabetic activity. The compound 6e and 6m showed the best results invivo oral glucose tolerance test and were further subjected to in-vivo anti-diabetic evaluation in Streptozotocin
induced diabetic model for 28 days. The compounds 6e and 6m caused a significant (p < 0.0001) decrease in blood
glucose levels compared to the standard drug Pioglitazone. Compound 6e and 6m decreased the blood glucose
levels to 145.2 ± 1.35 and 146.6 ± 0.81 respectively compared to Pioglitazone (150.2 ± 1.06). In compound 6e the
carbonyl group of 2,4-thiazolidinedione ring formed the hydrogen bonds with GLN 286, TYR,473 and HIE 449,
central aromatic ring showed pi-pi stacking with PHE 363. The biochemical estimations of ALT, ASP, ALP, urea,
creatinine, blood urea nitrogen, total protein and LDH depicted that the levels restored to normal in treatment
groups 6e and 6m compared to diabetic control group. Moreover, the treatment groups 6e and 6m showed a
significant (p< 0.0001) decrease in TG, TC and LDL-C and a significant (p< 0.0001) increase in HDL-C levels.
Histopathological investigations of pancreas, liver, heart and kidneys depicted that the normal architecture of these
tissues restored to almost normal in treatment groups in comparison to the diabetic control and pioglitazone
treated group. The cardiac tropism indices depict the cardio-protective role of compound 6e and 6m. The
compounds did not show any toxicity or gain in body weight. Based upon these findings, compound 6e can be
further explored as potential drug candidate for Type II Diabetes Mellitus.
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Interplay Between Melanogenesis and Melanoma: Role of Melanogenesis in
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Skin pigmentation is a very important phenotypic trait whose regulation, despite several advances, has not yet been
fully elucidated. Melanin pigment is produced in a membrane bound subcellular organelle called melanosomes and
melanocytes by a complex process known as melanogensis. Melanocyte interacts with inflammatory, immune,
endocrine and central nervous systems and its activity is regulating by intrinsic as well as extrinsic factors including
drugs and UV radiations. Melanoma is the most aggressive among all skin cancers arising from pigment producing
melanocytes, accounts for about 1% of all skin cancers and about 80% mortality among various dermatological
cancers. Melanoma has very lethal consequences in advanced stages and has very poor prognosis once it starts
metastasizing due to the multidrug resistance exhibited by malignant melanomas. However the multidrug resistance
mechanisms underlying the intractability of melanomas remain elusive. As known, the active process of melanogensis
is associated with generation of mutagenic and immunosuppressant field which can augment the melanoma
resistance to various treatment regimes, including chemotherapy, radiotherapy and photodynamic therapy. In this
study, we demonstrate that the development of multidrug resistance in melanomas partly involves altered
melanogensis, which significantly increases the intracellular pigmentation levels acting as a shield against various
treatment regimes. We observed that indeed, inhibition of melanogensis / depigmentation by Kojic acid (KA) sensitizes
the melanoma cells (B16F10) towards the chemotherapeutic agents such as Dacarbazine (DTIC) increasing its cellular
toxicity. Therefore inhibition of melanogensis/depigmentation will facilitate in understanding the pathogenesis and the
development of potential therapeutic options.
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Esophageal cancer (EC) presents a high mortality rate, mainly due to its aggressive nature. Due to the loss of
acetylation/deactylation equilibrium, chromatin structure is altered; as a result expression of various anti-angiogenic
genes is altered, which in turn promotes angiogenesis/ cancer aggressiveness. Owing to their fundamental role in
modulating cellular activities, histone deacetylases (HDACs) hold a potential role in epigenetics, and cellular
metabolism. Basically, Histone deacetylases (HDACs) remove acetyl groups from lysine residues in the NH2 terminal
tails of core histones, resulting in a more closed chromatin structure and repression of gene expression. In our
preliminary study, our whole transcriptome microarray studies of Esophageal Squamous Cell Carcinoma (ESCC) tissues
and adjacent normal controls have revealed a significant upregulation of class I HDACs (HDAC3 and HDAC8), along
with a down-regulation of anti-angiogenic genes (CD36, ANGPTL1 and TIMP4) and acetyl transferases (KAT2A, KAT8,
KAT6A, BRD4, BRF2). Based on these finding we hypothesize the possible epigenetic role of upregulated histone
deacetyltransferases and down-regulating acetyl-transferases in the attenuation or down regulation of antiangiogenic genes (AAGs). On these findings, we presume to evaluate the potential role of HDACs and acetyltransferases in the angiogenesis of ESCC in the present study. Knockdown/ gene silencing/ drug based inhibition of
HDACs will be thoroughly investigated to get the detailed insights on the mechanistic regulation of various AAGs by
HDACs.
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Infectious Bursal Disease Virus (IBDV) is the causative agent of Infectious bursal disease (IBD) is a double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA) virus belonging to the Birnaviridae family. Infectious Bursal Disease (IBD) is a highly contagious
immunosuppressive disease affecting young chickens. The IBDV has an oral route of transmission and targets the bursa
of Fabricius in addition to immunosuppression associated secondary infections. The IBDV vaccination regime includes
live attenuated viruses and killed viruses. These conventional vaccines can cause bursal atrophy and vaccine-induced
immunosuppression. Moreover, conventional vaccines may not protect against the very virulent and antigenic variants
of IBDV. Therefore, developing cost-effective vaccines or drugs that can provide better protectivity and efficacy against
multiple variants is peremptory for IBDV control. This study explored IBDV Major capsid protein, VP2, and minor capsid
protein, VP3, to develop a multiepitope-based vaccine against IBD through an immunoinformatic approach. The study
resulted in the design of a vaccine candidate composed of 4 CD8+ T-cell epitopes connected by AAY linkers, 7 CD4+ Tcell epitopes connected by GPGPG linkers and 11 B-cell epitopes connected by KK linkers. An adjuvant, Cholera Toxin B
(CTB), was incorporated at the N-terminal of the vaccine construct using an EAAK linker. The designed vaccine was
found to be antigenic (0.6781), immunogenic (2.89887), and non-allergenic. Moreover, the physicochemical properties
revealed the construct molecular weight of 55.64 kDa, theoretical pI of 9.24, instability index of 16.24, aliphatic index of
86.72 and GRAVY of -0.256. Molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulation studies of the constructed multiepitope vaccine with TLR-3 revealed decent structural interaction (binding affinity of −295.94 kcal/) and complex
stability. The designed vaccine predicts the induction of antibodies and cytokines, which indicate the induction of the
host's immune response against the virus. The work is a significant attempt in IBDV vaccine development though
further experimental study is still required to assess the efficacy and protectivity of the proposed vaccine candidate.
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The myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) play a pivotal role in the development of cancers, even though their
population in circulating blood is very low. They mediate their functions by declining oxidative stress, amino acids
depletion, low trafficking of the antitumor cells, and enhanced responses of Treg cells and dendritic cells in tumor
microenvironments. Since they play a critical role in the development of cancers, it is reported that newer strategies to
treat cancers rely on inhibiting the MDSC expansion and development through modulation of signaling, their
migration to the tumor spots, blocking their proliferation, and functions. Against this background, we aim to provide an
in-depth account of the role of MDSCs in the development of cancers. Moreover, we have provided an updated
account of existing strategies to control the diverse characteristics of MDSCs as a therapeutic gateway for a wide range
of cancers. Our reports will also feature existing applications of MDSC-based therapies employed in pre-clinical and
clinical trials for curing cancers. We believe successful targeting of MDSCs will open a new window of hope in the quest
for cancer therapeutics and is key to antitumor immunity in humans that in the future will be validated by Food and
Drug Administration.
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Doxorubicin is an anthracycline antibiotic and is the most commonly used chemotherapeutic drug. It is a broadspectrum antibiotic and cancers of any age are treated with it, including both solid tumors and hematological
malignancies. Despite its tremendous effectiveness in treating various cancers, its utilization is limited because of its
severe cardiotoxicity. Also in this line, there is only a single therapeutic option, dexrazoxane, that is used to prevent
the associated chemo-toxic menace. Therefore, there is an urgent need of cardioprotective strategies in cancer
patients treated with doxorubicin. Because of the reduced heart failure hospitalizations and deaths related to heart
failure (HF) associated with SGLT2I utilization, as evidenced from various global landmark trials associated with
sodium-glucose co-transport-2 inhibitors (SGLT2I). These drugs have been repurposed in treating HF irrespective
of diabetes. To investigate the cardioprotective potential of SGLT2-I in CTRCD, weinvestigated the effect of
Canagliflozin against Doxorubicin induced cardiotoxicity in albino Wistar rats. In this direction we therefore planned
Canagliflozin (CAN) for its cardioprotective potential against doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity in Albino Wistar
rats. Animals were divided into 7 groups. Vehicle control; Doxorubicin (2.5 mg/kg); Canagliflozin (CAN) per se;
CAN+ DOX; Metformin (MET)+ DOX; MET+CAN+DOX. Dosing was done for 14 days along with 6 doses of DOX on
alternate days. On 15th day animals were sacrificed and various biochemical parameters pertaining to oxidative
stress, inflammation and ketone body utilization were estimated in the blood and heart tissues. Histopathological
analysis (H & E staining) to establish the cardioprotective potential of. CAN acted as a potent cardioprotective
molecule and attenuated DOX-induced cardiotoxicity. However, the cardioprotective potential of combinatorial
(CAN+MET) administration was found to be more effective than CAN alone. Doxorubicin is an anthracycline
antibiotic and is the most commonly used chemotherapeutic drugs. It is a broad-spectrum antibiotic and cancers of
any age are treated with it, including both solid tumors and hematological malignancies.
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Mastitis is the most prevalent disease of bovines imposing a great economic set back and a public health problem
worldwide. Antibiotic resistance in both animals and humans as a result of large use of antibiotics can be best
combated by development of plant based medicine. In our study, we evaluated hexanic and ethanolic extracts of
two plants viz Artemesia absinthium and Curcuma longa for their antiinflammation and antioxidation role in LPS
induced inflammation in Buffalo Mammary Epithelial Cell (BuMECs). We found that extracts of both the plants
downregulated the expression of proinflammatory cytokine, TNFα via TLR4/NFκB mediated signaling pathway as
compared to LPS group. On the other hand, the extracts increased the Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) levels as
detected by DCFDA assay. Significant upregulation of NRF2 mRNA expression was seen in all treated groups except
hexanic Artemesia group. Phytochemical screening of the extracts showed the presence of terpenoids and phenols
in the extracts which was further screened in GC-MS/MS analysis. GC-MS/MS study of the extracts revealed the
presence of important sesqueterpenoids, phenolics and some quinoxaline as bioactive compounds. Three
sesqueterpenoids viz Bourbonene 2631, Eudalene and Capparatriene were found for the first time in A.absinthium.
Sesqueterpenoids like Tumerone, ar-Turmerone, Curlone and Atlantone and phenols like Guaiacol (2Hydroxyanisole Phenol, 2-methoxy) and ethyl ferulate/ ethyl 4'-hydroxy-3'-methoxycinnamate were found in the
C.longa. Quinoxaline oxide is an important antimicrobial agent has been detected in any plant for the first time in
the current study. These results suggest that A.absinthium and C.longa protect BuMECs from LPS induced
inflammation and oxidative stress which might be due to presence of bioactive compounds like terpenoids and
quinoxaline compounds.
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Viral acute-gastroenteritis is one of the most common morbidity and mortality in infants/young children and many
animal species. Being double-stranded RNA viruses, rotavirus is the most common and leading cause of acute
watery dehydrating diarrhea often noticed in the valley of Kashmir. The present study was carried out to screen the
diarrhoeic samples from calves (upto 06 months of age) (n=100) for the presence of Group A rotaviruses with its
molecular typing of strain based on structural genes (VP7 and VP4). Eleven samples were found positive for the
presence of the virus using Latex Agglutination Test (LAT). Genotypic characterization (VP7 gene, G genotype) of
the rotaviruses revealed predominance of G10 (44.4%) followed by G6 (22.2%) and G3 (11.15%). Characterization of
VP4 gene (P genotype) revealed dominance of P[11] (55.5%) followed by P[5] (22.2%). The genotypic combination
from the positive samples of calves (bovine) presented as G10P [11] and G6P [11] to be 22.2% followed by G10P [5]
and G3P[11] as 11.1%. The dynamic pattern of predominant genotypes underlines the need for continued
surveillance of the circulating types of rotavirus for effective and suitable vaccination strategy
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Background and Aim
Infectious bursal disease (IBD) alternatively known as Gumboro disease is an economically important viral disease
that is wreaking havoc in poultry industry worldwide. Previous scientific studies have indicated that live-attenuated
IBD vaccines are genetically diverse and might possess a different degree of attenuation, because of which these
vaccines are often reported to either possess reduced safety and/or offer compromised cross-protection; therefore,
selecting an efficient IBD vaccine in commercial farms remains a cause of concern. This research study aims to
evaluate three commercially available live attenuated IBD vaccines (intermediate and intermediate-plus strains) in
terms of safety and cross-protective efficacy. Materials and Methods: Overall, 90 broiler chickens were divided into 4
groups with each group containing 21 birds based on the IBD vaccine strain administered at 14th day of age:
intermediate-vaccine-A (Group 1), intermediate plus-vaccine-B (Group 2), intermediate plus-vaccine-C (Group 3)
and a control/ PBS vaccinated group (Group 4). Blood samples were collected at 3, 7, 14 and 21, days post-IBD
vaccination for evaluation of neutralizing antibody titers raised by these IBD vaccines against three different isolates
of IBD viruses viz. FVSKG1, FVSKG2 and FVSKG4 using serum virus neutralization assay (VNA). The safety profile and
immunosuppressive effects of the IBD vaccination were determined by the bursa: body weight (B:BW) ratio, clinical
scoring, residual viral load, IL-6/IL-10 ratio and histopathological lesion scores of the bursa of Fabricius. Results &
conclusion: Vaccine-A induced relatively higher homologous neutralizing antibodies however, all vaccines were
found to induce high titers of heterologous neutralizing antibodies which could likely counter a breakthrough IBD
infection. Vaccine-A group showed lowest HLS in bursa as well as in spleen among all the vaccinated groups. While
as Vaccine-B group had higher BBR and higher BBI at 7 dpv. Vaccine-C group showed the highest residual viral load
in bursa at 3 and 21 dpv.
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Prostate cancer (PCa) is the 2nd leading cause of cancer-related deaths in developed and developing countries,
with Australia topping the list followed by the US and Europe. Androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) is the standard
treatment for patients with metastatic prostate cancer. However, ADT is not curative, and treated patients eventually
develop fatal castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). ADT acts through inhibition of the androgen receptor
(AR). Overexpression and knockdown studies have demonstrated that AR is a key molecular determinant and
remains the most important therapeutic target for prostate cancer and CRPC. Small molecules targeting AR are
being developed with the expectation that they may overcome the resistance of prostate cancer cells. The
identification and characterization of novel compounds capable of inhibiting AR may lead to new treatment options
for patients with CRPC, particularly those that relapse after treatment.
In a drug discovery program initiated at SKUAST-K, we screened 20,000 medicinal plant extracts endogenous to
Kashmir valley, resulting in the discovery of 16 new anticancer molecules against PCa. From these 16 molecules, we
selected SKIDDDL-1 present in the TO plant that has been consumed for ages in Kashmir as a food supplement as a
vegetable. SKICDDL-1 from TO, effectively targeted androgen receptor in PCa decreased cellular progression,
decreased cancer cell migration/metastasis in vitro and reduced tumor volume, and doubled the life expectancy in
mice xenograft model in vivo. Hence, we propose the use of TO plant in and as functional food (FF) that can be
consumed on daily basis by populations worldwide that are at high risk of getting Pca.
The kernel of FFs is that they not only satiate hunger while providing the essential nutraceuticals but also are devised
with a particular health benefit, which is the anti-prostate cancer effect in our case. This anti-cancer molecule
present in the TO plant retains its anti-cancer properties even when subjected to extreme temperatures, like boiling,
which makes it more effective for being used as a food component. We have designed a series of Functional foods
which we call MAGIC FOODs – that have curative as well as preventive anti-prostate cancer activity and have a huge
market worldwide especially USA, Europe, and Australia where prostate cancer is more prevalent, having high
mortalities due to Pca.
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Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women all over the world. Chemotherapy and radiation therapy
are the most often used cancer treatment procedures. Tumor recurrence, chemoresistance, and tumor metastasis
are all typical side effects of chemotherapy and radiation. Cancer stem cells (CSCs), a subgroup of cancer cells that
may self-renew and develop into bulk tumor cells, have been mostly blamed for tumor metastasis and recurrence.
According to recent research, the population of breast cancer stem cells is diverse, including a variety of biological
markers and regulatory signaling pathways. Furthermore, various breast cancer subtypes have varied subtypes and
frequencies of breast cancer stem cells. We used this method to test a chemical library for its capacity to promote
differentiation and diminish stemness in neuroblastoma and breast cancer cell lines, respectively. IIIM-NQ, a semisynthetic chemical, was discovered to effectively promote differentiation and lower the invasion, migration and
mammosphere of breast cancer cells. Further IIIM-NQ downregulated the stem cell markers and reduced
ALDH+/CD44+CD24- cell population significantly in breast cancer cells and mode of action of this compound was
through modulation β-catenin pathway. Our syngeneic tumor model showed significant tumor load in IIIM-NQ
treated groups. The above results signify that IIIM-NQ has a potential anti-cancer stem cells activity and needed
further investigations to be taken for clinical trials.
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IRE1α, an ERN1 gene encoded protein, works as a principal signal transducer of the unfolded protein response,
provoked in a cell on accumulation of unfolded proteins in ER lumen.The primary function of IRE1α is to restore
cellular proteostasis by activating XBP1 pathway, however if stress persists for a longer duration, IRE1α triggers
apoptosis via a signaling cascade called as RIDD. In cancer cells, UPR is reprogrammed to affluence their constant
proliferation despite of prolonged and persistent stress in their microenvironment. Alongside this, in our
preliminary MS studies on IRE1α, Metadherin (MTDH) was isolated along with IRE1α on immune pull down during
Tm-induced stress. MTDH is an oncoprotein overexpressed in many cancers and attributed to oncogenesis and
poor prognosis. MTDH may regulate IRE1α activity to facilitate the survival of cancer cells in a stressful environment.
To explore it, IRE1 α and MTDH were cloned in PCMV (HA-tagged mammalian expression vector) and pCDNA
followed by their expression check in HEK-T cells. Co-immunoprecipitation of MTDH and IRE1α was followed by
western blot analysis. The results validated the interaction between MTDH and IRE1α.Yeast-two hybrid assay
revealed the direct nature of this interaction. The present study has a significant potential to connect the oncogenic
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role of MTDH with the IRE1α -XBP1 axis of the UPR. This MTDH driven IRE1α-XBP1 pathway regulation could be
possibly used for the development of drugs that could inhibit the binding of MTDH with the UPRosome that
consequently disrupts the sustained oncogenic activation of IRE1α-XBP1 pathway.

Identification of GSK-3β Specific Small Molecules Involved in the Stabilization of
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Pharmacological intervention to inhibit glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3β) activity is an important therapeutic
strategy to counter many abnormalities associated with its overexpression. Through the aberrant activation of
various signalling pathways this kinase has been reported to be involved in cancers, one among such is the
pancreatic cancer- one of the deadliest cancers with low survival rate. This study was designed to identify and
develop small molecule(s) as novel therapeutics agents which could target this kinase, to combat cancers
associated with its overexpression. We have screened small molecule libraries using cell free and cell based assays
to identify compounds targetting this kinase. We identified a novel druggable compound involved in inhibiting this
kinase at lower nanomolar concentrations. Inhibition of GSK-3beta with this compound was seen to stabilize betacatenin protein thereby supressing cancer cell viability through programmed cell death.
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Anp32a Drives the Mesenchymal to Epithelial Transition (EMT) via
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Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease with the leading cause of deaths among women worldwide. The chance of
any woman dying from breast cancer is around 1 in 38 (2.6%). About 1 in 8 U.S. women (about 12%) will develop
invasive breast cancer over the course of her lifetime.2.2 million new cases reported worldwide in 2020. 0.68 million
deaths reported worldwide in 2020.Despite advances in prevention and in therapeutic measures over the last
decades, triple-negative breast cancers (TNBC), which are devoid of the expression of estrogen receptor (ER),
progesterone receptor (PR) and human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER-2) accounts for approximately
20% of breast cancer cases. Triple-negative breast cancer are more likely to develop distant metastasis and is
associated with a shorter median time to relapse and death and currently there is no specific targeted treatments
available.Tumor metastasis and recurrence still remains the most challenging problem in cancer and 90% of cancer
related deaths are due to metastasis ANP32a , tumour suppressor gene is implicated in multiple signalling
processes like metastasis, EMT, cell cycle progression, cell proliferation, cell adhesion, and apoptosis. ANP32a is also
responsible for the reversal of EMT transition which is a characteristic feature of metastatic cells. Our study depicts
endogenous low expression of ANP32a in TNBC cell lines compared to normal and less aggressive cell lines. Up
regulating ANP32a expression in MDMBA231 and SUM159 proportionally decreased β-Catenin and GSK-3β
expression decrease in cell proliferation , migration and invasion potential of these cells . Also arrested cell cycle at
G1 phase along with EMT transition which is a characteristic feature of metastasis, suggesting ANP32a can be
possible therapeutic target for highly metastatic TNBC.
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Immune and Oxidative Response Against Sonicated Antigen of Mycoplasma
Capricolum Subspecies Capripneumonia-Causative Agent of
Contagious Caprine Pleuropneumonia
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Vaccines are vital for prevention and control of mycoplasma diseases. Exploration of vaccine candidate for the
development of vaccine is imperative. The present study envisages evaluation of immune and oxidative response
against adjuvanted sonicated antigen of Mycoplasma capricolum subsp. capripneumonia in male Angora rabbits (1
year age, 2 Kg) divided in four groups each having 6 animals. Group 1 was healthy control and received 1 ml PBS via
subcutaneous route. Group 2 was administered 1 ml of saponin adjuvanted sonicated antigen, Group 3 with 1 ml of
montanide ISA 50 adjuvanted sonicated antigen and Group 4 with 1 ml of standard vaccine via subcutaneous route.
Animals were evaluated for cellular and humoral immune response and oxidative parameters at 0, 7, 14, 21 and 28th
day of the study. Total leukocytic, neutrophilic, and basophilic counts showed a significant (P˂0.05) increase in
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vaccinated groups compared to the healthy group on most of the intervals. TNF-α levels were significantly (P˂0.05)
higher in the Group 2 than the Group 1 at all the time intervals and comparable to Group 4 than Group 3. IL-10 levels
were significantly (P˂0.05) higher in vaccinated groups compared to healthy group on day 14, 21 and 28 but were
lower in Group 3 than Group 2 and Group 4. More hypersensitivity as inflammation and histopathological cellular
infiltration in ear was produced in Group 2 and Group 4 than Group 3. IgG levels were significantly (P˂0.05) higher in
Group 2 and Group 4 than Group 3 on day 14 and 21. Antibody titers were comparatively higher in Group 4 followed
by Group 2 and 3 than Group 1. Significantly (P˂0.05) higher oxidant and lower antioxidant values were noted in
Group 2 and 4 compared to Group 3 and Group 1 on most of the intervals. TLC and antibody titer showed increasing
trend throughout the trial whereas TNF-α, IgG, L, M and E started decreasing from day 14 and IL-10, N and B from
day 21. Hence, this study concludes that saponin adjuvanted sonicated antigen induces comparatively higher
immune response than montanide but is associated with oxidative and inflammatory reactions.

In-vitro Anticancer Screening of Different Fractions From Senecio Laetus
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Present study was conducted to evaluate the anti-cancer potential of different fractions obtained from the
hydroalcoholic extract from the aerial parts of Senecio laetus. In- vitro anticancer activity was studied on A549 cell
lines by MTT assay using various fractions viz, hexane, dichloromethane, ethyl acetate, butanol and residual fraction
of the hydroalcoholic extract from Senecio laetus. Almost all the fractions showed cytotoxic activity in a dose
dependent manner. The most active fraction was ethyl acetate (IC50= 16.3) which showed potent cytotoxic activity
against A549 cell lines, followed by dichloromethane fraction. This investigation is the first report of the anti-cancer
activity in this species of Senecio.

Elucidation of the Promotor Methylation Status of an Apoptotic Pathway Gene,Trail-2
in Breast Cancer Patients
Nuzhat Khursheed 1, Syed Ishfa Andrabi1, Ambreena Farooq1, Farhat Jabeen1, Waseem Younis1, Safeena Rashid1
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Breast cancer is the most frequent cancer in women and the second most common cause of cancer related death. It
has been estimated that approximately 1.5 million women worldwide are diagnosed with breast cancer each year.
Epigenetic silencing of the apoptotic pathway genes and evasion of apoptosis has been demonstrated in breast
cancer as a result of promotor methylation. Thus, the aim of this study is to elucidate the promotor methylation
status of TRAIL-2 gene of apoptosis in breast cancer. Tissue specimen (both normal and tumour) of 50 newly
diagnosed breast cancer patients from Department of General Surgery, Sher-I-Kashmir Institute of Medical
Sciences (SKIMS), Srinagar will be included in this study. Out of 50 samples, 14 samples have been collected till now
and the DNA has been extracted by phenol/chloroform method and treated with sodium bisulfite using the EZ DNA
methylation kit .Methylation analysis was performed by Methylation Specific PCR (MSP) technique. As per MSPCR
results of trail 2 gene,13/14(92.9%) of the normal samples were unmethylated while as only 1/14(7.1%) were found to
be methylated. Also, in case of tumour samples,9/14(64.2%) were methylated and 5/14(35.7%) were nonmethylated. Tumour tissue samples were found to be highly methylated as compared to normal tissue samples.
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Therapeutic Evaluation of Bio-Fabricated Platinum Nanoparticles as
Potential Nanodrug Against Breast Cancer Cells and Drug Resistant Bacteria
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Use of plant extract for the synthesis of various metal nanoparticles has gained much importance recently because
it is a simple, less hazardous, conservative, eco-friendly and cost effective method. In this study, platinum
nanoparticles were synthesized using the stem extract of Psidium guajava. The structural properties of the platinum
nanoparticles were studied using characterization techniques e.g. UV-vis spectra, FT-IR spectroscopy, DLS, Zeta
potential, HR-TEM, SEM, XRD and EDAX. In UV-visible spectra the disappearance of the peak at 261 nm confirms
the formation of platinum nanoparticles. The results of gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and FTIR analysis showed the functional moieties responsible for the reduction of Pt ions and stabilization of Pt NPs. The
formation of the stable and monodispersed platinum nanoparticles was confirmed by dynamic light scattering
(DLS) imaging technique showing a zeta potential of -23.4 mV. The morphological examination using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) shows the formation of
spherical platinum nanoparticles with an average diameter of 113.2 nm. The crystalline nature of the platinum
nanoparticles with a face-centered cubic structure was determined by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD). The results of
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDAX) showed 100% of platinum content confirming the purity of the
sample. The cytotoxic effect of the biosynthesized platinum nanoparticles assessed in breast cancer cell-line (MCF7) by using by 3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl) −2, 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay, shows IC50 of 167.2
µg/ml. The wound healing assay, shows that treatment with platinum nanoparticles induced anti-migratory effect
on MCF-7 cells. In the cell cycle phase distribution, treatment with platinum nanoparticles induced significant cell
cycle arrest at the G0/G1 phase due to DNA damage. The anti-bacterial activity of bio-synthesized platinum
nanoparticles was evaluated against four pathogenic bacteria i.e. B. cereus (Gram positive), P. aeruginosa (Gram
negative), K. pneumonia (Gram negative) and E.coli (Gram negative). The biosynthesized platinum nanoparticles
were found to show dose-dependent inhibition against pathogenic bacteria with a significant effect on gramnegative bacteria compared to gram-positive bacteria. This synergistic blend of green and simplistic synthesis
coupled with anti-proliferative and anti-bacterial properties makes these biogenic nanoparticles suitable in
nanomedicine.
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Cancer metastasis is the leading cause of death in cancer patients and is a challenging aspect of cancer biology.
Various adaptive molecular signaling pathways play a crucial role in cancer metastasis and later formation of
secondary tumors. Some aggressive cancer cells like Triple Negative breast cancer (TNBCs) are more inclined to
undergo metastasis hence having a high recurrence rate and potential for secondary tumor formation and having
the worst prognosis. Such aggressive cancer cells have fewer treatment options available and thus have the worst
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prognosis. Metastatic cells in circulation known as circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are an appealing alternative for
cancer therapy with a better outcome. Cell cycle regulation of CTCs in blood has a crucial role in their survival and
progression and thus are therapeutically active hotspots. The cyclin D/cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) pathway
regulates cell cycle checkpoints, a process that is frequently disturbed in cancer cells. Selective CDK inhibitors can
limit phosphorylation of cell cycle regulatory proteins by inducing cell cycle phase arrest, and so may be an effective
therapeutic strategy. In fact, inhibitor-based therapy has been shown to have therapeutic benefits in triple-negative
breast cancer in multiple preclinical investigations and clinical trials. Our novel CDK inhibitor IIIM-PP-CDK inhibited
the proliferation of aggressive cancer cells both in attached and floating conditions. Further, IIIM-PP-CDK induced
cytoplasmic vacuolation (paraptosis) and mitochondrial membrane potential loss in invasive cells in both the
growth conditions. Moreover, IIIM-CDK368 reduced the invasion, migration and mammosphere potential of
aggressive cancer cells significantly. Upon further investigation, it was found that IIIM-PP-CDKK was inducing
unfolding protein response (UPR) that leads to downstream anticancer effects. Further our data showed a
promising inhibitory effect of IIIM-CDK368 on the tumor formation by the aggressive cancer cells in a syngeneic
mouse model. The above data gave us encouraging results to consider IIIM-PP-CDK for therapeutic intervention.
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Cyclin D1-CDK 4 axis is an important junction where most of the cell signaling pathways converge, with cell cycle
machinery leading to proliferation. This axis has particularly gained significance since the introduction of CDK4/6
inhibitors as a new class of drugs especially in breast carcinomas. The present study aimed to analyse the expression
pattern of Cyclin D1 and CDK 4 by immunohistochemistry in 60 pathologically confirmed formalin fixed paraffin
embedded (FFPE) breast tumor tissues and relevant controls for determining the prognostic relevance and survival
analysis of the patients based on the expression of these markers. Here, Cyclin D1 was found expressed in 63.3% and
CDK 4/6 in 43.3% of the breast cancers. Correlation analysis revealed significant association of positive cyclin D1
expression with SBR Grade 2 [OR = 4.67, 95% CI (1.13-19.24)], Estrogen receptor [OR=4.86, 95% CI (1.26-18.77)] and
Progesterone receptor positivity [OR=3.87, 95% CI (1.26-11.9)] while as CDK4/6 expressing tumors did not show any
significant association with any of the traditional prognostic factors. Moreover, based on survival analysis of these
patients while as Cyclin D1 overexpression was found to be a good prognostic factor with more favorable impact on
the Overall Survival (OS) [HR=4.286, 95% CI (1.742-10.543), (P=0.002)] CDK 4 overexpression was associated with a
decreased Overall Survival [HR=0.394, 95% CI (0.158-0.980), (P=0.045)]. Combined Cyclin D1-CDK 4 expression was
again associated with a decreased overall survival in the subgroups where CDK 4 was positive irrespective of the fact
whether Cyclin D1 was positive or negative. Therefore, we conclude positive expression of Cyclin D1 and CDK 4 are
independent good and bad prognostic factors in breast tumors from Kashmir, North India. Contrary to Cyclin D1,
CDK 4/6 overexpression is tumor specific and therefore, routinely checking for the expression of CDK 4/6 in breast
cancer patients of all molecular subtypes (ER+, PR+, HER+,TNBC) may help in identifying the subset of patients that
may actually get benefited from CDK4/6 inhibitors.
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Salmonellosis is one of the important diseases affecting poultry as well as humans. Presently available vaccines
against salmonellosis have a number of disadvantages like reversion of virulence and lack of prolonged immunity. In
order to overcome these problems, we developed a strategy of using lactic acid bacteria, non-pathogenic bacteria
for display and expression of FimH antigen (Salmonella) as a promising vaccine candidate against salmonellosis. For
expressing Fim H antigen in lactic acid bacteria, a vector, pTRK722His was designed and constructed in which FimH
gene (Salmonella), anchor motiff CWA2 (Lactobacillus plantarum), promotor Ppgm (phosphoglycerate mutase),
signal peptide SP1, LP0373 (Lactobacillus plantarum) DNA sequence, Ribosomal binding Site (RBS) and backbone
of plasmid pTRk892 were joined together by using Gibson Assembly reaction.the vector pTRK722 was first
established in E.coli strain(MC1061) and transformed into Lactobacillus plantarum. The engineered Lactic acid
bacteria (Lactobacillus plantarum ATCC8014) expresses, secretes and anchored FimH heterologous protein of
salmonella on its external surface. The proposed recombinant vaccine shall be safe, immune-potent and provide an
efficient platform for the delivery of heterologous proteins. The western blot analysis showed that FimH protein was
expressed in this engineered lactic acid bacteria under pgm promotor (phosphoglycerate mutase) of Lactobacillus
plantarum. Lactobacillus is considered one of the important delivery agents of antigen to the mucosal immune
system. These recombinant lactic acid bacteria bind directly to the mucosal lining after oral administration and
continuously express antigen for maximum response. Targeting of antigen to the mucosal immunity can lead to
local as well as systematic (humoral/cellular) immune response in the animal even at low doses of antigen. Further,
the mucosal vaccine can address a number of issues associated with vaccine like safety, ease of administration, etc.
From this Research work, we constructed recombinant Lactic Acid Bacteria expressing FimH protein as candidate
vaccine against poultry Salmonellosis.
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Baculoviral inhibitor of apoptosis repeat-containing 5 or BIRC5, member of the inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP), is a
multitasking protein and among the top 100 deregulated genes in breast cancer patients. It negatively regulates
apoptosis of tumor cells by inducing gene expression of anti-apoptotic proteins, promoting tumor cell
proliferation, and modulates response to chemotherapeutics. The main objective of the study was to analyze the
expression pattern, prognostic significance and functional role of BIRC5 in breast cancer (BC). In the present study,
we utilized a bioinformatic approach, to analyze the expression pattern and prognostic significance of BIRC5 in BC
and explore the interactions of BIRC5 in promoting breast tumorigenicity. BIRC5 mRNA levels were augmented in
breast carcinoma & over-expression of BIRC5 was found associated with poor overall survival (OS) and relapse-free
survival (RFS). The KEGG pathway and gene ontology analysis of BIRC5 indicate that BIRC5 is highly enriched in
mitotic pathways and cancer pathways. The PPI and correlation analysis further revealed that BIRC5 showed high
with oncogenic proteins. Moreover, BIRC5 showed high correlation with infiltration of myeloid derived suppressor
cells (MDSCs) in the breast tumor stroma. Cumulatively, this study signifies that BIRC5 promotes tumor progression,
& targeting BIRC5 in combination with conventional therapies will significantly enhance the response of BC patients
to therapy.
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Abnormal cell cycle activity is a hallmark of cancer resulting due to the alterations in the cell cycle control system.
Cell cycle regulators are appealing targets in cancer therapy because cancer is characterized by uncontrolled
proliferation caused by the abnormal activation of several cell cycle proteins. Many malignancies rely on these
proteins in a unique way, making them selectively vulnerable to their inhibition. Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) is
one of the master kinases that is involved in the regulation of the cell cycle. The bioinformatic analysis of CDK1 has
highlighted its overexpression in various cancers, thus disrupting the cell cycle equilibrium. CDK1 inhibitors have
the potential to restore balance to the skewed cell cycle system and act as a therapeutic medication. The goal of this
study was to find and classify inhibitors with a higher affinity for CDK1. We analyzed the expression profile and
prognostic significance in a variety of cancers. We examined the therapeutic compounds structurally identical to
dinaciclib for their ability to inhibit CDK1 specifically. The therapeutic potential of screened compounds was
assessed using ADMET analysis, molecular docking, and simulation studies. Our results revealed that CDK1
upregulation in various cancers is associated with worse overall and relapse-free survival. Molecular docking and
dynamics studies recognized two potent dinaciclib analogs as novel CDK1 inhibitors having higher binding affinity
and stability in comparison to dinaciclib. Dinaciclib analogs are potential substitutes for dinaciclib since they have a
higher binding affinity, which is consistent with MDS findings, and adequate ADMET properties. Through
fundamental, preclinical, and clinical research, the identification of novel chemicals may pave the way for their
eventual application in cancer prevention.

Therapeutic Potential of Structural Derivatives of Uracil in Breast Cancer Cells
Shazia Gul1, Mohammad Nadeem Lone1, Abid Hamid1, Nissar Ahmad Wani1*, M. Afzal Zargar1*
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Background
Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer related deaths in Women. Uracil analogs like 5-fluorouracil
inhibit thymidylate synthase (T.S) and is one of the most often used chemotherapeutic agent. However due to its
limitations, there is urgent need to find and develop new strategies to target T.S.
Objective
The study was designed to investigate the therapeutic potential of structural derivatives of uracil in breast cancer
cells.
Methods
Binding site and affinity of Uracil derivatives was determined by SWISS DOCK. Gene Expression Profiling in breast
cancer patients was determined by GEPIA. MTT and Colony formation assay were employed for proliferative and
colony formation assay.
Results
The Uracil derivatives showed strong binding affinity to T.S which is significantly upregulated in breast cancer
patients, compared to normal, indicating the potential of inhibiting the T.S in breast cancer. Derivative 5, 4 and 2
proved to be strong binders of T.S as indicated by the binding affinity values. These uracil derivatives reduced the
proliferative and colony formation ability in vitro in breast cancer cells.
Conclusion
The Study revealed that novel uracil derivatives reduced proliferation and colony formation of breast cancer cells,
which might be due to their potential to inhibit T.S.
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Aurones belong to the family of flavonoids with rare occurrence in nature and focused less in terms of research.
From last few years aurones have attracted ample attention from medicinal chemists due to their promising
biological potential. The significance of aurone lies in its simple structure. A very slight structural difference in the
aurones produces diverse affinity and specificity towards different molecular targets. Chloroxylenol based new
aurone derivatives were prepared and their structures were determined on the basis of mass spectra, IR, NMR and
elemental analysis. All the compounds were subjected to in vitro single-dose (10-5 M) anticancer screening using
full panel of about 62 human cancer cell lines in accordance with the protocol of the Drug Evaluation Branch,
National Cancer Institute (NCI), Bethesda. Antiproliferative data revealed that majority of the compounds
predominantly exhibited promising activity against MCF-7 with a range of percentage inhibition of 70 -87 %.
Compound 4q showed an excellent activity against MCF-7 with percentage inhibition of 84.98 %. Molecular
docking study of 4q was also performed against human protein kinase CK-2 and exhibited attractive binding affinity
with dock score of -8.937. In silico ADMET and toxicity studies of compound 4q showed good human serum binding
and intestinal absorption. Compound was also found non-cancerous in chronic and acute mice model studies,
predicted by using Maestro 9.6 software. MTT Assay of compound 4q was conducted for calculation of IC50 value
(8.15μM) value against MCF-7 cell line. To find the underlying mechanism of cytotoxic activity of compound 4q, we
evaluated its effect on cell cycle progression and its ability to tempt apoptosis using cancer cell line MCF-7.The
effect of compound 4q on the cell cycle progression indicated that exposure of MCF-7 cells to compound 4q,
induced a significant disruption in the cell cycle profile including time dependent decrease in cell population at G0/
G1 phase and G2/M. Moreover, it tempts concomitant increase in cell population at S phase. Furthermore, it was
observed that compound 4q could induce an increase in the late/secondary cellular apoptosis from 0.1% to 44.1%.
In addition, an increase in the early/primary apoptosis was also observed from 0.8% to 52.0 % and decrease in
cellular necrosis from 4.8% to 0.4%. Inclusive of above studies, these new chloroxylenol based aurone derivatives
can be potential leads for breast cancer.

Unravelling Anti-apoptotic Role of BAG-3 In Malignant Phenotypes
Tabinda Showkat Pattoo,1 Firdous A Khanday1*
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& Kashmir, India.
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Impaired apoptosis is a predominant cancer cell hallmark that not only aids in attainment of higher grades of
malignancy but also aids resistance against available radio or chemo therapies. Therefore, it’s mandatory to gain in
depth knowledge of anti-apoptotic strategies displayed by cancer cells to improve prognosis in cancer patients.
Curtailment in apoptosis is predominantly achieved by over-expression of anti-apoptotic proteins & one such
protein is BAG-3. BAG-3 or Bcl-2 associated athanogene 3 is an anti-apoptotic/pro-cancerous protein
characterized by presence of various domains & motifs (WW domain, PXXP motif & BAG domain) that allows it to
play pivotal pro-cancerous roles in signaling pathways encompassing proliferation, apoptosis, survival, metastasis
& so forth. While as anti-apoptotic activity of BAG-3 pertaining to BAG domain has been well documented, this
protein still is under research vigilance considering its massive anti-apoptotic potential, suggesting its putative
involvement in multitude of apoptotic pathways via its other two domains. With regard to this, we hypothesize BAG3 via its WW domain can be a putative partner of proline rich p66shc that plays indispensable role in oxidative stress
mediated apoptosis. (It is noteworthy to mention interaction between WW domain & proline rich motifs is well
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documented operating numerous signaling cascades in normal & diseased phenotypes.) p66shc upon sensing
oxidative stress in the cell gets phosphorylated at serine located at position 36 causing its mitochondrial
translocation culminating in release of cytochrome c. Since BAG-3 is anti-apoptotic we anticipate via its interaction
with p66shc must be curtailing apoptosis initiated under oxidative stress conditions. Mechanistic study in this
regard can bring to light one anti-apoptotic strategy adopted by cancer cells to curtail apoptosis initiated under
oxidative stress conditions that can bear fruitful therapeutic intervention.

Role of micro-RNAs and their impact on JAK/STAT signaling pathway in
the pathogenesis of Hepatocellular Carcinoma
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HCC has a poor prognosis, largely due to the late diagnosis of the disease. Growing evidence indicates that miRNAs
could be used as prospective biomarkers in the diagnosis of various types of human cancer, including HCC. Among
several signaling cascades JAK/STAT pathway has been reported to play crucial role in HCC development. Overall 66
subjects were enrolled in the study. The expression of various cytokines, key JAK/STAT players as well as 10 mature
miRNAs were evaluated in serum and tissue of HCC patients compared to Healthy controls (HC).
Our study revealed that the level of key cytokines (IL-6, IL-10 and TGF-β) were significantly high in the serum of HCC
patients compared to HC. Further, the mRNA expression of salient genes of JAK/STAT signaling pathway viz. JAK2
and STAT3 were upregulated, while their negative regulators SOCS1 were repressed in the tumor tissue and blood of
HCC patients compared to HC respectively. In addition, we observed that the protein expression of IL6, IL10, TGFβ,
JAK2, STAT3, pSTAT3 was significantly high, albeit SOCS1, SOCS3 scored low in the tumor tissues compared to the
peri-tumor tissues of HCC patients. Therewithal, our investigations highlighted that the levels of miR-221, miR-124,
miR-222, miR-155, miR-340 were upregulated, whereas Let-7a, miR-26a were significantly lower in the tumor tissue
of HCC patients. Further, no significant dysregulation was found in the expression of miR-126, miR-15a and miR-219.
Additionally, we found that the serum levels of miR-221, miR-124, miR-222, miR-155, miR-219, miR-126 and miR-340
were upregulated, while Let-7a, miR-26a were significantly lower in HCC patients compared to HC. The analysis of
ROC revealed that circulating Let-7a, miR-221, miR-222 and a combination of these three miRNAs could serve as
diagnostic biomarkers for HCC. In order to assess pathway enrichment, a total of 1034 potential intersecting target
genes were identified. Further, GO and KEGG pathway analysis tools showed that the predicted target genes of the
three-panel miRNAs were mainly enriched in the cancer-related pathways, Hepatitis C and HCC pathway, indicating
a possible crosstalk of miRNAs in cancer with HCC.
The serum three-miRNA-panel showed great potential and had higher sensitivity and specificity than AFP to serve
as non-invasive biomarkers for HCC diagnosis. This data suggested that JAK2, STAT3 and SOCS3 in combination
with three-miRNA-panel are strong contenders as potential diagnostic biomarkers for the clinical management of
patients with HCC.
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Breast cancer (BC) has become one of the most common types of cancer worldwide and the major cause of tumorrelated mortality in women. Cell cycle dysregulation is a well-established characteristic of cancer growth and
metastasis. Cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs) are critical components of the cell-cycle regulation system that are
deregulated in a variety of malignancies, including BC. In the development of targeted cancer therapy,
reestablishing cell cycle control by CDK manipulation has emerged as a potential strategy. The purpose of this study
was to determine the expression pattern, prognostic value, and clinical significance of CDKs in BC using an
integrated bioinformatic tools. Additionally, we used the STRING and KEGG databases to perform a functional
enrichment analysis of deregulated CDKs in order to characterize the involvement of CDKs in breast carcinogenesis.
The study revealed that CDKs were significantly deregulated in BC, with CDK1, CDK11A, and CDK18 all exhibiting a
fold change of > ± 1.5. Additionally, metastatic tumors expressed higher levels of CDK1 when single cell RNA
sequencing was performed on primary and metastatic breast tumors. Additionally, it was found that dysregulated
CDK expression affects overall survival (OS) and relapse-free survival (RFS) of breast cancer patients. High
expression of CDK1 was found associated with worse overall and relapse free survival. The multimodal analytical
approaches used in the research suggest that modulating CDKs for BC therapy is a potential strategy.

Phytoconstituents and Potential of Rheum Species (Rhubarb) for Prevention and
Treatment of Oncologic Diseases: A Comprehensive Review
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Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide. Globally it is among the primary diseases that cause
mortality and morbidity in millions of people. Medicines used to treat cancer are frequently derived from plant
components. Plants have repeatedly demonstrated medicinal capabilities that have been highlighted throughout
history. Rhubarb is a perennial herb from the genus Rheum L. (family: Polygonaceae) that has been used as an
antiseptic, purgative/cathartic, diuretic, liver stimulant, stomachic, anticholesterolaemic, antitumor, and tonic for
centuries. The primary chemical components are anthraquinone derivatives such as emodin, aloe-emodin,
chrysophanol, physcion, rhein, emodin glycoside, and chrysophanol glycoside. The phytoconstituents of rheum
species have a wide range of biological actions, which explains why it is useful for cancer prevention and treatment.
Various molecular and cellular mechanisms, such as anti-inflammatory, anti-metastatic, anti-invasive, antiangiogenic, free radical scavenging, DNA repair, cell cycle alteration, and apoptotic activities could demonstrate the
chemopreventive and anticarcinogenic therapeutic potential of different rheum species. This review will primarily
focus on the anticancer effects of rheum species against various cancer types, as well as the anti-neoplastic activity
of Rheum's more abundant anthraquinones, and the mechanisms involved.
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The epigenetic mechanisms play a central role in regulating gene expression and chromatin architecture and is
crucial for development and maintenance of cell identity and function. Cells use different mechanisms which
involve various factors to reassemble the chromatin. A defect in any of such factor has many detrimental
consequences on cell such as spurious transcription, deregulated gene expression at the level of transcription,
genomic instability. Such epigenetic deregulation contributes to aberrant transcriptional activation in cancer as
prostrate cancer, breast cancer, glioblastoma multiforme, colorectal cancer etc. These factors play critical role in
maintaining HIV latency and embryonic stem cell self-renewal .Various factors which are known to cause
restoration of chromatin structure have been extensively studied but the mechanisms regulating the function of
these factors is yet to be revealed. This study will help us to understand the mechanism and regulation of chromatin
modulating factors as Spt6, FACT, Chd1 which ultimately will provide better insight about various aspects of disease
associated with epigenetic changes.

Cross Talk Between IRE1(Ionisitol Requiring Enyme1) and
Oxidative Stress Kinase-1(Oxsr1):Implications in Cell Fate Determination
Younis Majeed1, Ariha Ashraf 1, Khalida Ramzan, Mariam Banday, Ozaira Qadri,
Nida I Fatima, Nusrat Masood And Khalid Majid Fazili1
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The Unfolded Protein Response (UPR), is an intracellular signal transduction pathway that maintains endoplasmic
reticulum homeostasis during stress conditions. however it switches over its role and promotes apoptosis when
restoration becomes difficult .In cancer cells, however UPR plays a different role and facilitates the growth and
sustainability of these cells [1]. One major transducer of UPR is IRE1, a transmembrane protein in the ER with its
luminal domain N-terminal involved in sensing the stress and C-terminal domain carrying out catalytic functions. It
is the only protein reported to have RNase activity coupled to kinase activity. However the final output of IRE1 is
largely determined by autophosphorylation of its kinase domain and binding of cofactors which culminates either
in XBP1 splicing[prosurvival] or RIDD[proapoptotic]. Studies based on IRE1 phosphoregulation have shown that its
autophosphorylating kinase activity is limited, therefore there might be a cellular kinase which is phosphorylating
IRE1 during stress driven conditions and regulate its functional activity accordingly. Using cell based systems for
immunoprecipitation followed by LC/MS analysis, we identified Oxidative stress kinase1(OXSR1) as a novel kinase
found to interact with IRE1 during stress driven conditions. Since OXSR1 is a protumorogenic protein involved in cell
proliferation, metastasis and angiogenesis, we hypothesize that its causing enhancement in the phosphorylation
status of IRE1, driving its activity towards cell survival and growth. Subsequently we validated oxsr1-IRE1 interaction
by co-immunoprecipiation, and yeast two hybrid assay. Interaction was validated at the endogenous level too.
Experimentally we found that Oxsr1 overexpression in hekt-293 cells shifts ire1 functional output towards XBP1
splicing , an established pro-survival pathway in different cancers. At the same time expression of GRP-78,
implicated in cancer survival and tumor progression too, got enhanced under OXSR1 overexpression conditions.
However it had no effect on the perk pathway neither at ATF-4 expression level nor eIF-2 phosphorylation level,
although there was mild increase in ATF-6 expression.
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Colonial cancer causes millions of deaths every year. Despite widespread advances in colorectal cancer
management, there is still a great need for new targeted therapies. Piperine is an alkaloid present in the black
pepper that has cancer, anti-inflammatory properties, and is safe and nutritious for human consumption. Nuclear
factor-erythroid 2 – kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (Nrf-2 / Keap-1) / Heme-oxygenase1 (HO-1) signaling
pathway plays a key role in protecting cells from intracellular oxidative stress and inflammation. The potential link
between Nrf-2 and NF-κB pathways is accepted during cancer growth and development. In this study we tried to
find new targets in preventing chemically induced colon cancer with mimicry of piperine mimicking human
pathology. Mice were divided into four groups. Groups 1 and 2 were used as negative controls and positive controls
when 1,2-Dimethylhydrazine, DMH was administered in group 2, while groups 3 and 4 were inhibitory groups
where piperine in two different doses was given two weeks before DMH and it continued until the end of test. The
results were interpreted as piperine inhibiting NF-κB by Nrf-2 activation, inhibiting inflammatory mediators /
cytokines, activating antioxidant reactions, ROS cleansing, and reducing lipid peroxidation. Histological findings
also confirmed the cellular findings. It also lowers CEA, MDF and ACF, the symptoms of malignant lesions in the
colon, reduces the penetration of mast cells and eliminates the mucous layer. Based on the results we conclude that
piperine may be used for prophylactic treatment of colon carcinogenesis by directing the NF-κB / Nrf-2 / Keap-1 /
HO-1 method as a continuous prevention and effective treatment of colorectal cancer.
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Compartmentalization of the cell nucleus plays an important role in the regulation of genome function by
sequestering the molecular machinery in the form of transcription factories, cajal bodies, polycomb bodies, nuclear
speckles etc. Recent findings have implicated the role of liquid – liquid phase separation (LLPS) in nuclear
compartmentalization. LLPS is driven by molecular crowding and multivalent interaction of proteins and DNA.
Chromatin, being polymeric in nature and having the ability to form multivalent interactions, can also undergo
LLPS. But it remains to be elucidated how the phase separation property of chromatin modulates its 3D
organization. Here we used perturbation in molecular crowding as a tool to understand the role of LLPS in
chromatin organization using high throughput chromosome conformation capture, HiC. We found that genome
organization gets altered upon increasing the molecular crowding. On reversing the crowding conditions the
genome organization gradually reverts to the normal, implying that genome organization is regulated by LLPS.

Mammalian NOX Regulatory System as a Model to Unravel
the Regulation of its Homolog in Plants
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Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are oxygen-derived free radicals that play a key role in cell signaling, immunity and
cell growth. Balance between ROS production and its elimination is critical to growth, apoptosis and excessive cell
proliferation. The major producer of ROS inside cells is the NADPH Oxidase (NOX), which is present as a multisubunit enzyme in mammals. It includes a membrane bound catalytic core consisting of non-covalent heterodimer
of gp91phox and p22phox subunits and its cytosolic components include p47phox, p67phox, p40phox and Rac
small GTPase. These components assemble during the host's response to multiple stimuli, including viral and
bacterial infections and causes an oxidative burst in phagosomes, which kill ingested microorganisms in either a
direct or indirect manner. Not only with host defense, this enzymatic complex has been linked to a variety of other
functions, including, cellular signaling, tissue repair and gene regulation. NOX enhances tissue repair by causing cell
proliferation and angiogenesis in advanced stages of tissue damage. NOX orthologs have been isolated in
organisms like rodents, fruit flies, humans and plants and its homologs are found in almost all animal or plant origin
cells, indicating that NOX has activities much more than the mammalian immune system. In mammals, the
activation process of the enzyme complex is tightly regulated. The gp91phox subunit has a conserved electron
transport domain and sites for binding of NADPH and FAD. When stimulated the p47phox subunit undergoes
phosphorylation after which the complex along with Rac 2 moves towards membrane in order to activate the
catalytic core. In plants, the only membrane subunit present is homolog of gp91 phox and cytosolic regulatory
component Rac small GTPases are found. This gp91 phox subunit is known as Rboh in plants. This enzyme has a
strong connection with the stress response of plants but its regulatory mechanism is not explored yet. We in our
study take the mammalian regulatory system as a model to unravel the regulation of this important ROS generating
enzyme in plants. As a preliminary investigation, we report the similar expression pattern of a few members of Rboh
and Rac small GTPase genes in model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. Our results suggest that different Rboh- Rac
combo is involved in different stress responses of plants.
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Genome is organized in a hierarchical manner, scaling from nucleosomes, topologically associating domains
(TADS), to chromosome territories. ATP-dependent chromatin remodellers play an important role in modulating
the chromatin structure. ISWI and CHD1 ATP-dependent remodellers have been shown to be involved in
maintaining the proper nucleosome spacing by sliding them along the DNA. But their role in regulating global
chromatin accessibility and higher order chromatin structure is not known. We used triple deletion strain in which
genes encoding Isw1, Isw2 and Chd1 were deleted and its corresponding wildtype for comparison to address this
problem. MNase-Seq analysis showed that in absence of these ATP-dependent chromatin remodellers there is
change in nucleosome occupancy and spacing. We found changes in accessibility of chromatin in triple deletion
strain when compared with wildtype. To find the role of remodellers in three-dimensional chromatin organization
we used chromosome conformation capture based methods, Hi-C and Micro-C. We found that deletion of these
remodellers leads to the change in 3D chromosomal interactions. Our findings suggest that ATP-dependent
chromatin remodellers have a role in regular nucleosome spacing at primary level and this spacing is possibly linked
to chromatin accessibility, gene expression and proper three-dimensional chromatin organization.

Studying the Impact of Subclinical Hypothyroidism on Clinical, Biochemical and
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Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS) and hypothyroidism are the most common endocrine disorders among the
females of reproductive age group. The association between these disorders is still debated as both disorders play a
multifaceted role in events related to female reproductive process. The aim of the study was to study the impact of
subclinical hypothyroidism (SCH) on the phenotypic manifestations of PCOS along with the impact of levothyroxine
replacement on clinical, biochemical and hormonal parameters of women having simultaneous presence of PCOS
and SCH. The study included 60 women having PCOS (diagnosed by Rotterdam 2003 criteria) and subclinical
hypothyroidism. After recruitment of participants for the study, baseline assessment of clinical, biochemical and
hormonal parameters was done. This was followed by levothyroxine replacement. Assessment of clinical,
biochemical and hormonal parameters was repeated after 3 months and then after 6 months of thyroxine
replacement. The baseline results showed Ferriman-Gallwey score ≥ 9 in 39, presence of acne in 33, androgenic
alopecia in 34 and acanthosis in 29 subjects. Comparing the baseline and 3-month follow up, a significant decrease
was found in testosterone (p=0.02), TSH (p=0.02) and TG levels (p=0.03) and significant increase in HDL levels (p =
0.02). In 6-month follow up, a significant decrease was found in TG (p=0.004), LDL (p=0.01), serum bilirubin
(p=0.02), FSH (p=0.02), testosterone (p=0.03) and TSH levels (p=0.004), and significant increase in HDL levels
(p=0.008).The study showed the impact of SCH on the lipid profile parameters, testosterone and FSH levels of PCOS
patients.
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This research work was aimed to assess the biological activities of various preparations of Mistletoe (Viscum album
L.), exhibiting diverse chemical constituents including Mistletoe lectins (MLs), viscotoxins (VTs) responsible for
potent cytotoxic and antimicrobial effects. Many diverse secondary compounds in plants are considered as the
most fascinating compounds in terms of their biological activities that have increased their scientific interest in the
pharmaceutical and nutraceutical sectors. In this context, the Mistletoe extracts displayed promising health benefits
due to the presence of diverse kinds of phenolic and flavonoids that showed highest yield particularly in ethanolic
leaf extracts. Moreover, the antioxidant potential using various biochemical assays such as FRAP, DPPH, SOR and
OH have revealed that ethanolic leaf extracts harvested from Juglans regia L. as rich sources of antioxidants due to
their comparatively increased tendency in scavenging free radicals. The soxhlet methanolic fractions of Mistletoe
showed noticeable antimicrobial activity against fungal strains and both gram positive and gram negative bacteria
by using agar well diffusion and broth dilution assays. Owing to hemiparasitic nature of Mistletoe and its occurrence
on wide range of host plants, Mistletoe extracts indicated the presence of wide range of secondary compounds
which are further assessed by phytochemical investigations using various analytical techniques such as Gas
chromatography High resolution mass spectrometry (GC-HRMS) that elucidated host associated variation in the
phytochemical profile of stem and leaf samples of Viscum album L. which further play a key role in determining the
therapeutic potential of Mistletoe extracts. Meanwhile, Mistletoe leaves and stem collected from various hosts and
extracted in methanol have indicated potent cytotoxicity against various cancer cell lines such as U2OS, HeLa and
HEK293. Methanolic Mistletoe extracts induces cytotoxic action in target cancerous cell by the synergistic action of
various key anticancerous compounds such as triterpenic acids. The aqueous extracts contained MLs which are
dipeptide proteins constituting chain A and chain B and played a pivotal role in inducing apoptosis. Chain A is
involved in inhibition of protein synthesis while as chain B elicits the immunomodulatory effects in target tumor cell
by production of oxidative stress molecules such as superoxides (O-2) and cytokines which eventually leads to cell
death. In Europe, more advanced research on Mistletoe extracts have produced various commercial formulations
such as Iscador, Helixor, Eurixor, Lektinol and Isorel that are administered in cancer patients to ameliorate the ill
effects caused by chemotherapy.
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Nano-Therapeutic Approaches to Overcome Hepatic Damage
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Due to their amazing physical, chemical and biological properties, Metallic nanoparticles have been widely used in
medical applications like bio-imaging, drug delivery and photonics due to their amazing physical and chemical
properties. Present study was designed to investigate the ameliorative effect of gold and silver nanoparticles
(AuNPs & AgNPs) against Acetaminophen (APAP) induced hepatotoxicity in rats. Female albino rats (Wistar strain)
were divided into various groups of six animals each. Animals were intoxicated with APAP at a dose of 20mg/kg p.o
(5 days/week for 4 weeks). Therapy of AuNPs and AgNPs was given at a dose of 100 µg/kg p.o. and silymarin at a
dose of 50 mg/kg p.o. for 2 days/week for 4 weeks. APAP induced a significant increase in serum transaminases and
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alkaline phosphatase, which indicated the hepatic damage. Activities of major antioxidant enzymes and GSH cycle
enzymes were significantly inhibited by APAP toxicity. DNA damage and ultrastructural alterations were also
observed in APAP intoxicated groups. AuNPs and AgNPs treated rats demonstrated a potential protective activity
against APAP induced adverse effects. AuNPs and AgNPs therapy showed significant restoration of all biochemical
variables towards normal. AuNPs and AgNPs showed significant protection against APAP induced DNA damage
and ultrastructural alterations. The therapeutic efficiency of AuNPs and AgNPs was comparable to the standard
drug silymarin. It is concluded that AuNPs and AgNPs significantly ameliorated the acetaminophen induced hepatic
damage, however, AuNPs were found more effective as compared to AgNPs. Thus, after further preclinical and
clinical studies AuNPs can be used in the development of drug against hepatic diseases.

Molecular Characterization, Growth Kinetics and In-vitro Differentiation Potential of
Ovine Fetal Adnexa Derived Mesenchymal Stem Cells
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1
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The present study was conducted with an objective of isolation, in vitro expansion, growth kinetics, molecular
characterization and in vitro differentiation of fetal adnexa derived ovine mesenchymal stem cells (oMSCs). The
gravid uteri were collected from a local abattoir. The MSCs viz., oAF, oCB, oWJ were isolated, expanded in vitro and
characterized for stem cell surface markers and pluripotency markers at 3rd passage. The MSCs were
cryopreserved after establishing their stemness and pluripotency at P3. The viability and growth kinetics was
evaluated pre and post-thaw. The trilineage differentiation potential of the MSCs was assessed too. The results
showed a marked amplification of surface and pluripotency markers. The cells post-thaw showed a viability which
varied significantly (p<0.05) among the three cell types with oAF-MSC surpassing the others. The MSCs in culture
showed a typical growth curve with well defined lag phase, an exponential phase, a plateau phase and a decline
phase. The oAF-MSC showed a better growth rate than the rest of the sources. The MSCs showed colony formation
in culture which reflected their clonogenic potential. When induced, the cells differentiated into osteogenic,
chondrogenic and adipogenic lineages as confirmed by specific stains. The study reflects that oAF-MSC
outperforms the rest of the sources and therefore can be cryopreserved for regenerative medicine.

Evaluation of P53 Expression in Letrozole Induced Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome (Pcos)
Rat Models in Relation to Their Oxidative Stress Status
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Women with polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) suffer from various serious health issues. It causes anovulatory
infertility, menstrual cycle abnormalities and also increases the clinical risk of pregnancy complications. PCOS is a
multigenic disorder and its pathophysiology is not well understood. Recent studies related to extensive changes in
DNA methylation and gene expression profiling (via Gene Ontology: GO analysis) and interaction of significant
pathways (via Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genome: KEGG analysis) in PCOS patients suggested that the p53
pathway may potentially play a direct or indirect role in PCOS (1). p53 has been found as an significant gene involved
in reproduction, in a gender-specific manner as p53 regulates maternal reproduction through leukaemia inhibitory
factor (LIF) (2). Also, the Mdm2-p53-SF1 pathway in ovarian granulosa cells directs ovulation and fertilisation by
conditioning oocyte quality (3). Oxidative stress (OS) is increased in PCOS patients as compared to normal. OS
induces infertility in women through a variety of mechanisms. Ovarian follicles experiencing OS can lead to direct
damage to oocytes (4). OS also induces genetic variation, modifications of DNA bases and genetic mutations in
numerous genes and these mutations in regulatory genes such as p53, mdm2 and LIF can affect their gene
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expression which might be an important factor affecting the reproductive health of PCOS patients. Increased
oxidative stress and its effect on gene expression of P53 can be an imperative reason that affects oocyte quality and
causes infertility and other complications in PCOS patients. The present study aims to elucidate the potential role of
increased oxidative stress on p53 and LIF gene expression in PCOS rat models Thus the study will provide an insight
about the pathways that are disturbed in PCOS and will help in understanding its pathophysiology. We were
successfully able to induce PCOS in different rat groups which included (control group, PCOS group, oxidative stress
(OS) group, PCOS + OS group, Male group, Mated control group and mated PCOS group). We also found that there
was an increase in ovarian tissue specific levels of oxidative stress in different rat groups as compared to the normal.
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Evaluation of Etiology and Pregnancy Outcome in Recurrent Miscarriage Patients
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Aim
The purpose of this study was to evaluate etiology and pregnancy outcome of recurrent miscarriage women.
Methods
The enrolled patients (280) were evaluated for Triiodothyronine, Thyroxine, Thyroid stimulating hormone, prolactin,
chromosomal analysis, Haemoglobin A1C, blood sugar, Magnetic resonance imaging, 3D-ultrasound, autoantibodies profile (antiphospholipid antibodies, anticardiolipin antibodies, lupus anticoagulant, antinuclear
antibodies, anti-thyroid antibodies and b2 glycoprotein1), torch profile (Toxoplasmo gondii, rubella, cytomegalo
virus and herpes simplex virus), blood vitamin D3 levels, psychological factors, Body mass index and thrombotic
factors (protein S and C deficiency, Prothrombin G20210A mutation, anti-thrombin III, Factor V Leiden and
Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase mutation), uterosalpingography (hysteronsalpingography) and
hysteroscopy. The therapeutic regimens either singly or combined were employed for the treatment of recurrent
miscarriage patients on the basis of etiology (single or multiple) and include intravenous immunoglobulin, low
molecular weight heparin, low dose aspirin, levothyroxine, progesterone, folic acid, human chorionic
gonadotrophin, vitamin D3, psychotherapy, genetic counselling. However, patients with idiopathic recurrent
miscarriage were treated with progesterone supplementation, anticoagulation and/or immune modulatory agents.
Results
The incidence of primary recurrent miscarriage was highest and most of the women experienced recurrent
miscarriage during first trimester. Endocrinological disorders (39%) were found as the major pathological factor for
recurrent miscarriage. Other factors include uterine abnormalities (5.7%), vitamin D3 deficiency (3.5%),
psychological factors (3.2%) infection (3.6%), autoimmune abnormalities (1.8%) and protein S deficiency (1.8%).
However, 40% cases were idiopathic. The overall live birth rate achieved after the management of recurrent
miscarriage patients was 75.7%.
Conclusion
Enocrinopathy was the major cause of recurrent miscarriage. The overall live birth rate achieved was 75.7% with
highest pregnancy outcome in secondary recurrent miscarriage patients after the management.
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In Silico Analysis Reveals Glafenine as a Novel Biomolecule Possessing Nematicidal
Property Against Banana Root Knot Nematode Meloidogyne Incognita
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Bananas are the developing world's fourth most important food crop (after rice, wheat and maize) in terms of gross
value of production. However, its production is limited by numerous diseases and pests, such as various species of
plant-parasitic nematodes, which infest banana roots and have negative repercussions (Mendoza and Sikora,
2009). Recently, there is a trend to search for biorational pesticides to overcome the hazardous effects of synthetic
compounds necessitating the identification of an effective and eco-friendly biomolecule for the management of
nematodes. In this perspective modelling and molecular docking studies were performed to discover an effective
nematicidal biomolecule for the management of Meloidogyne incognita. Glafenine is the secondary metabolite
produced by Bacillus paralicheniformis during the ditrophic interaction with Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. cubense
(Foc). In the present work, we have analyzed the nematidical property of glafenine against Meloidogyne incognita
protein targets cytochrome c oxidase subunit , calreticulin , Neuropeptide G-protein coupled receptor, chorismate
mutase 1 and venom allergen-like protein, endoglucanase .Three-dimensional modelled structure of protein
targets of M incognita were docked with biomolecules through AutoDock Vina module in PyRx 0.8 server to predict
the binding energy of ligand and target protein. Among the chosen six targets, docking analysis revealed that
glafenine had the maximum binding affinity of -9.3 kcal/mol for cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1, -7.1 kcal/mol for
calreticulin, - 5 kcal/mol for endoglucanase , -5.6 kcal/mol for chorismate mutase 1, - 4.8 kcal/mol for Neuropeptide
G-protein coupled receptor and -6.8 kcal/mol for venom allergen-like protein in comparison with nematicide
carbofuran 3G.Besides, increased binding affinity of glafenine with the protein target sites and thus have facilitated
to explore it as novel nematicidal molecules for the management of banana root knot nematodeM. incognita
.Thus, present investigation confirmed that, the small molecule glafenine can be explored for nematicidal activity.
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High prolificacy in sheep has been observed among different breeds, while the ovulation rate and litter size can be
genetically determined. The Booroola fecundity (FecB) gene in sheep has an established association with litter size
in sheep. Therefore, this study aims to detect FecB introgression using Kompetitive allele-specific PCR (KASP) in the
progeny generated from the FecB Rams distributed to registered sheep breeders of target areas at Budgam and
Baramulla. KASP enables high-precision bi-allelic characterization of SNPs and indels at specific loci using RT-PCR,
which can efficiently and rapidly detect FecB gene mutation and the results are analyzed using cluster plots. A total
of 541 Fec B positive samples previously analyzed by PCR and RFLP were selected for this assay. The samples were
genotyped for FecB++ (homozygous non-carrier), FecBBB (homozygous carrier) and FecB+ (heterozygous). On
screening, 283 lambs were found to be heterozygous for the mutation, while 161 were observed to be homozygous
carriers and 97 with non-carrier genotypes. The method is simple and allows high and quick throughput
genotyping of numerous samples within 90 minutes.
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Cryotop Maintains Viability and Developmental Potential of
Vitrified Immature Ovine Oocytes Post Vitrification
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Objective
To evaluate the better carrier device (CD) for recovery, survivability, in vitro maturation (IVM) and cleavage rate of
vitrified immature ovine oocytes.
Method
The cumulus oocyte complexes (COCs) were vitrified in cryotop and open pulled traw. The evaluation of devices was
carried out post vitrification (after thawing).
Main findings
The number (%) of cumulus oocyte complexes (COCs) recovered, viable & normal after thawing for CT were 212
(91.4%), 201 (94.8%) & 196 (92.4%) and for OPS were 214 (85.2%), 190 (88.8%) & 182 (85.1%) respectively. CT was
significantly (P≤ 0.05) better in comparison to OPS for recovery, viability and morphological normal COCs. The
maturation rate for CT 82 (44.1%) was significantly (P≤ 0.05) higher than OPS 58 (32.9%). There was no significant
difference between two devices for cleavage rate however; the results of the control group were significantly higher
(P≤0.05) than carrier devices.
Conclusion
CT is comparatively better carrier device for maintaining viability and IVM rate of vitrified immature ovine oocytes.
More research is needed to establish a better CD for achieving desired cleavage rates.

Post-Operative Pain Management in Female Dogs Undergoing
Keyhole Ovariohysterectomy
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Present study was undertaken to determine the intraperitoneal analgesic effect of bupivacaine and tramadol in
female dogs undergoing keyhole ovariohysterectomy. The pain assessment was done before surgery and at
different time intervals up to 18th hour after surgery using two pain scales Glasgow composite pain scale (GCPS)
and University of Melbourne pain scale (UMPS)}. To undertake the study animals were divided into three groups,
group A, group B and group C (each containing 12 animals). The animals of group C were given tramadol
intraperitoneally, animals of group B were given bupivacaine intraperitoneally and in group A animals normal saline
was used intraperitoneally. Significant number of animals in Group B showed earlier recovery after the 8th postoperative hour of the study, in group C the recovery was seen at 12th post-operative hour and group A animals
showed recovery at the end of the study that is at the 18th post-operative hour of the study.
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The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) responsible for the ongoing global pandemic
of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has upended the lives of people all over the world, transcending
geographical barriers and affecting people of all races, ages, and gender. Pregnant women are more vulnerable in
comparison to the general population for developing severe SARS-CoV-2 infection which can lead to an adverse
maternal and perinatal outcome. This retrospective study was done to find out the prevalence of COVID-19
pregnant females over a period of twenty-one months from April 2020 to January 2021. Pregnant women near the
expected date of deliveries were screened. Nasopharyngeal and or oropharyngeal samples were collected and
real-time RT-PCR was done for the detection of SARS-CoV-2. A total of 4929 pregnant women were included. Mean
age of the studied population was 29.94 years. The overall prevalence of COVID-19 was found to be 3.6%. Positivity
ranged from 0% to 23.2% during different intervals and the increase in positivity coincided with the peak of the
waves of COVID-19 in the country. The characteristic findings included younger age of the study population, a high
proportion of asymptomatic patients, higher positivity in the outpatients (non-admitted) and increase in positivity
coinciding with the peak of the first, second and third waves of COVID-19 pandemic in the country. In comparison
with the rest of the population, pregnant females showed a higher rate of positivity for COVID-19. The proactive
testing of the asymptomatic pregnant women is critical in management of such patients. Since the study group
consisted entirely of asymptomatic individuals, the presence of COVID-19 positive patients shows that the
population at risk needs to be screened aggressively, especially during periods of increased activity in the general
population. These findings can be critical in managing the pregnant covid patients and also in major policy making
at all levels
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Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (S. Typhimurium) is the leading cause of foodborne illness. Since
Salmonella continues to have a detrimental effect on public health, there is an ongoing need to develop more
advanced methods for combating Salmonellosis in foods before they reach consumers. The quest for alternative
natural products has recently intensified due to increasingly stringent regulations regarding the use of antibiotics as
growth promoters, as well as consumer demand for antibiotic-free poultry products. This study was conducted to
evaluate the effect of ajwain extract (AJE) on immune response and antioxidant status in broiler chicks challenged
with Salmonella Typhimurium. The chicks were infected with S. Typhimurium and were divided into different groups
except control group (CON). The challenged chicks received different treatments with 3*10 9 CFU Acipro-WS TM
probiotic (PRO), 200mg/Kg Aiwain extract (AJE), 200 mg/100Kg of enrofloxacin (ENR) and combination of 3*10
9CFU Acipro-WS TM probiotic and 200mg/Kg ajwain extract (COM). Five days’ post treatment the tissue samples
(liver and spleen) were analysed. The results showed that basal diet supplemented with ajwain extract (AJE) and a
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combination of probiotic and ajwain extract (COM) significantly (P&lt; 0.0.5) reduced the cytokine expression in
broiler chicks challenged with S. Typhimurium. Our findings suggest that AJE can clear the bacterial infection,
improve antioxidant status as well as suppress the inflammatory response. Additionally, AJE supplementation
significantly mitigated the S. Typhimurium-induced increases in the interleukin (IL-6) (liver and spleen), IL-8 (liver
and spleen), IL-17A (liver and spleen), and inducible nitric oxide (iNOS) (spleen and liver) levels (P &lt; 0.05). We
conclude that ajwain is an efficient feed additive with antioxidant and anti- inflammatory properties. The interaction
networks developed in the current study provides a novel lead that could be targeted for anti-inflammatory and
antioxidant properties.
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Within livestock production, enteric diseases play an important role, since they cause severe morbidity and
mortality losses. Coccidiosis is a protozoan disease of high economic importance caused by Eimeria species that
affects various animal species, including sheep. Molecular analyses of internal transcribed spacer 1 (ITS-1) was used
for the genetic characterization of Eimeria spp. in locally reared sheep of Central Kashmir (Budgam, Srinagar and
Ganderbal district). Out of a total of 1341 faecal samples examined microscopically, representative oocyst rich
positive samples were purified and sporulated for DNA extraction (QIAamp® Fast DNA Stool Mini Kit). PCR
amplification revealed a product size of around 500 bp for the genus specific ITS-1 gene. Randomly selected 5 PCR
amplicons (3J1, 3J2, 3J3, SG1 and SG2) were outsourced for sequencing. The eimerian isolates 3J1 and 3J3 showed
close homology to E. ahsata (MG774401; 93.48% and 93.80%, respectively), 3J2 to E. pallida (MG836236; 86.29%)
and E. ahsata (MG774401; 86.29%), SG1 83.37% to E. faurei (MG774398), 83.33% to E. ahsata (MG774401), 83.14% to
E. crandalis (MG774400) and 83.14% to E. pallida (MG836236) and SG2 87.50% to E. ahsata (MG774401) and 87.28%
to E. pallida (MG836236). The results obtained in this study constitute the first report of molecular characterisation
of Eimeria species that infect sheep in India.
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